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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION .

1This work has been mainly designed for the use of

students, as a guide to their study of MAHOMEDAN Law .

Hence, for a speedy and convenient grasp of its princi

ples, I have cast them in a series of distinct propositions,

systematically arranged in the order of consecutive sec

tions, illustrated by decided cases applicable to each

section. The language of judgments to be found in the

recognised reports has, so far as practicable , been faith

fully reproduced in the statement of each proposition, in

order to impart to it the imprimatur of authoritative law ;

and where such sources have failed , I have fallen back

upon the translations of the HEDAYA and the FATWA

ALUMGIRI, with such modifications as were necessary or

proper for the requirements of modern law . The illus

trative cases have likewise been imported , almost all, from

the same Reports throughout the work, except in the

Chapter on Inheritance. There is a citation of authority

for every proposition I have set out ; and no important

decisions have been missed , while enactments amending

or repealing the ancient rules have been noted in their

appropriate place .

The rules of succession in intestacy have been felt

to be a crux to students, if not the hardest part in the

whole range of MaHOMEDAN PERSONAL LAW for them to

comprehend . To afford facilities in the sound under

standing of the principles of Succession Law , a large

number of illustrations have been grouped together, which ,

it is hoped , will add to the importance and value of the

work as a concise and scientific exposition of the subject.

The scheme of distribution among Sharers and Residu

aries and Distant Kindred has been tabulated , and the
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

principles upon which the rules of inheritance are based

are expounded at pp. 41-44 as clearly as I have been

able to do. In addition to the principles set out in the

Sirajiyyah , I have ventured to formulate two fresh princi

ples which have appeared to me to furnish a solution of

some of the difficulties pointed out by writers on that

subject.

This work is in the main modelled on the plan of

Sir Roland Wilson's excellent Digest of Anglo -Muham

MADAN Law , which I consider to be the best adapted for

the object I have had in view . I have, however, on

several occasions, ventured to differ from that authority

in some cardinal doctrines.

D . F . M .

23, Church GATE STREET,

July 1905.
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ADDENDA.

- :0 :

Sect. 7, p . 4 . - Add following as notes to S . 7 :

Custom . — There is no express recognition of custom in the above Act. Hence evidence

will not be admitted under that Act to prove a custom of succession atvariance with

the Mahomedan law ; Jammya v. Diwan (1900) 23 All. 20 ; Hakim Khan v . Gul

Khan ( 1882) 10 C . L . R .603, 605 .

Sect. 132, p. 90, f. n . (a). — Add : - See also Banubi v . Narsingrao (1906) 9 Bom . L . R . 97.

Sect. 134, p. 91, 1. 11. – Add following to para. 2 of the section :

A mere intention to set apart property for charitable purposes, unaccompanied by

any declaration , either verbal or written, is not sufficient to create a wakf, although

it may be followed by actual appropriation ; Banubi v. Narsingrao (1906 ) 9

Bom . L . R . 97.

Sect. 135, p . 91, 1. 17. - Add following after the words testator's death " :

A bare statement in a will thatthe testator has at a former time given away or set

apart a portion of his property to a charity does not amount to a testamentary

devise . The reason is that there iswanting in such a case the requisite declaration

which is a sinè qua non of every wakf : Banubi v. Narsingrao (1906 ) 9 Bom .

L . R 97.

Sect. 137 , p . 92, 1. 2. - Omit the word " until ” and substitute “ unless, besides there

being a declaration ofwakf,"

Sect 137, p . 92, 1. 34. - Add : — The point was raised , but not decided , in a recent

Bombay case : Banubi v . Narsingrao (1906 ) 9 Bom . L . R . 91.

Sect. 244, p . 143, f. n . (v ). — Add : — Mafazzal v. Basid (1906 ) 31 Cal. 36 .

Sect. 246 , p . 144. - Add following as notes :

As regards the guardianship of property, the paternal uncle has no legal right under

the Mahomedan law to the guardianship of the property of a minor any more than

themother. Hence if the mother applies under the Guardians and Wards Act to be

appointed guardian of the property of her minor son , and the uncle opposes the

application, the Court should be guided by the principle whether it would be for

the welfare of the minor to appoint the mother or the uncle as guardian of the

rainor's property : Alim -ullah v . Abadi ( 1906 ) 29 All. 10.
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Rules for debername whene,howhom show a - m . law is to

be applied a relatione anchority of sources.

PRINCIPLES OF

MAHOMEDAN LAW .

VISI

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION OF MAHOMEDA LAW INTO

BRITISH INDIA.

1 . The Mahomedan law is administered by the Courts Adminis

of British India to Mahomedans not in all, but in certain tration of
Mahomedan

matters only. The power of Courts to apply Mahomedan law

law to Mahomedans is derived from the British Legislature

(a ). This power is conferred upon the High Courts of

Calcutta , Madras, and Bombay, by Statutes of Parliament,

and upon other Courts by Acts of the Governor-General

of India in Council and in one case by a Regulation of a

local Council.

For the Statutes, see s . 6 ; for the Acts, see ss . 7- 8, 10 -13 ; for the Regulation ,

see s . 9 .

The present work does not comprise the whole of pure Mahomedan law ,

but only such portions thereof as are applied by the Courts of British India to

Mahomedans.

applica
tion

2 . As regards British India , the rules of pure Extent ,

Mahomedan law may be divided into three parts

those which have been expressly directed by the

Legislature to be applied to Mahomedans, such as

the rules of Succession and Inheritance ;
xnol in Müchas

those which are applied to Mahomedans as a matter Prene . le Cancau

of justice, equity and good conscience, such as the harsons thawe trio

rules of the Mahomedan Law of Pre-emption ; * right to brey for opene

those which are not applied at all, though the

parties be Mahomedans, such as the Mahomedan

Criminal Law , the Mahomedan Law of Evidence,

and the Mahomedan Law of Contract. Seo Pu Wote A to anorepuen

( a ) Shetk Kudratulla v . Mahint Mohan ( 1869 ) I

A B . L . R . 134 , 169 ; Ibrahim v. Muní

( 1870 ) 6 M . . C . 26, 31 ; Braja Kishor v.

Åtrut Chandra (1871) 7 1 L R 19 , 25.
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The only portions of pure Mahomedan law that are

administered by the Courts of British India to Mahomedans

are those comprised in cls. ( ) and ( ii ). In other respects,

the Mahomedans in British India are governed by the

General Law of British India .

Matters

ecpressly

enumerated

3 . The rules of Mahomedan law that have been

expressly directed to be applied to Mahomedans are to be

applied except in so far as they have not been altered or

abolished by legislative enactment.

Thus the rules of the Mahomedan Law of Inheritance are expressly directed to

be applied to Mahomedans. One of these rules is that a Mahomedan renouncing the

Mahomedan religion is to be excluded from inheritance. But this rule has now been

abolished by the Freedom of Religion Act 21 of 1850 . Hence this rule does not

apply.

Matters not

expressly

enumerated

4 . Such of the rules of Mahomedan law as have not

been expressly directed to be applied to Mahomedans will be

applied , as a matter of justice, equity and good conscience ,

if there is no other special provision for matters covered by

those rules.

Thus the rules of the Mahomedan Law of Pre-emption are nowhere expressly

directed to be applied to Mahomedans. Hence those rules are applied to Mahomedans

on grounds of justice, equity and good conscience. But they are not applied to

Mahomedans in Oudh and in the Panjab, for there are special Acts relating to

pre-emption for Oudh and the Panjab, and those Acts apply to Mahomedans also . .

See Chapter XIbelow .

Again the rules of Mahomedan Criminal Law are nowhere expressly directed to

be applied to Mahomedans. But there are legislative enactments relating to criminal

law in India such as the Indian Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure .

Hence those rules could not be applied on grounds of justice, equity and good

conscience. The result is that Mahoinedans in British India are governed by the

criminal law obtaining in British India .

Justice ,

equity and

good con

science

5 . The rules referred to in s . 2 , cl. (ü ) ,may not be

applied , if they are in the opinion of the Court opposed to

justice, equity and good conscience. But the rules referred

to in cl. C ) of that section, that is, rules that have been

expressly directed by the Legislature to be applied to

Mahomedans, must be applied , though they may not in the

opinion of the Courts conform with justice, equity and good

conscience.

Thus the rules of the Mahomedan Law of Pre-emption comeunder s. 2 , cl. ( ii),

' and they are pot applied by the Courts of the Madras Presidency on the ground that
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they are opposed to justice, equity and good conscience, inasmuch as the Law of

Pre -emption places restriction upon liberty of transfer of property by requiring the

owner to sell it in the first instant to his neighbour. The High Courts of Bombay

and Allahabad ,on the other hand, do apply the Mahomedan Law of Pre-emption to

Mahomedans, with this remarkable result that the notion of “ justice, equity and

good conscience ” held by those Courts differs from that held by the Madras High

Court (6 ) .

As regards rules which the Courts have been expressly directed to apply to

Mahomedans, they must of course be applied regardless of considerations of justice ,

equity and good conscience . Thus the rules of the Mahomedan Law of Marriage

have been expressly directed to be applied to Mahomedans in Bengal, N .- W . Provinces

and Assam (s . 7). One of those rules is that a divorce pronounced by a husband

is valid , though induced by compulsion of threats. Hence the Courts of British

India will not be justified in refusing to recognize such a divorce, though itmay be

opposed to their notions of justice, equity and good conscience (c).

6 . ( 1) As to the Presidency towns of Calcutta ,Madras Mahomedan
baw in Pre

and Bombay, the rule is that, subject to any law made sidency

by the Governor-General in Council, the High Courts of Towns

those towns in the exercise of their ordinary original civil

jurisdiction are to determine all questions relating to

“ succession and inheritance to lands, rents , and goods, omenilah

(and all matters of contract and dealing between party and

party," in the case ofMahomedans,by the law and usages of

Mahomedans, " and where only one of the parties shall be a ,

Mahomedan , by the laws and usages of the defendant.” .

(2 ) In matters not otherwise specially provided for,

the said Courts are to decide according to equity, justice

good conscience.

the case of Mahoma
nd dealing betweena

nd
goods, oneniltia

h
Canis

The law to be applied by the Presidency Small

Cause Courts is the same as that administered for the time

being by the High Courts in the exercise of their ordinary

original civil jurisdiction (Presidency Small Cause Courts

Act 15 of 1882, s. 16 ).

21 Geo. 111, c. 70, and 37 Geo . 111, c . 142. — This section reproduces the law

contained in statutes 21 Geo. III, c. 70 , s. 17,and 37 Geo. III, c. 142, s. 13. The

former statute applied to the Supreme Court at Calcutta , and the latter to the

Recorder's Courts at Madras and Bombay. Neither of these statutes is repealed ,

though the Courts to which they were applicable have been abolished . But they

are alterable by Indian legislatures, for they are not included in the list of statutes

(1 ) Ibrahim v. Munt (1870 ) 6 M . H . C . 26 ; Alab |

v . Mussa ( 1901) 24 Mad. 513 (doctrine of

( c ) Ibrahim v . Enayetur (1869) 4 B , L . R . A . C .
13 .

Musha). .

1. oni medres i bomban es auch usages a world have

llammed it I brought a native wul. .. a .Ahora case

Iron recomaled tom . hnl relained Hunda law of Inheritance
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In Bengal,

N - W . P .,

and Assam

which, under the Indian Councils Act of 1861, those legislatures are precluded from

altering, and in fact they have been materially altered (d). For instance, the

Mahomedan Law of Contract has been almost entirely superseded by the Contract Act

of 1872 and other Acts. Similarly , it has been held that the rule of Mahomedan law

prohibiting the taking of interest mustbe taken to have been superseded by the Usury

Laws Repeal Act 28 of 1855, if the rule be at all regarded as a rule of law as

distinguished from a mere moral precept (e ).

7 . As to Bengal, North -West Provinces, and Assam ,

except such portions of those territories as for the time

being are not subject to the ordinary civil jurisdiction of the

High Courts , it is enacted by Act XII of 1887, s. 37 ,

that the Civil Courts of those Provinces shall decide all

questions relating to “ succession , inheritance, marriage,

. . . orany religious usage or institution ," by the Mahomedan

law in cases where the parties areMahomedans, except in so

far as such law has, by legislative enactment, been altered

or abolished . In cases not provided for by theabove clause,

or by any other law for the time being in force, the Courts

shall act according to justice, equity and good conscience.

8 . As to the Mufassal of Madras, it is enacted by the
In the Mu

fassal of Madras Civil Courts Act III of 1873, 8. 16 , that all ques
Madras

tions regarding " succession , inheritance ,marriage, . . . or
a Burma

any religioususage or institution ” shall be decided, in cases

with Wandacht where the parties are Mahomedans,by the Mahomedan law ,

Cat Budained law or by custom having the force of law , and in cases where no

na ito lame specific rule exists, the Courts shall act according to justice ,

equity and good conscience.
basis

9 . As to the Mufassal of Bombay , it is enacted by

Regulation IV of 1827, s. 26 , that “ the law to be observed

in the trial of suits shall be Acts of Parliament and Regula

tions of Government applicable to the case ; in the absence

of such Acts and Regulations, the usage of the country

in which the suit arose ; if none such appears, the law of

the defendant, and in the absence of specific law and usage,

justice, equity and good conscience alone.”

In the Mu

fassal of

Bombay

Note that not a single topic of Mahomedan law is expressly enumerated in

this section . So much therefore ofMahomedan law as is administered to Mahomedans

by Courts in the Mufassal of Bombay, is administered as a matter of justice, equity

and good conscience .

Ilbert, Government of India : Mudhub

Chunder v . Rajcoomar ( 1874 ) 14 B , L . R .

76 ; Nobin Chander v. Romesh Chunder
( 1887 ) 14 Cal 781.

( e ) Mia Khan v. Biblían (1870 ) 5 B . I . R . 500 .
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Usage. - In a recent case, the High Court of Bombay gave effect to a usage

prevailing in this country of performing rites and ceremonies at the graves ofdeceased

Mahomedans, and granted an injunction at the suit of the Mahomedan residents of

Dharwar restraining a purchaser from the owner of a graveyard from obstructing

them in performing religious ceremonies at the graveyard ( f) .
Wilson daup hal m . lawreagros contuned : Transfer of roon . ack ,

10. As to the Panjab, it is enacted by the Panjab In the

Laws Act IV of 1872 , ss . 5 and 6 , as follows :

“ In questions regarding succession, . . . betrothal,

marriage, divorce , dower, . . . (adoption, guardianship , lesen?
zu sold ael 90

minority , bastardy, family relations, wills , legacies, gifts,
partitions, or any religious usage, or institution , the rule mauvape owner

of decision shall be

or
institution , the rule divorce

any custom applicable to the parties concerned ,

which is not contrary to justice , equity or

good conscience, and has not been, by this or

any other enactment, altered or abolished ,

and has not been declared to be void by any

competent authority ;

the Mahomedan law , in cases where the

parties are Mahomedans, . . . except in so

far as such law has been altered or abolished

by legislative enactment, or is opposed to the

provisions of the Act, or has been modified

by any such custom as is above referred to.”

“ In cases not otherwise specially provided for , the

Judges shall decide according to justice, equity and good

conscience.”

Custom . - " As regards Mahomedans, prostitution is not looked on by their

religion or their laws with any more favourable eye than by the Christian religion

and laws.” Accordingly the Chief Court of the Panjab refused to recognize a custom

of the Kanchas which aimed at the continuance of prostitution as a family business

and thedecision was upheld by the Privy Council on appeal (g ).

11. The provisions of the Oudh Laws Act XVIII of In Oudh

1876 , 8. 3 , for the law to be administered in the case of

Mahomedans are the same as in the Panjab .

(1) Ramrao v. Rustumkhan (1901) 26 Bom . ( ) Ghasitt v. Umrao Jan (1893) 21Cal. 149,198. 20 I A . 193.
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In Central 12. As to the Central Provinces, it is enacted by the

Provinces

Central Provinces Laws Act XX of 1875 , ss. 5 and 6 , as

follows :

“ In questions regarding inheritance , . . . betrothal,

marriage, dower, . . . guardianship , minority , bastardy,

family relations, wills, legacies, gifts, partitions, or any

religious usage or institution , the rule of decision shall be

the Mahomedan law in cases where the parties are

Mahomedans, i . . except in so far as such law has been , by

legislative enactment, altered or abolished , or is opposed

to the provisions of this Act :

Provided that, when among any class or body of

persons or among the members of any family any custom

prevails which is inconsistent with the law applicable

between such persons under this section , and which , if not

inconsistent with such law , would have been given effect

to as legally binding , such custom shall, notwithstanding

anything herein contained , be given effect to.”

“ In cases not provided for by [the above clause), or

by any other law for the time being in force, the Court

shall act according to justice, equity and good conscience."

Paros

In Lower 13. The provisions of the Lower Burma Courts Act

as XI of 1889 , s. , for the law to be administered in case of

Mahomedans in Lowor Burma are similar to those of the

Madras Civil Courts Act.

Burma

5 .13

trésor See s. 6 above. There is no statatory provision for the application of

Mahomedan law to Mahomedank in Upper Burma.

811
2
- 110.



CHAPTER II.

CONVERSION TO MAHOMEDANISM .

14 . The expression “ Mahomedan ” in the Acts and Meaning
. " Maho

Statutes referred to in ss. 6 -13 includes not only a medan "

Mahomedan by birth , but also a Mahomedan by religion .

Hence the Mahomedan law applies not only to persons

who are born Mahomedans, but also to persons who have

becomeconverts to Mahomedanism , provided the conversion

is bonâ fide, and not merely a colorable one ( h ).

Ilustration .

A Christian, A ,married to a Christian wife , B , livesand cohabitswith a Native

Christian woman, C . With a view to legalize the union between them , A and C both

becomeMahomedans ; and marry in Mahomedan form during the lifetime of B . The

marriage is not valid . The conversion cannot be said to be bona fide, as it has been

actuated solely by the desire to enjoy the privileges of polygamy conferred by the

Mahomedan law : Skinner v . Orde (1871) 14 M . I. A . 309. See also in the matter of

Ram Kumari ( 1891) 18 Cal. 264.

15. It is an open question whether conversion to rest of

Mahomedanism , made honestly after marriage with the change of

assent of both spouses , and without any intent to commit rebi

a fraud upon the law , has the effect of altering rights

incidental to the marriage.

Illustration .

A and B , both Mahomedans, espouse Christianity , and marry in Christian

form . Some time after they both revert to Mahomedanism , and go through the form

of marriage a second time according to Mahomedan law . After A 's death, B sues A 's

relations to recover one-eighth of A 's estate as his widow according to Mahomedan

law . Thedefence is that B was divorced by A according to Mahomedan form some

time before his death . Supposing the divorce is proved , is the divorce valid so as to

exclude B from inheritance, regard being had to the fact that the marriagewas prima

rily in Christian form , and the divorce was given in Mahomedan form ? This question

was left open by their Lordships of the Privy Council, as their Lordships held that

the divorce was not proved : Skinner v . Skinner ( 1897) 25 Cal.537, 546, 25 I. A . 34 .

16 . Khojas and Cutchhi Memons are governed in Khojas and

matters of succession and inheritance , not by the Cutchhi
Memons

Mahomedan but by the Hindu aw (1).

(h ) Abraham v. Abraham (1863) 9 M . I A I

199, 243 ; Jowala v . Dharum ( 1866 ) 10

MI A 511, 537-38 ; Raj Bahadur v.

Bishen (1882) 4 AIL 343.

( ) Case of the Khojas and theMemons (1847)

Perry, 0 . C ., 110 ; Abdul Cadur v. Turner

( 1884 ) 9 Bom , 158 .
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Khojas and Cutchhi Memonswere originally Hindus. They became converts to

Mahomedanism about 400 years ago, but retained the Hindu Law of Succession .

Hence the Hindu Law of Succession is applied to them on the ground of custom .

This custom is so well established among them that if a rale of succession opposed to

the Hindu Law of Succession is alleged to exist amongst them , the burden of proof

lies on the person setting up such rule ( j ) .

Sunni Boras

of Gujrat
17 . The Sunni Bora Mahomedans of Gujrat and the

Molesalam Girasias of Broach are also governed by the

Hindu Law in matters of succession and inheritance (k ).

These communities also were originally Hindus, and became subsequently
converts to Mahomedanism .

( ) Atrbat v. Gorbat (1875) 12 B , H . C. 294, 305;
Rahimathat v . Herbat ( 1877 ) 3 Bom . 34 :

In re Hajt Ismatl ( 1880 ) 6 Bom . 452 ;

Ashabat v . Hajt Tyeb ( 1882 ) y Bom . 115 ;

Mahomed Sulick v . Haji Ahmed ( 1885)

1

10 Bom . 1 ; In the goods of Mulbat ( 1866)
2 B . H . C . 276.

(7:) Bat Baijt v. Bat Santok ( 1894) 20 Bom . 53 :
Fattsungit v . Harisangjt, totd ., 181



CHAPTER III.

MAHOMEDAN SECTS AND SUB-SECTS .

18. The Mahomedans are divided into two sects, Sunnis and
Shiahs

namely, the Sunnis and the Shiahs.

19. The Sunnis are divided into four sub -sects, Sunni

namely, the Hanafis , the Malikis , the Shafeis and the sub-sects

Hanbalis.

The SunniMahomedans of India belong principally to

the Hanafi school.

Presumption as to Sunniism . — The great majority of the Mahomedans of this

country being Sunnis, the presumption will be that the parties to a suit or proceeding

are Sunnis unless it is shown that the parties belong to the Shiah sect (I).

20. The Shiahs are divided into three sub -sects, Shiah

namely ,the Asna-Aasharias,the Ismailias and the Zaidyas. sub-sects

The Khojas and the Borahs of Bombay belong to the
Ismailia sect . Cukheememory Burats a amperat ,mille Salamo u

s hare şürmes

21. The Mahomedan law applicable to each sect is to Each seot

prevail as to litigants of that sect ( m ).
governed

by its law

The Sunni law will therefore apply to Sunnis and the Shiah law to Shiahs,

and the law peculiar to each sub-sect will apply to persons belonging to that sub-sect. '

22. A Mahomedan, male or female, who has attained Change of

the age of puberty, may renounce the doctrines of the sect sect

or sub -sect to which he or she belongs, and adopt the

tenets of the other sect or any other sub -sect, and he or

she shall thenceforth be subject to the law of the new sect

or sub -sect (n ).

23. A Sunni woman contracting marriage with a Marriage

Shiah does not thereby becomesubject to the Shiah law (0 ).

The same proposition would hold good of a Shiah woman marrying a Sunni.

(1) Bafatun v . Bilaiti Khanum (1903) 30 Call

683 , 686 .

( m ) Deedar Hossein v . Zuhoor-oon -Nissa

( 1841) 2 M . LA. 441, 471.

( n ) Hayat-un -N1880 v. Muhammad ( 1890 ) 12
All. 290 . 17 I A . 73 ( change of sect ) ; Muh

ammad. v . Gulam ( 1864) 1 B . H . 0 . 236

( change from Shafeiism to Hanafiism ).

Nasrat v . Hamidan ( 1882) 4 AIL 205.



CHAPTER IV .

Sources of

Mahomedan

law

SOURCES AND INTERPRETATION OF MAHOMEDAN LAW .

24. There are four sources of Mahomedan law ,

namely , ( 1 ) the Koran ; ( 2 ) Hadis , that is , precepts ,actions

and sayings of the Prophet Mahomed, not written down

during his lifetime, but preserved by tradition and handed

down by authorised persons ; (3 ) Ijmaa , that is, decisions
of the companions of Mahomed and his disciples ; and

( 4 ) Kiyas, being analogical deductions derived from a

comparison of the first three sources when they did not

apply to any particular case ( p ).

The Kiyas requires the exercise of reason , and it appears that though Abu

Hanifa, the founder of the Hanafi sect of .Sunnis, was so much inclined to the

exercise of reason that he frequently preferred it in manifest cases to traditions

of single authority , the founders of the other Sunni sects seldom resorted to Kiyas (9) .

Interpreta

tion of the
Koran

25. The Courts , in administering Mahomedan law ,

should not as a rule attempt to put their own construction

on the Koran in opposition to the express ruling of

Mahomedan commentators of great antiquity and high
authority .

Thus where a passage of the Koran (Sura ii, vv. 241-42) was interpreted in

a particular way both in the Hedaya (a work on the Sunni law ) and in the Imamia

(a work on the Shiah law ), it was held by their Lordships of the Privy Council that it

wasnot open to a Judge to construe it in a different manner (r ).

Precepts of

the Prophet
26. Neither the ancient texts nor the precepts of the

Prophet Mahomed should be taken literally so as to deduce

from them new rules of law , especially when such proposed

rules do not conduce to substantial justice.

The words of the section are taken from the judgment of their Lordships of the

Privy Council in Baqar Ali v. Anjuman (8).

. It is a rule of Mahomedan law that a gift in perpetuity is not valid unless

the gift is one to charity. Is a gift by a Mahomedan to his own children and their

descendants a gift to charity ? No - was the answer given by a majority of the Full

Bench of the Calcutta High Court. Yes - was the answer given by Amir Ali, J ., in a

dissenting judgment, relying on the following precept of the Prophet Mahomed :

( V ) Morley, Introd., ccxxvii

( 9 ) Ib., p . CCXXXVİL

(r ) Aga Mahomed Jaffer v. Koolsom Beebee
( 1897 ) 25 Cal 9, 18.

( 8 ) (1902) 25 All 236 , 254, 30 L A . 94.
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“ A pious offering to one's family to provide against their getting into want is more

pious than giving alms to the beggars. The most excellent form of sadakah (charity )

is thatwhich a man bestows upon his own family ." On appeal to the Privy Council

the decision of themajority was upheld . In commenting upon the judgment of Amir

Ali, J ., their Lordships observed that it wasnot safe in determining what is the rule

of Mahomedan law on a particular subject to rely upon abstract precepts taken from

the mouth of the Prophet without knowing the context in which those precepts were

uttered . Their Lordships further observed that the rule of Mahomedan law on the

subjectwas that which was laid down by the majority of the Full Bench , and that

the new rule of law soughtto be deduced from the precept of the Prophet by Amir

Ali, J ., was not one that would conduce to justice (t).

27. New rules of law are not to be introduced because Ancient

they seem to lawyers ofthe present day to follow logically texts

from ancient texts however authoritative, when the ancient

doctors of the law have not themselves drawn those

conclusions ( u ).

28 . The three great exponents of the Hanafi-Sunni

law are Abu Hanifa , the founder of the Hanafi school, and nf interpre
tation of

his two disciples, Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad . Hanafi law

It is a general rule of interpretation of the Hanafi law

that where there is a difference of opinion between Abu

Hanifa and his two disciples, Abu Yusuf and Imam

Muhammad ,the opinion of themajority prevails (V ). Where

there is a difference of opinion between Abu Hanifa and

Imam Muhammad , that opinion is to be accepted which

coincides with the opinion of Abu Yusuf ( w ). When the

two disciples differ from their master and from each other,

the authority of Abu Yusuf is generally preferred (cc).

( 1) Abul Fata v. Rasamaya (1894) 22 Cal 619,
632 , 22 L. A 76 , 86 .

( u ) Baqar Al v. Anjuman ( 1902) 25 AIL 236 ,
254, 30 I A . 94 ; Agha Ali Khan v. Altaj

Husan Khan ( 1892 ) 14 All 429, 448.

( v ) Agha Ali Khan v. 'Altaf Alasan Khan

( 1892 ) 14 All 429, 448 ; Abdul Kadir v .

Salima ( 1886 ) 8 AIL 166 - 167.

1886 ) 8 All p . 162 See also Muhammad

v. The Legal Remembrancer (1893) 15
ALL 321 , 323.

(3 ) Kulsom Bibee v. Golam Hossein (1905) 10
C . W . N . 449, 488 .



CHAPTER V .

SucceSSION AND ADMINISTRATION .

· [ The two principal Acts in force in British India relating to the succession to

and administration of the estate of deceased persons are the Indian Succession Act X

of 1865, and the Probate and Administration Act V of 1881. The Succession Act

applies to Europeans, Parsis, East Indians and to all Natives of India other than

Hindus,Mahomedans and Budhists. The Probate and Administration Act applies to

Hindus, Mahomedans and Budhists. Since the latter Act applies to Hindus as well

as Mahomedans, it contains only general rules relating to administration and succes

sion . The present chapter sets forth special rules of Mahomedan law relating to

administration and succession except in a few cases where it has become necessary

for special reasons to set forth some of the rules laid down in the Probate and

Administration Act. ]

Application

of a Maho

medan's

estate

: 29 . The property of a deceased Mahomedan is to be
applied successively in payment of ( 1 ) his funeral expenses

and death -bed charges, ( 2 ) expenses of obtaining probate or

letters of administration , ( 3 ) wages due for service rendered

to the deceased within three months next preceding his

death by any labourer, artisan or domestic servant, ( 4 ) other

debts of the deceased according to their respective priorities

( if any ), and (5 ) legacies not exceeding one-third of what

remains after all the above payments have been made. The

residue is to be distributed among the heirs of the deceased

according to the law of the sect to which he belonged at the

time of his death .

The order set forth above follows the provisions of the Probate and Administra

tion Act, ss. 101- 105 . As regards item no. (5 ) it is to be noted that a Mahomedan

cannot by will dispose of more than one-third of what remains of his property after

payment of his funeral expenses and debts : Rumsey's Al Sirajiyyah , 12 .

If the deceased was a Sunni at the time of his death, his property would be

distributed among his heirs according to Sunni law , and if hewas a Shiah, it would be

distributed according to Shiah law . In other words, succession to the estate of a

deceased Mahomedan is governed by the law of the sect to which he belonged at the

time of his death , and not the law of the sect to which the persons claiming the estate

as his heirsmay belong (xx).

The person primarily entitled to administer the estate of a deceased Mahomedan

(i.e., to apply it in the manner set forth in the section ) is the executor appointed under

his will. If the deceased dies intestate , the person to whom letters of administration

(xx ) Hayat-un -N1384 v. Muhammad (1890 ) 12 All 290 , 17 L A . 73.
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are granted is the person entitled to administer the estate of the deceased . Such

a person is called administrator. The persons primarily entitled to letters of

administration are the heirs of the deceased .

30 . The executor or administrator , as the case may Vesting of
estate in

be, of a deceased Mahomedan , is , under the provisions of executor and

the Probate and Administration Act, 1881, his legal administr

representative for all purposes, and all the property o the

deceased vests in him as such .

But since a Mahomedan cannot dispose of by will

more than one-third of what remains of his property after

payment of his funeral expenses and debts, and since the

remaining two -thirds must go to his heirs as on intestacy

unless the heirs consent to the legacies exceeding the

bequeathable third , the executor is an active trustee to

the extent only of the bequeathable third and a bare trustee

for the heirs as to the rest of the testator's property (y ).

The first para , is a reproduction of the provsions of s. 4 of the Probate

and Administration Act. An executor under the Mahomedan law is called wasi,

derived from wasiyat,which means a will. But though the Mahomedan law recog

nizes a wasi, it does not recognize an administrator, there being nothing analogous

in that law to “ letters of administration." A wasi or executor under the Mahomedan

law is merely manager of the estate, and no part of the estate of the deceased rests

in him as such . But the powers of a Mahomedan executor under the Probate and

Administration Actare much larger, for under that Act the property of a deceased

Mahomedan rests in his executor. Note further that the property of the

deceased estate vests in the executor at the moment of the testator's death , and the

vesting is not suspended till the grant of probate. A debtor of the deceased may

therefore safely pay the debt to the executor even before probate (z) . And as a

further result of the vesting of the estate in a Mahomedan executor, he has the power

to dispose of as he thinks fit the property for the time being veste in him , subject,

however, to the provisions of the second paragraph of this section . A mere manager,

such as a Mahomedan executor was before the passing of the Probate Act, has no

such power.

31. Subject to the provisions ofthe foregoing section, Devolution

the whole property of the deceased, where he has died

intestate, or where he has left a will, so much of it as

cannot be, or is not, disposed of by his will, devolves

on his heirs in specific shares at the moment of his death ,

and the devolution is not suspended by reason merely of

debts being due from the deceased.

herit

ance

( y ) Mirza Kurratulain v. Nawab Nuzhat-ud - 1
Dowla ( 1905 ) 33 Cal 116 , 32 L A , 244

( 2) Shaik Moosa v. Shaik Essa (1884) 8 Bom .
241, 252,
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The above rule follows from the decision of the Allahabad High Court in

Jafri Begam v. Amir Muhammed (a), read with the preceding section . When a

Mahomedan dies leaving a will, and there is an executor appointed under the

will, the property of the deceased vests in the executor subject to the provisions

of the second paragraph of s . 30 . When a Mahommedan dies intestate, and there

is a grantmade of letters of administration of his property , the property vests in the

administrator . Butwhen there is no executor or administrator, the property of the

deceased vests at the moment of his death in his heirs. It is to be noted that in

the case of persons subject to the provisions of the Indian Succession Act - and

Mahomedans are not subject to the provisions of that Act , the property of the

deceased does not vest in his heirs. The reason why the property of a deceased

Mahomedan vests in his heirs in the absence of an executor or administrator is that

the Mahomedan law does not recognize any representation to the estate of thedeceased

(6 ) ; if it did , his property could vest only in his legal representative , that is, his

executor or administrator, and it could not vest in his heirs.

The property, when it vests in the heirs, vests in specific shares, that is, it is

only the share to which each heir is entitled that vest in him , and no more. The share

of each heir before distribution is said to vest in him in interest . After distribution ,

the share vests in the heir in possession . When an heir comes into possession of his

share, it is clear that he may alienate it by sale , mortgage, gift or otherwise. But he

has not got the same powers of disposition when the share has not yet been vested in

possession . Thus a valid gift cannot be made by an heir of his share which has not

yet vested in him in possession except to a co -heir. And as regards disposition by

way of sale or mortgage, the validity of the disposition depends on the conditions set

forth in the next section .

Alienation of
share before

distribution

32. ( 1) Any heir may, even before distribution of
the estate, transfer his own (c) share either by absolute

sale or by mortgage, and give the transferee a good title

thereto , notwithstanding any debts that might be due from

the deceased , provided that the transferee acts in good

faith and under circumstances which are not such as to

raise a reasonable presumption that he had notice of the

debts (d ) [ills. (a ) and (c )].

Even if the transferee has notice of the debts, the

transfer is not absolutely void , but voidable merely at the

option of the creditor, so as to entitle him to follow the

estate in the hands of the transferee. But the creditor is

not entitled to follow the estate in the transferee's hands,

unless the assets in the hands of the heirs are insufficient

to satisfy his claim ( e) [ill. (d )). .

(a ) Baza 406, 51. A. 211 " Chund (1878) 4(c ) Bazayet Hossein v. Doolt Chund (1878) 4(a ) (1885) 7 All. 822, followed in Muhammad
Avuit v . Har Sahat ( 1685 ) 7 All 716 .

Amir Dulhin v. Baij Vath ( 1894 ) 21 Cal. 311,

315 . The contrary opinion expressel by

- Markby, J. , in Assanuthem Nesse Bibee

v . Lutchmeeput Singh ( 1878) 4 Cal. 142 ,

158 is no longer law .

Bazayet Hossein v. Doolt Chund ( 1878 ) 4

Cal 402, 5 I. A . 211 ; Land Mortgage

.. . • Bank v . Brilyadhart ( 1880 ) 7 C . L . R . 460 :

(e) Rajkristo v. Koylash Chunder (1881) 8 Cal.
24.
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2 ) Where the estate or any part thereof consists of

immoveable property, and the transfer is made by an heir

of his share in such property during the pendency of a suit

brought by a creditor in which a decree is made for

paymentof the debt out ofthe estate, the transfer cannot affect

the rights of the creditor, and hemay execute the decree by

attachment and sale of the share so transferred ( f ) [ill. (e )].

Explanation . — “ Transferee” within the meaning of this

section includes a purchaser at a sale in execution of a decree

obtained against an heir by his creditor (9 ) [ill. (b )].

Illustrations.

(a ) A Mahomedan, who owes a sum of money to C , dies leaving certain heirs .

The heirs sell the whole of the porperty of the deceased to P before payment of the

debt due to C . C then obtains a decree against the heirs for the amount of the debt,

and in excution of the decree applies for an attachment of the property sold by the

heirs to P , alleging that the heirs had no right to alienate the property of the deceased

before payment of the debt due from the deceased . C is not entitled to attach the

property in the hands of P , the latter being a bona fide purchaser for value without

notice of C' s claim : Land Mortgage Bank v . Bidyadhari (1880) 7 C . L . R .460.

Note. - So long as the estate of a deceased Mahomedan is in the hands of his

heirs, a creditor of the deceased who has obtained a decree against the heirs for his

debts may follow it in the hands of the heirs, that is to say, hemay attach the estate

in the hands of the heirs in execution of the decree. But the case is differentwhen the

estate has been sold by the heirs ,and it has passed into the purchaser's hands. In such

a case if the purchaser bought withoutnotice of the debts, the creditor cannot attach the

property in the hands of the purchaser. It does not matter that the object of the heirs

in selling the property was to defraud the creditor, for the question being one between

the creditor and the purchaser, the test is whether the purchaser took with notice of

the debts, and notwhether the heirs intended to defraud the creditor (h ).

(b ) A Mahomedan , who owes a sum of money to C , dies leaving two sisters

as his only heirs . C obtains a decree for the amountof his debt against the sisters as

representing the estate of the deceased . Subsequently a creditor of the sisters obtains

a decree against them ,and the estate of thedeceased in the hands of the sisters is sold

in execution of that decree , and purchased by P without notice of C's claim . C then

applies for attachment of the property of the deceased in the hands of P . He is not

entitled to attach the property, for P is a purchaser without notice of Cºs claim :

Wahidunnissa v . Shubrattun (1870) 6 B . L . R . 54, with facts slightly altered .

Note . — The ouly distinction between this and the preceding illustration is that

in the latter case the sale by the heirs is voluntary, while in the present illustration

the sale is in execution of a decree against the heirs. The point to be noted is that in

both the cases C sought to attach the property after it had passed from the hands of

(h ) Wahiduntssa v. Shubruttun (1870) 6 B . L .
R . 54, 68

V Bazayet Hossein v. Doolt Chund (1878)41
Cal. 402 . L . R 5 L A . 211.

( ) Wahiduntssu v Shubrattun (1870 ) 6 B . L .

R 54. . .
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the heirs into the hands of a bona fide purchaser for value withoutnotice of C 's claim ,

and in both the cases it was held that he was not entitled to do so .

(c) A Mahomedan , who owes a sum of money to . C , dies leaving a son as his

only heir. The son mortgages the whole of the estate of the deceased to P to secure

repayment of advances made to him by P without notice of C': claim . Subsequently

C obtains a decree for the amount of his debt against the son as representing the

estate of the deceased ,and in execution of the decrze attaches the mortgaged property

in the hands of the son (not in the hands of P , for a mortgage of itself does not pass

possession of the mortgaged property to the mortgagee). During the pendency of the

attachment, P sues the son on the mortgaged -bond , and obtains a decree for the

realization of the mortgage-debt from the mortgaged property. The property mort

gaged is sold in pursuance of the decree and purchased by Y . Is X entitled to have

the attachment set aside ? Yes, for X derives his title under a sale in execution of the

decree obtained by P who took themortgage before the institution of C°8 suitwithout

notice of C ' s claim : Bazayet Hossein v . Dooli Chund (1878) 4 Cal. 402, 5 I . A . 211,

with facts slightly altered .

Note. - The only distinction between this and ill. (a ) is that in the latter case

the alienation by the heirs was by way of sale, while in the present illustration it is by

way ofmortgage . The test is whether P , the mortgagee , was a bona fide transferee

for value without notice of C' s claim , and not whether X , the purchaser from the

mortgagee, purchased with notice of that claim .

(d ) A Mahomedan , who is indebted to C , dies leaving a widow and other

heirs. The widow sells to P certain land allotted to her on distribution of the estate

of the deceased . P had notice at the time of purchase of C' s claim . Subsequently C

obtains a decree against the heirs for the amount of his debt, and seeks to attach the

land sold by the widow to P . C is not entitled to attach the land in the hands of P ,

though P had notice of his claim , unless it is shown that the assets in the hands of

the heirsare not sufficient to satisfy his claim : Rajkristo v . Koylash Chunder (1881)

8 Cal. 24 , with facts altered and simplified .

Note . - The mere fact that P had notice of C8claim does not entitle C to follow

the widow 's share in the hands of P , unless C can show that there are not sufficient

assets in the handsof the heirs for the payment ofhis debt.

(e) A Mahomedan, who owes a sum of money to C, dies leaving a son as

his only heir. Cinstitutes a suit against the son for an account of the estate of the

deceased come to his hands and for paymentof his debt out of the estate. During the

pendency of the suit, the son sells to P certain land forming part of the property of

the deceased . A decree is subsequently made in Cºs suit for the payment of hisdebt

'out of the estate . C applies in execution of the decree for attachment of the property

in the hands of P . Cis entitled to attach the property : Bazayet Hossein v. Dooli

Chund (1875 ) 4 Cal. 402, 5 I. A 211, followed in Yasin Khan v . Muhammad (1897)

19 All. 504.

Note.- In ill. (a ) the sale by the heirs was made before the institution of the

creditor's suit ; in the present case the sale is made during the pendency of the

crcditor's suit. But this circumstance of itself does not entitle the creditor to follow

the property in the hands of the purchaser. To enable him to do so it is further

necessary that he must have obtained a decree against the heir for payment of
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his debt out of the estate of the deceased . In other words, the decree must be

against the estate, and not a simple money decree (i). And as the rule laid down

in cl. (2) of the present section is merely an application of the doctrine of bis

pendens (see Transfer of Property Act, s. 52), it is submitted that it is also necessary

that the estate out of which the debt is decreed to be paid must consist of immoreable

property, that being the only kind of property to which the doctrine of bis pendens

applies.

33. The heirs of a deceased Mahomedan are liable, Liability of

before distribution of the estate, to pay the debts of the

deceased to the extent of the assets to which they may

have succeeded , but they are not liable to pay debts

exceeding such assets ( j ).

After the estate is distributed , each heir is liable for

debts due from the deceased to the extent only of a share

of the debts proportionate to his share of the estate (1 ).

ba

debts

Illustrations.

(a ) A Mahomedan dies leaving assets of the value of Rs. 4 ,000 and debts

amounting to Rs. 5 ,000 . The liability of the heirs is confined to the amount of the

assets , namely, Rs. 4 ,000 , and the creditor is not entitled to any personal decree

against the heirs for the balartce of the debt.

(h ) A Mahomedan, wio is in Lbted to C in the sum of Rs. 3,200, dies leaving

a widow , a son, and two doughters. The heirs divide the estate without paying the

debt, the widow taking 1 /8 , the son taking 7/ 16 , and each daughter 7 / 32. C then

sus the widow and the son only for the whole of the debt due to him from the

deceased . The widow is liable to pay only ( 1: 8 X 3,200 = ) Rs. 400, and the son

(7/16 X 3,200 = ) Rs. 1,400 : Pirthipal Singh v . Husaini Jan ( 1882 ) 4 All. 361.

34. If the estate is not insolvent, the heirs may Distribution

divide it at any time after the death of the deceased , and of estate

the distribution is not liable to be suspended until pay

ment of the debts.

The Mahomedan law does not require that the distribution of the estate of a

deceased Mahomedan should be suspended until the debts due from the deceased are

paid . The heirs are at liberty to divide the estate even before payment of the

debts, and each heir is then liable to the extent only of a share of the debts

proportionate to his share of the estate , and no more (s. 33). It is not open

to a creditor of the deceased to contend , when he sues only some of the heirs for the

whole of his debt after distribution of the estate , that the estate ought not to have

been distributed before paymentof his debt, and that the heirs sued are liable to

(1 ) Bhobi Nath v . Maqbul-un -N1884 (1903) 26
AIL 28. It is stated in the judgment in

this case that the decree in Yasin Khan ' s

case cited in ill. ( e ) was a simple money

· decree, and not a decree for payment of

the creditor 's debt out of the estate. If so ,

the decision in that case is obviously
wrong.

6 ) Meer Altem Ullah v. Auf Khan , L S. D . A ,
Cal 57

(1 ) Hamir Singh v. Zakta (1975) 1 All. 57 ;
Pirthipal Singh v . Husaint Jan , ( 1882)

4 AIL 361
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pay the whole amount of the debts due to him by the deceased [ see ill. (b ) to s. 33 ).

It does not make any difference whether the debts due from the deceased are large

or small (1). But if the estate is insolvent, the heirs cannot divide the estate, for

nothing will then be left for them to inherit after payment of the debts (m ).

Suit by credi-

executor or

administra .

35 . If the estate is represented by an executor or

administrator, a suit by a creditor of the deceased ought

to be instituted against the executor or administrator as the

case may be.
tor

Suit by credi.

tor against
heirs

36 . In other cases, the creditor may, after distribution

of the estate, sue any one or more of the heirs, and, before

distribution , any heir or heirs in possession of any part of

the estate (n ), subject to the following provisions :

( 1 ) If the estate is distributed , and the suit is brought

against some only of the heirs of the deceased , the creditor

is not entitled to a decree for the whole amount of his debt,

but only for an amount proportionate to the aggregate share
of the defendants in the property ( o

) If the estate is not distributed , and the suit is

brought against any heir or heirs in possession of any part

of the estate, the creditor is entitled , according to the

decisions of the Hight Courts of Calcutta and Bombay ,

and , it would seem , also the High Court of Madras, to

a decree against the estate to the extent of so much thereof

as is in the possession of the defendant ( ) ; and where

such a decree is obtained, it will bind the other heirs ,

though they were not parties to the suit (9 ), so as to pass

a good title as against those heirs also to a purchaser of

that portion of the estate at a sale in execution of a

decree (2 ), unless the decree was obtained by consent ( s ,

or unless it is proved that the debt was not due (t ).

But according to the rulings of the Allahabad High

Court, a decree, relative to his debts, passed in a con

tentious or non -contentious suit against only such heirs of

(1) Jafri Begam v. Amir Muhammad Khan

( 1885 ) 7 All 822 , 88, 89: Pirthi al

Singh v . Husaint Jan ( 1882 ) 4 All. 361 ;

Hamir Singh v. Zakir ( 1875) 1 All 57,
59,

Bussunteram v . Kamaluddin (1885 ) 11

Cal 421, 428
Ambashankar v. Sayad All ( 1894 ) 19 Bom .

273 ; Dulhin v . Batj Nath (1894) 21 Cal.
311.

( 0 ) Hamir Singh v. Zakia ( 1875 ) 1 All. 57 ;

Pirthtpal Singh v . Husaint Jan (1882) 4
All. 361.

(v) Dulhin v. Bati Nuth ( 1894 ) 21 Cal 311.

(9 ) Muttyjan v . Ahmed Ally ( 1 ) 1882 8 Cal. 370 ;

Khurshetlab v. Keso Vinayek ( 1887) 12

Bom . 101 ; Daralara v . Bhimujt ( 1895 )

20 Bom 338 ; see also Pathummabt v .

Vittul Ummachabt . (1902) 26 Mad. 734.

7 8

(r ) Muttyjan v. Ahmed Ally ( 1882) 8 Cal. 370
and Khurshethikt v . Keso Vinayek ( 1887)

12 Bom . 101.

(8 ) Assamathem v. Roy Lutchmeeput Singh
( 1878 ) 4. Cal. 132 , 155.

(1) Khurshetinbi v. Keso Vinayek ( 1867) 12
Bom . 101, 103.
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a deceased Mahomedan debtor as are in possession of the

whole or part of his estate binds each defendant to the

extent of his full share in the estate (u ), but it does not

bind the other heirs who,by reason of absence or any other

cause are out of possession , so as to convey to the auction

purchaser in execution of such a decree the rights and

interests of such heirs as were not parties to the decree ;

and they will be entitled to recover from the auction

purchaser possession of their share in the property sold ,

subject, however, to payment to the purchaser of their

proportionate share of the debts for which the decree was

made (v ), unless the circumstances are such as do not call

for the exercise of this equity in favor of the purchaser ( w ).

Illustrations.

CALCUTTA AND BOMBAY DECISIONS.

[ (a ) A Mahomedan dies leaving a widow , a daughter, and two sisters. After

his death a suit is brought by a creditor of the deceased against the widow and the

daughter who alone are in possession of the whole estate , and a decree is passed

“ against the assets of " the deceased . The decree and the sale in execution of the

property left by the deceased are binding on the sisters though they were not parties

to the suit : Muttyjan v . Ahmed Ally ( 1882) 8 Cal. 370.

(b ) A Mahomedan woman, Khatiza,dies leaving a minor son and a daughter,
After her death a suit is brought by a creditor of the deceased against " Khatiza ,

deceased , represented by her minor son represented by his guardian " (x ), and a decree

is made in that form . The deceased was entitled to a share in a Khoti Vatan ,

and " the right , title, and interest of Khatiza " in that share is sold in execution of

the decree. The purchaser acquires a title unimpcachable by the daughter, though

she was not a party to the suit , nor to the subsequent proceedings in execution :

Khurshetbibi v . Keso Vinayak ( 1887) 12 Bom . 101 (y ) . [ No reference was made in the

judgment to the Calcutta case cited above, nor to the Allahabad cascs cited below ).

(c ) A Mahomcdan dies leaving a widow and other heirs. A suit is brought by

a creditor of the deceased against the widow alone who is in possession of a part of

the estate . The other heirs are not necessary parties, and the creditor is entitled to a

decree not only against the share of the widow in the estate , but the full amount of

assets which have come into her hands and which have not been applicd in the

( u ) Dallu Mal v. Hari Das (1901) 23 All. 26 ? , !
265,

) Jafri Begam v . Amir Muhammad Khan

( 1885 ) 7 AL 822 ; Muhammad Aval. v .

Har Sahag (1885 ) 7 All. 716 ; Hamir

Singh y. Zalia ( 1875 ) 1 AIL 57. See also

Muhammad Allahdad v. Muhammad

Ismail (1888 ) 10 All 239.

referred to the Full Bench in the above

case , and the form of it as amended by

the Full Bench ( 16 , p . 825 )

( a ) This formi ( 1 suit , which was at one time

common in the Mufussil of Bombay, tas

been recently disapproved by the Bombay

High Court

(y ) Note that in this case “ no part of the

produce of the Khoti was in actual

possession of either of the heirs of the
deceased. "

( 20 ) Jafri Begam v . Amir Muhammad Khan

( 1885) 1 ALL 822 : see the third question
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discharge of the liabilities to which the estate may be subject at her husband s death :

Amir Duthan v . Baij Nath (1894) 21 Cal. 311.

(d) A Mahomedan dies leaving a widow , a minor son and two daughters.

After his death a suit is brought by a mortgagee from the deceased against the son as

represented by his guardian and mother, claiming possession of the land mortgaged to

him as owner under a gahan lahan clause in themortgage. The widow is in possession

of the estate, and a decree ex - parte is made directing her to make over possession of

the land to the mortgagee , and he is accordingly put in possession . The decree binds

the daughters, though they were not parties to the suit and they ar: not entitled to

redeem the mortgage as against the mortgagee or a purchaser from him : Davalava v .

Bhimaji (1895) 20 Bom . 338.

ALLAHABAD DECISIONS.

(e ) A crcditor of a deceased Mahomedan obtains a decree npon a hypothecation

bond “ for recovery of his debt by enforcement of lien " against an heir of the

deceased in possession of the estate. The whole estate is sold in execution of the

decree, and it is purchased by the decree-holder. Subsequently another heir of the

deceased ,who was not a party to these proceedings, sues the decree-holder as purchaser

for recovery of his share in the estate. He is entitled to possession of his share on

payment of his proportionate share of the debts which were paid off from the

proceeds of the sale : Muhammad Awais v. Har Sahai (1885 ) 7 All. 716, following
Jafri Begam v . Amir Muhammad (1885 ) 7 All. 822.

( f ) A creditor of a deceased Mahomedan obtains a money-decree against an

heir of the deceased in possession of the estate, and attaches certain immoveable

property forming part of the estate in execution of the decree. The value of the

immoveable property exceeds the share of the defendant. The defendant is entitled to

object to the attachment and sale of the rights and interests of the other heirs who

were not parties to the suit, upon the ground that as regards them , he is in possession

of the property as trustee : Dallu Mal v . Hari Das ( 1901) 23 All. 263. This follows

from the decision set out in ill. (e ).]

-
--

-
--

-
-

-
-

Conflict of decisions: Principle of Calcutta Rulings. — Though the view enter

tained by the High Courts of Calcutta and Bombay is the same, it proceeds upon

different grounds altogether. According to the Calcutta Court, a creditor's suit is in

the nature of an administration suit, and, as such, an heir in possession is bound to

account for any assets that may have come into his hands, and to that extent is

liable to pay the creditors , the residue, if any, being divided among the heirs. See

the cases set out in ills. (a ) and (c ). We do not think it was intended by this deci.

sion that a creditor's suit should be regarded as an administration suit to all intents

and purposes. Such a view may give rise to anomalous results, for it has never

been disputed that a creditor of a deceased Mahomedan may sue an heir in posses

sion of any part of the estate , and it is established law that an administration suit

strictly so - called must comprise the whole estate of the deceased . Again , it is an

elementary proposition that there cannot be more than one administration suit in

respect of the same estate , and that the whole estate must be administered in one

and the same suit ; but it has never been suggested that the pendency or determina

tion of a suit by a creditor deceased a Mahomedan against an heir in possession of
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a part only of an estate is a bar to another suit by another creditor against the same

heir (2 ), or againstanother heir in possession of some other part of the estate . We

may, therefore, take it that the High Court of Calcutta would regard a suit by a

creditor as an administration suit to the intent only that other heirs not parties to the

suit might be bound by the decree to the extent of the estate in possession of the

defendant-heir. This theory appears to have been dictated by two considerations,

viz ., ( 1) the grave injustice thatmight result if the creditor were to be confined to

the recovery of a fractional portion of his claim as held by the Allahabad High

Court, and ( 2) the rule of Mahomedan law that an individual heir cannot be said

with strict propriety to represent his co -heirs ( a ). The same Court has further

endeavoured to strengthen its decisions by the analogy , though incomplete, of the

case of an executor de 80% tort (b ), who could be sued according to English law for

an account of the specific assets that have come into his hands, though there may be

no legal representative.

Principle of Bombay Rulings. — The principle underlying the decisions of the

Bombay High Court is quite different. That Court follows the analogy of the Hindu

law on the ground that " the Mahomedan law is , if possible , more strict in its recog

nition of the obligation to pay debts " than the Hindu law . According to that law

it is established that " when , in a creditor's ] suit, the debt is due from the father,

and after his death the property is brought to sale in execution of a decree against the

widow or some of the heirs of the deceased ) and the whole property is sold , then the

heirs not brought on the record cannot be permitted to raise the objection that they

were not bound by the sale simply because they were not parties to the record " (c ) .

Itmay be observed that the Calcutta rulings set out in the illustrations above are not

referred to in either of the Bombay cases.

Madras Rubing8. — The question now under consideration does not appear to
have arisen in Madras. But in a recent case , the High Court, in determining the

question whether a sale by an heir in sole de facto possession of the entire inheritance

for payment of debts due from the deceased was binding upon the other heirs, relied

upon the Bombay rulings set out in ills. (b ) and (d ), and held that if a sale in

execution of a decree obtained by a creditor against an heir in possession of the

estate was binding upon other heirs though they were not parties to the suit, there

was no reason why a voluntary sale by such an heir for the purpose aforesaid should

not bind other heirs though they were not parties to the sale (d ) . But it may be

noted that no reference was made either in the argument of counsel or in the judg

ment to the Allahabad cases set out in ill. (e).

Principle of Allahabad Rulings. - The reasoning of the Allahabad High Court

may thus be stated in the words of Mabomed J . : “ To hold that a decree obtained

by a creditor of the deceased against some of his heirs, will bind also those heirs

who were no parties to the suit, amounts to giving a judgment inter partes or

rather a judgment in personam the binding effect of a judgment in rem , which

the law limits to cases provided for by s . 41 of the Evidence Act. But our law

warrants no such course, and the reason seems to me to be obvious. Mahomedan

(2 ) Multyjan v. Ahmed Ally ( 1882) 8 Cal 970 , (c ) Daralava v. Bhimajt ( 1895 ) 20 Bom . 338,
73.

(a ) Amir Dulhin v. Baij Nath Singh (1894) 21
Cal. 311, 316 , 317 .

(b ) TO . 317.

344 , 345.

d ) Pathummalt v . Vittu Ummachabt (

26 Mad. 73 % , 738 - 739.
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heirs are independent owners of their specific shares, and if they take their shares

subject to the charge of the debts of the deceased , their liability is in proportion to

the extent of their shares. And once this is conceded , the maxim res inter alios acta

alteri nocere non debetwould apply without any such qualifications as might possibly

be made in the case of Hindu co-heirs in a joint family " (e ). The meaning of

the maxim as applied to the question now under consideration is that a judgment

in a suit between A and B is not binding upon C unless C is the privy either

of A or B .

Alienation by 37 . An heir in possession of any part of the estate
heir for pay

ment of debts may apply the same in payment of debts due from the

deceased , and may for that purpose alienate the property

in his possession so as to pass a good title to the alienee

as against the other heirs.

It was so held by the High Court of Madras in a recent case ( f ) . The ground

of the decision was that if a sale in execution of a decree obtained by a creditor

against an heir in possession of the estate is binding upon other heirs though they

may not have been parties to the decree, it can make no difference whether the heir

meets the demand by a bona fide voluntary sale or the property is brought to sale in

execution of a decree obtained against him . In this respect the Court adopted the

view held by the High Courts of Calcutta and Bombay (g ) set out in s. 36 .

But it is doubtful whether a voluntary sale by an heir in possession of the

estate for payment of debts due from the deceased will be held binding on the other

heirs by the High Court of Allahabad , for it has been laid down by that Court that a

sale in execution of a creditor's decree obtained only against such heirs as are in

possession of the estate is not binding upon other heirs ( h ) . If a sale in execution of

a decreemade after full enquiry in open Court is not binding upon other heirs, it is

probable that no greater effect will be given to a voluntary sale. But such a view

would be opposed to the opinion expressed by the same Court in an earlier case (i ),

which is quite in accord with the rule laid down in the present section .

Reonvery 38 . No Court shall pass a decree against a debtor of
through

bte a deceased Mahomedan for payment of his debt to a person

due to the claiming to be entitled to the effects of the deceased or to
deceasedo

any part thereof, except on the production ,by the person so
claiming , of a probate or letters of administration evidence

ing the grant to him of administration to the estate of

the deceased , or a certificate granted under the Succession

Certificate Act, 1889, or under Bombay Regulation VIII

of 1827, and having the debt specified therein .

Explanation . — The word " debt " in this section

includes any debt except rent, revenue or profits payable

in respect of land used for agricultural purposes.

(e ) Jafri Begam v. Amir Muhammad ( 1885) , (h ) Jafrt Begam v. Amir Muhammad (1885 )
7 AIL 822, 842, 843.

( 1) Pathummabi v.' Vittil Ummachabi (1902)
26 Mad . 734.

(9 ) Davalava v. Bhimaji ( 1895) 20 Bom , 338.

7 All. 822.

( 1) Hasan Ali v . Mehdi Husain (1877) 1 AIL

533. This case is not referred to in Jafri

Begam ' s case.
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This section reproduces with slight verbal alterations the provisions of the

Succession Certificate Act VII of 1889, 8. 4 , so far as they apply to Mahomedans.

The Act extends to the whole of British India, but it is provided by s. 1, cl. 4 , that a

certificate shall not be granted under the Actwith respect to any debt or security to

which a right can be established by probate or letters of administration under the

Indian Succession Act, 1865, or by probate of a will to which the Hindu Wills Act,

1870 , applies, or by letters of administration with a copy of such a will annexed .

Probate. In cases to which the Indian Succession Act, 1865, applies — and the

Act does not apply to Mahomedans - it is provided by s. 187 that no right as executor
can be established in any Court of Justice , unless probate shall have been granted of

the will under which the right is claimed . These provisions are not reproduced in the
Probate and Administration Act which applies to Mahomedans, and it has been held

that the omission was intentional ( 1). The result is that an executor of a will of a

deceased Mahomedan may establish his right in a Court of Justice without taking out

probate of the will (k ). In the case, however ,ofdebtsdue to the deceased , it isnecessary,
before the executor can be entitled to a decree against a debtor of the deceased , that

he should have obtained either a probate or a certificate under the Succession Certi

ficate Act or Bombay Regulation Act VIII of 1827. These provisions are introduced

by the Succession Certificate Act both to facilitate the collection of debts and to afford

protection to parties paying debts to the representatives of deceased persons ( ) .

Letters of administration . In cases to which the Indian Succession Act

applies, it has been enacted by s. 190 that no right to any part of the property of a

person who has died intestate can be established in any Court of Justice, unless letters

of administration have first been granted by a Court of competent jurisdiction .

That section has not been incorporated in the Probate and Administration Act and

the heirs, therefore , of a deceased Mahomedan may sue to recover the estate of the

deceased without a grant of letters of administration. Butno decree will bemade in
a suit by the heirs to recover debts due to the deceased , unless they have obtained

letters of administration or a certificate under the Succession Certificate Act or under

Bombay Regulation VIII of 1827.

Recovery of debts through Court. - It must be observed that the provisions of

the Succession Certificate Act set outabove apply only in those cases where a debt

due to the deceased is sought to be recovered through a Court of Law . A debtor of

the deceased may pay his debt to the executor, though he may not have obtained

a certificate or probate , and such paymentwill operate as a discharge to the debtor

(see s.22 above). Similarly the debtor may pay the debt to the heirs of the deceased ,

though they may not have obtained either a certificate or letters of administration .

But payment of debt by a debtor to one of several heirs does not discharge the debt

as to all (m ), unless all the heirs join in the receipt. If all the heirs do not so join

the debtor will be well advised not to pay the debt except to the person to whom

a grant has been made either of a certificate or of letters of administration .

(1) Shaik Moosa v. Shatk Essa (1884) 8 Bom
241, 255,

(1: ) It may be noted that when there are seve

ral executors or administrators, the

powers of all may , in the absence of any

direction to the contrary in the will or

grant of letters of administration . be

exercised by any one of tbem who has

proved the will or taken out adminis

tration : see Probate and Administration

Act , s. 92.

Similar provisions occurred in Act XXVIII

of 1850 , which has been repealed by the
Succession Certificate Aot.
Pathummabt v . Vittil Ummachabi (1902)

26 Mad. 734 , 739. Compare Sitaram v .

Shridhar ( 1903 ) 27 Bom . 292. See also

Ahinsa Bibi v. Abdul Kader ( 1901) 25
Mad. 26 , 39.
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It may also be noted that where a debt is sought to be recovered by begal

proceedings, it is not necessary that the plaintiff should have in readiness at the

commencement of the proceedings the probate or letters of administration or the

certificate referred to in the present section . But no decree will be passed unless the

requisite documents are produced, and this is all that the section provides for.

Debt. - A suit to obtain a share of family property from other members of the

family is not a suit to recover a debt strictly so called (n ).

Bombay Regulation VIII of 1827. — This regulation is in force throughout the

Presidency of Bombay, and provides for the grant of a certificate to the heir , executor,

or " legal administrator " ( ) of a deceased person , recognizing the applicant as

heir, or executor, or administrator as the case may be. The certificate confers no

right to the property , but only indicates the person who, for the time being, is in the

legalmanagement thereof (s. 7, cl. 2).

Enactments

relating to

administra
tion

39. In matters not herein before specifically enumer

ated , the administration of the estate of a deceased

Mahomedan will be governed by the provisions of the

following Acts to the extent to which they are severally

applicable to the case of Mahomedans, namely :

(1 ) Probate and Administration Act V of 1881 ;

(2 ) Succession Certificate Act VII of 1889 ;

(3 ) Administrator-General's Act II of 1874 ;

( 4 ) Curator's Act XIX of 1841 ; and

(5 ) Bombay Regulation Act VIII of 1827 .

Such of the provisions of the Administrator-General's Act as apply to Mahome

dans come into operation when a Mahomedan dies leaving assets within the local limits

of the ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the High Court of Calcutta , Madras, or

Bombay. In such a case , the Court may, upon the application of any person interested

in such assets, direct the Administrator -General to apply for letters of administration

of the effects of the deceased , if the applicant satisfies the Court that such grant is

necessary for the protection of the assets (s. 17 ).

The Curator's Act was passed for the protection of property of deceased persons

against wrongful possession in cases of succession . It enables a person claiming a

right by succession to the property of a deceased person to apply to the Court of the

district where any part of the property is situate for relief by a summary suit either

after actual dispossession , or when forcible means of seizing possession are appre

hended , and provides for the appointment of a Curator to take charge of the property

pending the determination of the suit, if danger is apprehended of misappropriation

before the suit is disposed of (ss. 1 and 5 ) .

(n ) Shaik Moosa v. Shatk Essa ( 1884) 8 Bom .
241, 255 .

This expression has no reference to an

" administrator " within the meaning of

the Probate and Administration Act. It

possibly refers to a guardian of a minor .

or a person occupying a similar position ;

Purshotam v. Runchhod ( 1871) 8 B . H .

O ., A . 152



Debt . funeral expenses a fual charge
of rest man he disposed of by begrest

Rest is whandled . See29.

CHAPTER VI.

INHERITANCE.

A . - GENERAL

208.4 . 40. There is no distinction in the Mahomedan law of Heritable

inheritance between moveable and immoveable property, or up
r property

between ancestral and self-acquired property .

Macnaghten , ch . I. 1.

41. The right of an heir-apparent or presumptive Birth -right 11

comes into existence for the first time on the death of the notrecognized

ancestor, and he is not entitled until then to any interest in

the property to which he would succeed as an heir if he

survived the ancestor (p ).

Illustration .

[ A , who has a son B ,makes a gift of his property to C . B , alleging that the

gift wasprocured by undue influnce , sues C during A 's lifetime on the strength of his

right to succeed to A 's property on A 's death . The suit must be dismissed , for B has

no cause of action against C . B has no cause of action , for he is not entitled to any

interest in A 's property during A 's lifetime : Hasan Ali v . Nazo ( 1889) 11 All.

456, 458. But the gift would be liable to be set aside if the suit was brought after

A 's death , provided it was broughtwithin the period of limitation : Mirza Kurratulain

v . Nawab Nuzhat-ud- Dowla (1905) 33 Cal. 116 , 32 I. A . 244 .]

The right such as that claimed by B in the above illustration is unknown to ,

and not recognized by, the Mahomedan law (9 ). It is no more than a spes successionis,

that is, an expectation or hope of succeeding to A 's property if B survived A . As

observed by the High Court of Allahabad, the Mamomedan law " does not recognize

any. . . . . interest expectant on the death of another, and till that death occurs,

which by force of that law gives birth to the right as heir in the person entitled to it

according to the rule of succession , he possesses no rightat all " (r ).

42. The expectant right of an heir -apparent cannot Representa

pass by succession to his heir , nor can it pass by bequest tion

to a legatee under his will ís).

Illustration .

[ A has two sons, B and C. B dies in the lifetime of A , leaving a son D .

A then dies leaving C , his son, and D , his grandson . The whole of A 's property will

(p ) Macnaghten , ch. I , 9 : Abdul Wahid v.
Nuran Bibi ( 1885 ) 11 Cal. 597. 12 I.

A , 91 ; Humeeda v . Budlun ( 1872 ) )

17 W . R . 525 ; Hasan Al v . Nazo (1889)

11 All 456 ; Abdool V . Goolam (1905 )

30 Bom , 304

) Abdool v. Goolam ( 1905 ) 30 Bom , 304

( 1 ) Hasan Ali v . Nazo (1889) 11 AIL 456, 458

( 3 ) Abdul Wahu v. Nuran Bibt ( 1885 ) 11

Cal 597 , 607. 12 I. A , 91
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pass to C to the entire exclusion of D . It is not open to D to contend that he is

entitled to B 's share as representing B : Moolla Cassim v . Moolla Abdul (1905) 33

Cal. 173, 32 I. A . 177 . ]

In the case cited above their Lordships of the Privy Council observed : “ It is

a well known principle of Mahomedan law that if any of the children of a man die

before the opening of the succession to his estate, leaving children behind, these grand

children are entirely excluded from the inheritance by their uncles and their aunts."

If in the case put down above, B bequeathed any portion of his expectant share

in A 's property to x , the latter would take nothing under the will. “ A mere

possibility, such as the expectant right of an heir-apparent, cannot pass by succession ,

bequest or transfer, so long as the right has not actually comeinto existence by the

death of the present owner" (t).

Transfer

of spes

successionis

43. The chance of an heir-apparent succeeding to an

estate cannot be the subject of a valid transfer.

Illustrations.

[ (a ) A has a son , B , and a daughter, C. C executes a deed in favour of her

brother ( B ) renouncing her right to inherit her father's ( A 's) property in consider

ation of Rs. 1,000 received by her from B . A is alive and in possession of the property

at the date of the deed . A then dies, and C sues B for her share (one-third ) of the

property left by A . B sets up in defence the deed of renunciation by C . The deed

is not a defence to the suit , and C is entitled to her share of the inheritance , for the

transfer by her was a transfer merely of a spes successionis, and , as such , inoperative :

see the opinions of the law officers in Mt. Khanum Jan v . Jan Beebee ( 1827) 4 S . D .

A . 210 ; Sumsuddin v. Abdub Hoosein (1906) 8 Bom . L . R . 781.

(b ) A has a son , B , and a daughter, C . It is agreed between A and C that C

should renounce her right of inheritance to A 's property on A 's death, and that, in

consideration of her doing so, A should setapart Rs. 9,000 to be paid to her on his death ,

and meanwhile pay interest to her every year on that sum at a fixed rate . A sets apart

Rs. 9 ,000 pursuant to the agreement, and pays interest to C on the amount every year

until his death. On A 's death , B offers to pay to C Rs. 9 ,000 reserved for her, but she

declines to accept the amount, and claims her share (one-third) of the property left by

A . C is entitled to her share of the inheritance , for the transfer merely of a

possibility of succession is not valid and binding : Sumsuddin v . Abdul Hoose in ( 1906)

8 Bom . L . R . 781. Thedecision to the contrary in Kunhi v . Kunhi (1896 ) 19 Mad . 176

is not sound law . ]

The rule of Mahomedan law set forth in the first branch of this section is also

the law under the Transfer of Property Act, 1882. S . 6 (a ) of the Act enacts that

" the chance of an heir-apparent succeeding to an estate, the chance of a relation

obtaining a legacy on the death of a kinsman , or any other mere possibility of a like

nature, cannot be transferred ."

Vested

remainder

44 . The Mahomedan law does not recognize what is

known to English law as “ vested remainder” .

(1) Abdul Wahid v. Nurun Bidt ( 1885) 11 Cal 597, 12 1 A 91
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Illustration .

[ A sues B ,his step-mother ,to recover certain property of which B is in possession .

The suit is compromised , and it is agreed that B should , during her lifetime, continue

to hold possession as malik (proprietor) without power of alienation , and thatafter her

death the property should pass to A . A dies in the lifetime of B , leaving a sister C .

Subsequently B makes a gift o the property to D . C ( A 's heir ) is not entitled on B 's

death to the property as against D : Abdul Wahid v . Nuran Bibi (1885 ) 11 Cal. 597, 12

I. A . 91 ; Humeoda v . Budbun (1872) 17 W 525 ; Mohammad v . Umardaraz (1906 )

28 All 633. ]

According to English law , A takes a vested interest which would pass to his heir

on his death, known as “ vested remainder.” But such an interest is not recognized by

the Mahomedan law . According to that law , the interest which is given by the com

promise to A is the mere chance of an heir succeeding to the estate of B on B 's death .

Since A died during the lifetime of B , he took no interest in the property which he

could pass to his heir C .

45. A “ vested inheritance " is the share which vests Vested
inheritance

in an heir at the moment of the ancestor's death . If the

heir dies before distribution , the share of the inheritance

which has vested in him will pass to his heirs at the time

of his death .

Illustration .

A dies leaving a son, B ,and a daughter, C . B dies before the estate of A is

distributed, leaving a son , D . In this case, on the death of A , two-thirds of the

inheritance vest in B , and one-third vests in C . If the estate of A is distributed

after B 's death , the two-thirds which vested in B will be allotted to his son , D .

See Macnaghten , ch . I., 96 ; Rumsey's Mahomedan Law of Inheritance, ch . IX ; .

Rumsey's Al Sirajiyyah,43- 44 .

46. When the members of a Mahomedan family live Joint family

in commensality, they do not form a " joint family " in the

sense which that expression is used with regard to Hindus ;

and in Mahomedan law there is not, as there is in Hindu

law , any presumption that the acquisitions of the several

members aremade for the benefit of the family jointly ( u ).

267 47. (1 ) Under the Sunni law , a person who has Homicide

caused the death ofanother , whether intentionally or by

mistake, negligence , or accident, is debarred from succeed

ing to the estate of that other.

(2 ) But homicide under the Shiah law is not a bar to

succession unless the death was caused intentionally .

Rumsey's Al Sirajiyyah , 14 .

( u ) Hakim Khan v. Gool Khan ( 1882) 8 Cal.

826 : Suddurtonnessa v . Majada Khatoon

( 1878 ) 3 Cal 694 ; Abdool Adood v .

Mahomed Malmil ( 1884 ) 10 Cal 562. See

also Abilool Kadar v. Bayubhat (1898) 23

Bom . 188.
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2 , 826
7

- 6- 9
Impediments to inheritance - The Sirajiyyah sets out four grounds of exclusion

'from inheritance,namely, (1) homicide, (2) slavery, (3)difference of religion , and (1)
difference of allegiance. Homicide, as an impediment to succession , is dealt with in

the present section . The second impediment was removed by the enactment of Act V

of 1843 abolishing slavery, and the third by the provisions of Act XXI of 1850 (v ).

The bar of difference of allegiance, as contemplated by the Mahomedan system of

jurisprudence (w ), has no place in Mahomedan law as administered in British India .

Of all the disqualifications above enumerated , the effect upon the person

subject to them is absolute exclusion from the right of inheritance, and upon all

others the same, as if the disqualified person were actually dead ( x ). But the person

incapable of inheriting by reason of the above disqualifications does not exclude

others from inheritance (y ) . Thus if A dies leaving a son B , a grandson C by B , and

a brother D , and if B has caused the death of A , B is totally excluded from inheri

tance, but he does not exclude his son C . The inheritance will devolve as if B were

dead , so that C , the grandson, will succeed to the whole estate , D being a more

remote beir.

B . - HANAFI LAW OF INHERITANCE.

[ The principal works of authority on the Hanafi Law of Inheritance are the

Sirajiyyah , composed by Shrikh Sirajuddin , and the Sharitiyyah, which is a com

mentary on the Sirajiyyah written by Sayyad Sharif . The Sirajiyyah is referred to

in this and subsequent chapters by the abbreviation Sir, and the references are to

the pages of Mr. Rumsey's edition of the Translation of that work by Sir William

Jones,as that edition is easily procurable.]

Classes of
keins

48 . There are three classes of heirs, namely,

Sharers, (2 ) Residuaries , and (3 ) Distant Kindred :

(1 ) “ Sharers ” are those who are entitled to a
prescribed share of the inheritance ;

“ Residuaries” are thosewho take no prescribed

share but succeed to the “ residue ” after

the claims of the Sharers are satisfied ;

“ Distant Kindred ” are all those relations by

blood who are neither Sharers nor Resi

duaries (2 ).

Sir . 12- 13. The first step in the distribution of the estate of a deceased

Mahomedan, after paymentof his funeral expenses,debts and legacies, is to allot their

20 0

(v ) Section 1 of the Act runs as follows: “ Soi

much of any law or usage now in force

. . . as indicts on any person forfeiture

of rights or property , or may be held in
any way to impair or affect any right of

inheritance , by reason of his or her

renouncing , or having been excluded from

the communion of any religion . . . .
shall cease to be enforced as law in the

Courts of the East India Company and in

the Courts established by Royal Charter

within the said territories. "

Difference of allegiance referred to here is

" difference of country, either actual, as

between an alien enemy and an alien tri

butary , or qualified , as between a fugitive

and a tributary , or between two fugitive

enemies from two different states " : Rum
sev's Al Sirujiyyah , 14 .

(x ) Baillie's Mahomedan Law of Inheritance,
p . 31.

( y ) Rumsey's A Strajtuyah , 27- 28.

(z ) Abilul ' Serang v. Putte Bibt ( 1902) 29
Cal 738
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respective shares tv such of the relations as belong to the class of sharers and are

entitled to a share. The next step is to divide the residue (if any) among such of the

residuaries as are entitled to the residue. If there are no sharers, the residuaries

will succeed to the whole inheritance. If there be neither sharers nor residuaries,

the inheritance will be divided among such of the distant kindred as are entitled to

succeed thereto . The distant kindred are not entitled to succeed so long as there is

any heir belonging to the class of sharers or residuaries . But there is one case in

which the distant kindred will inherit with a sharer, and that is where the sharer is

the wife or husband of the deceased . Thus if a Mahomedan dies leaving a wife and

distant kindred , the wife as sharer will take her share which is 1/4 , and the remain

ing three-fourths will go to the distant kindred . And if a Mahomedan female dies

leaving a husband and distant kindred, the husband as sharer will take his share 1/2 ,

and the other half will go to the distant kindred . To take a simple case : A dies

leaving a mother , a son , and a daughter's son . The mother as sharer will take her

share 1/6 , and the son as residuary will take the residue 5 /6 . The daughter's son ,

being one of the class of distant kindred , is not entitled to any share of the

inheritance .

The question as to which of the relations belonging to the class of sharers, or

residuaries, or distant kindred , are entitled to succeed to the inheritance depends on

the circumstances of each case . Thus if the surviving relations be a father and a

father's father , the father alone will succeed to the whole inheritance to the entire

exclusion of the grandfather, though both of them belong to the class of sharers. And

if the surviving relations be a son and a son 's son , the son alone will inherit the estate ,

and the son's son will not be entitled to any share of the inheritance, though both

belong to the class of residuaries. Similarly, if the surviving relations belong to the

class of distant kindred , e .g ., a daughter's son , and a daughter's son 's son , the former

will succeed to the whole inheritance , it being one of the rules of succession that the

nearer relation excludes the more remote.

49. In this part Definitions

( a ) “ True grandfather ” means a male ancestor

between whom and thedeceased no female intervenes.

Thus the father's father, father's father's father and his father how high soever,

are all true grandfathers.

(6 ) " False grandfather ” means à male ancestor

between whom and the deceased a female intervenes.

Thus the mother's father,mother's mother's father, mother's father's father,

father's mother's father, are all false grandfathers.

(c ) “ True grandmother ” means a female ancestor

between whom and the deceased no false grandfather

intervenes.

Thus the father's mother, mother's mother, father's mother's mother, father's

father' smother, mother's mother's mother, are all true grandmothers.
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( d ) “ False grandmother " means a female ancestor

between whom and the deceased a false grandfater

intervenes.

Thus the mother's father 's mother is a false grandmother. False grandfathers

and false grandmothers belong to the class of distantkindred .

) “ Son 's son how low soever ” includes son 's son ,

son 's son 's son, and the son of a son how low soever.

of ) “ Son 's daughter how low soever " includes son 's

daughter, son ' s son 's daughter, and the daughter of a son

how low soever.

Sharers 50. After payment of funeral expenses , debts and

legacies, the first step in the distribution of the estate of

a deceased Mahomedan is to ascertain which of the surviv

ing relations belong to the class of Sharers, and which again

of these are entitled to a share of the inheritance, and ,

after this is done, to proceed to assign their respective

shares to such of the Sharers as are, under the circum

stances of the case, entitled to succeed to a share. The first

column in the accompanying Table contains a list of

Sharers ; the second column specifies the circumstances

which determine the right of Sharers to inherit as such , and

the third column sets out the shares which the law has

allotted to the several Sharers .

the third termin
e
therightu

mn
specifie

s

Illustrations.

[Note. — The italics in the following and other illustrations in this Chapter

indicate the surviving relations. It will be observed that the sum total of the shares

in all the following illustrations equals unity .

Father, Husband and Wife .

.. .

...

. ..

(a ) Father ...

Father's father

Mother .. .

Mother'smother

Two daughters

Son 's daughter

(b ) Husband ...

Father ...

Fourwidous

Father

... 1 /6 (as sharer because there are daughters)

(excluded by father)

... 1/6 (because there are daughters)

... (excluded by mother )

.., 2 / 3

... ... (excludcd by daughters)

... 1/2

1/2 (as residuary)

... 1/ 1 (cach taking 1/ 16 )

... : / (as residuary )



Shar

1 . FATHER

16 2. TRUE G )

h . h . s .

211 3. HUSBAND

2104. WIFE (wh

more not

q ! 5 . MOTHER

217 . TRUE GÉ

h . h . 8 . !

more ).

il y

212 7. DAUGHTE

3 8. SON ’ s DAU21
3

8 .

| (a) Sox's BR

16 Son 's Son
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Mother.

(d ) Mother .. . ... ... 1/ 3

Father ... 2 /3 (as residuary )

(e ) Mother ... ... ... 1 /6 (because there are two sisters)

Tro sisters ... ... ... ... ( excluded by father )

Father ... ... 5 /6 (as residuary )

Note — That though the sisters do not inherit at all they affect the share of the

mother and prevent her from taking 1/3 . This proceeds upon the principle that a

person , though excluded from inheritance, may exclude others wholly or partially

(Sir. 28 ). In the present case the exclusion is partial, themother taking 1/6 instead of

1/ 3, which latter share she would have taken if the deceased had not left sisters.

(f) Mother ... .. .

Sister

Father

(g ) Mother ... . ...

Brother (f., c.,or u .)

Sister (f., c.,or u .) ...

Father ... ...

... 1/ 3

... ... (excluded by father )

2/ 3 (as residuary)

... 1/6 (because there is a brother & also a sister)

... (excluded by father)

... ... (excluded by father)

... 5 /6 (as residuary )

Note. — The mother takes 1/6 , and not 1/ 3, whether there are two or more

brothers, or two or more sisters , or one brother and one sister or two or more brothers

and sisters. The brother and the sister , though they are excluded from inheritance by

the father, prevent the mother from taking the larger share 1/3. See note to ill . (e ).

(h ) Ilusband ... ... . . 1/2

Mother . ... 1/6 ( = 1/3 of 1/2 )

Father ... ... ... 113 (as residuary)

Note . But for the husband and father the mother in this case would have

taken 1/ 3 , as there are neither children nor brothers nor sisters . As the deceased has

left a husband and father , the mother is entitled only to one-third of what remains

after the husband 's share is allotted to him . The husband's share is 1/2 , and what

remains is 1/2 and 1/ 3 of 1 /2 is 1/6 . The reason of the rule is clear, for if the mother

took 1/ 3, the residue for the father would only be 1 - ( 1/2 + 1/ 3) = 1 /6 that is half the

share of the mother, while as a general rule, the share of a male is twice as much as

that of a female of parallel grade (Sir . 22 ). For the case where the deceased leaves &

widow and father, see ill. (i) below ,

(i) Husband • ... ... ... ... 1/2

Mother ... ... ... ... ... 1/ 3

Father's father ... 1/6 (as residuary)

Note — The mother takes 1/ 3, for the father's father does not reduce her share

from one-third of the whole to one- third of the remainder after deducting the

husband 's share.

... ... ... ...(i) Widow

Mother

Father

... 1/ 4

... 1/4 = 1/ 3 of 3/4 )

.. . 12 (as residuary). ... ... ... ...
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Note - In this case, the mother would have taken 1 / 3 but for the widow and

father for there are neither children nor brothers nor sisters. As the widow and

father are among the surviving heirs the mother is entitled to one-third of the

remainder after deducting the widow 's share. The widow 's share is 1/4, the

remainder is 3/4 ,and the mother's share is 1/ 3 of 3/4, that is, 1/4 . See ill. (h ) above,

and the note thereto.

(k ) Widow ... ... ... ... .. . 1 /4

Mother ... ... 1/3

Father's father ... ... ... ... 5 /12 (as residuary )

Note — The mother takes 1/ 3, for the father's father does not reduce her share

from one-third of the whole to one-third of the remainder after deducting the

widow 's share.

True grandfather and true grandmother.

(1) Father's mother ... ... ... ... (being a true pat. grandmother,

is excluded by father )

Mother's mother ... 1/6 (being a truemat.grandmother,

is not excluded by father)

Father ... ... ... 5 /6 (as residuary)

(m ) Father 'smother

Mother'smother } 1/6 (each taking 1/ 12)

Father's father ... 5 /6 (as residuary)

Note . The father's mother is not excluded by the father's father, for the latter

is not an intermediate, but an equal, true grandfather .

(n ) Father's father's mother ... ... ... (excluded by father's father)

Father's father ... ... .. . ... takes the whole as residuary.

Note. - The father's father's mother is excluded by the father's fat: cr for he is

an intermediate true grandfather, the father's father's mother being relatcd to the

deceased through him .

(0 ) Father's mother's mother . .. .. . . .. 16

Father's father ... ... ... ... 576 (as residuary).

Note . - The father's mother's mother (who is a true pat. grandmother) is not

excluded by the father's father (who is a true grandfather ), for though he is nearer

in degree, he is not in relation to her, an intermediate true grandfather, as the

father's mother's mother is not related to the deceased through him , but through the

father.

(p ) Father's mother .... ... . .. .. . 1/6

Mother's mother's mother... . .. .. ... . ... (excluded by father's mother,

who is a nearer true grand

mother)

Father's father ... ... ... ... 5 /6 (as residuary)

(9) Father's mother ... ... (excluded by father)

Mother's mother's mother... ' (excluded by father's mother who is a

nearer true grandmother )

Father ... ... ... takes the whole as residuary.
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Note. — The father's mother, though she is excluded by the father, excludes the

mother 's mother's mother. This proceeds upon the rule that one who is excluded may

himself exclude others wholly or partially . See note to ill. (e ) : in that case the

exclusion of the mother by the sisters was partial for she did take a share, namely,

1 /6 . In the present case , however the exclusion of the mother 'smother's mother is

entire . It necd hardly be stated that if the deceased had not left the father's mother,

the mother's mother's mother would have taken 1/6 , for being a true maternal grand

mother, she is not excluded by the father.

Daughters and Sons' daughters h . 1. s .

(r ) Father ... ... ... ... ... 1/6 (as sharer)

Mother ... .. . ... ... ... 1/6

3 sons'daughters,of whom one is by one

son and the other two by another son . 2/3 (each taking 2 /9 )

Note . - The sons' daughters take per capita and not per stirpes. The two-thirds

is not therefore divided into two parts , one for the son 's daughter by one son, and the

other for the other two by another son , but it is divided into as many parts as there

are sons'daughters irrespective of the number of sons through whom they are related

to the deceased . The reason is that the Mahomedan law does not recognize any right

of representation (see s. 42) and the sons' daughters do not inherit as represent

ing their respective fathers,but in their own right as grand-daughters of the deceased .

The same principle applies to the case of sons' sons, brothers' sons, uncles sons, etc .

See Table of Residuaries.

(s ) Father ... ... ... ... ... 1 /6 (as sharer)

Mother ... ... ... ... ... 116

Daughter ... ... ... ... ... 1 /2

4 sons' daughters ... ... ... 1/6 (each taking 1/24)

Note . - There being only one daughter, the sons' daughters are not entirely

exclnded from inheritance but they take 1/6 ,which , together with the daughter's 1/2,

makes up 2/3, the full portion of daughters.

(t) Father ... ... ... .. . ... 1/6 (as sharer)

Mother ... ... ... 1 /6

2 sons' daughters... 213

Son 's son 's daughter ... ... (excluded by sons' daughters )

(u ) Father ... ... ... ... ... 1/6 (as sharer)

Mother ... ... ... ... .. . 1/6

Son's daughter ... ... ... ... 1 /2

Son 's son 's daughter ... ... ... 1/6

Note. - The rule of succession as between daughters and sons'daughters applies ,

in the absence of daughters, as between higher sons' daughters and lower sons'

daughter ( Sir . 18 ) . There being only one son 's daughter in the present illustration ,

the son 's son 's daughter is not entirely excluded from inheritance, but she:inherits 1 /6 ,

which, together with the son 's daughter's 1/2, makes up 2/3, the full share of sons'

daughters in the absence of daughters.

(v ) Mother ... .. . ... 1/6

2 full sisters .. . ... ... ... 2 / 3 ( each taking 1/ 3)

C . sister ... ... ... ... .. . ... (excluded by full sisters)

U . sisters (or u . brother) ... 1/6

:
:

:
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...(w ) 2 full sisters (or c . sisters)

2 u . sisters (or u . brothers)

(x ) Full sister .. . ...

2 c . sisters

U . brothers

U . sisters ... ...

.. .

... 2/3 (each taking 1/3)

... 1/3 (each taking 1/6 )

.. . 12

... 1/6 (each taking 1/12)

... 1/6

... 1/6.. .

Note. — There being only one full sister, the consanguine sisters are not excluded

from inheritance , but they inherit 1/6 which , together with the sister's 1/2 ,makes up

2 / 3 , the collective share of full sisters in the inheritance (Sir. 21). )

Sir. 14 -23. The principal points involved in the Table of Sharers are explained

in their proper place in the notes appended to the illustrations. The illustrations

must be carefully studied , as it is very difficult to understand the rules of succession

without them . The principles underlying the rules of succession are set out in the

notes on s. 52 below . It will be observed that the illustrations are so framed that

the sum total of the shares does not exceed unity . For cases in which the total of

the shares exceeds unity, see the next section .

The sharers are twelve in number. Of these there are six that inherit under

certain circumstances as residuaries, namely, the father, the true grandfather, the

daughter, the son 's daughter, the full sister , and the consanguine sister. See the list

of Residuaries given in s .52 below , and the notes on that section .

" Increase " 51. If it be found on assigning their respective shares

to the Sharers that the total of the shares exceeds unity ,

the share of each Sharer is proportionately diminished

by reducing the fractional shares to a common denominator,

and increasing the denominator so as to make it equal to

the sum of the numerators.'

aul

mcrea
re

Illustrations.

(a) Husband
2 full sisters

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
.. .

... 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 317
... 2/ 3 = 4 /6 , 417

716

Note. — The sum total of 1/2 and 213 exceeds unity . The fractions are therefore

reduced to a common denominator,which , in this case, is 6 . The sum of thenumerators

is 7, and the process consists in substituting 7 for 6 as the denominator of the fractions

3/6 and 4/6 . By so doing the total of the shares equals unity. The doctrine of

“ increase ” is so -called because it is by increasing the denominator from 6 to 7 that

the sum total of the shares is made to equal unity .

reduced to 317(b ) Husband

Full sister

C . sister

...

...... .. . ... ...

1/2 = 3/6

1/2 = 3/6

116 = 116

3/7

7j6
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(c) 2 full sisters ... ... ...

2 . brothers (or u . sisters) ...

Mother ... ... ... ...

...

.. .

...

... 2 /3 = 4 /6 reduced to 417

... 1/3 = 216 217

... 1/6 = 116 117

7/6

3/8( d) Husband

2 full sisters

Mother

...

1 8

(e) Husband

Full sister

2 4 . sisters

... 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to

... 2 /3 = 4 6

... 1/6 = 1/6

8/6

... 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to

... 1/2 = 3/6

... 1/3 = 2/6 .

816

... 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to

... 2 /3 = 1/6

... 1/3 = 26

3/8

3/8

218

( f) Husband

2 Full sisters ...

2 . X . sisters

319

4/9

9/6

... 319(g ) Husband

Full sister

2 u . sisters

Mother

... 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to

... 1/2 = 3/6

... 1/3 = 2/6

... 1/6 = 1/6

9 6

..( h ) Husband ..

2 Full sisters ...

2 1 . sisters

Mother

... 1/2 = 3/6 reduced to 3/ 10

... 2/3 = 4/6 4 /10

... 1/3 = 216 2/ 10

... 1/6 = 1 /6 1/10

10/6 1

(i) Widow

2 c. sisters

Mother

...

... 1/4 = 3/ 12 reduced to 3/13

... 2/ 3 = 8/12 „ 8/ 13

... 1/6 = 2/12 2/13

13/12 1

(j) Husband ...

Mother

2 daughters ...

... 1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/13

... 1/6 = 2/12 2/13

... 2/3 = 8/12 8 /13

13/12 I

( k ) Husband

Mother

Daughter

Son 's daughter

1/4 = 3/ 12 reduced to 3j13

... 1/6 = 2/12 2 /13

... 1/2 = 6 /12 6 /13

1/6 = 2/12 2 /13

1

13/ 12
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(1) Widow ...

Mother...

Full sister

... ... ...

...

1/4 = 3/12 reduced to 3/ 13

1/2 = 4 / 12 , 4 /13

1/2 = 6/ 12 6 /13

13/12

(m ) Widow ... ...

2 full sisters ...

2 . sisters ...

... 1/4 = 3/ 12 .reduced to 3/ 15

... 2 /3 = 8 /12

... 1/3 = 1/ 12

8/15

4 15

15 /12 1

(n ) Widow

2 full sisters

U . sister

Mother .. .

... 1/4 = 3/ 12 reduced to 3/15

... 2 /3 = 8/12 8/ 15

... 1/6 = 2 /12 » 2 / 15

... 1/6 = 2/12 2 /15

15 /12 1

(0) Husband

Father ...

Mother. ..

3 daughters

... 1/4 = 3j12 reduced to 3/15

... 1/6 = 2012

... 1/6 = 2 /12 2/ 15

... 2 !3 = 8 /12 » 8 /15

2 /15

...

15/12

( p ) Widow ...

2 full sisters

2 u . sisters

Mother

... 114 = 3/ 12 reduced to 3/17

... 212 = 8/ 12 8/ 17

113 = 1/12 4 /17

... 1/6 = 2/12 2/17

17/ 12

... ...(q ) Wife ...

2 daughters

Father...

Mother

... 1/8 = 3/24

... 213 = 16 /24

116 = 1/24

... 116 = 1/24

reduced to 3/27

16/27

„ 4/27

, 4 /27

27/24

Sir. 29- 30 . For cases in which the total of the shares is less than unity see

8.53 below .

Residuaries 52. If there are no Sharers, or if there are Sharers ,

but there is a residue left after satisfying their claims, the

whole inheritance or the residue, as the case may be, will

devolve upon Residuaries in the order set forth in the

annexed table.

Illustrations.

[Note - The residue remaining after satisfying the sharers' claims is indicated

in the following illustrations thus ( ).
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No. 1. Sons and daughters.

(a ) Son ... ... ... .. . 23

Daughter ... ... ... 1/3 } (as residuaries)

Note. — The daughter cannot inherit as a sharer when there is a son. But if the

heirs be a daughter and a son 's son , the daughter as a sharer will take 1/2 , and the

son 's son as a residuary will take the residue 1/2 .

(b ) 2 sons ... ... 4 /7 (as residuaries, each son taking 2/7 )

3 daughters ... 317 (as residuaries, each daughter taking 1/7 )

(c) Widow ... ... ... ... 118 (as sharer)

Son ... ... 2/ 3 of (7 /8 ) = 7 /12

Daughter .. . 1 / 3 of ( 7 / 8 ) = 7124 / (as residuaries)

Note . — The residue after payment of the widow 's share is 7/8 .

(d ) Husband ... ... ... 1/4 (as sharer)

Mother .. . ... ... 116 (as sharer)

Son ... ... 2 /3 of (7/12 ) = 7/ 18

Daughter ... 1/3 of (7 /12 ) = 7 / 36 (as residuaries

Note. — The residue in the above case is 1 – (1/4 of 1/6 ) = 7/ 12 . If there were

two sonsand three daughters, each son would have taken 2 /7 of 7/12 = 1/6 , and each

daughter 1/7 of 7/12 = 1/12 .

No. 2 . Sons' sons h . I. s. and sons' daughters h . I. s .

(e ) Son 's son ... ... ... 213 ,
Soul's daughter ... ... 1/ 3 } (as residuaries)

Note. — The son 's daughter h. 1. s.cannot inherit as a sharer, butshe can inherit

as a residuary only, when there is an equal son 's son h . 1. s. Thus the son 's daughter

cannot succeed except as a residuary, when there is a son 's son . Similarly son 's

son 's daughter cannot inherit except as a residuary when there is a son 's son 's son .

(f) 2 daughters ... ... ... 2/3 (as sharers)

Son 's 80% ... ... ... 1/ 3 (as residuary)

Son 's son's son ... ... ... ... (excluded by son 's son )

Son 's son 's daughter ... ... ... (excluded both by daughters and son 's

son . See Tab. of Sh ., No. 8 )

(g ) 2 daughters ... ... ... 2/3 (as sharers)

Son's son ... 2 /3 (of 1/3) = 2 /9

Son's daughter
1/3 (of 1/3 ) = 1/9 / as residuaries )

(h ) Daughter ... ... ... ... 1/2 (as sharer)

Son 's son ... 2/3 (of 1/2) = 1/3 )

Son'sdaughter ... ... 1/3 (of 1,2) = 1/6 1 (as
(as residuaries)

Note . - There being only onedaughter, the son 's daughter would have taken 1/6

as sharer (see Tab. of Sh . No. 8 ), if the deceased had not left a son 's son . But as the

son's son is one of the heirs, the son 's daughter can only inherit as a residuary with

the son 's son .

(i) Son's daughter ... ... ... ... 1/2 (as sharer)

Son 's son's son ... ... ... 112 (as residuary )
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Note. In this case the son 's daughter is not precluded from inheriting as a

sharer, for there is none of those relations that precludes her from succeeding as a

sharer (see Tab. of Sh . No. 8 , 2nd column). And it will be seen on referring to the

Table of Residuaries that the only case in which the son 's daughter inherits as a

residuary with the son 's son's son (who is a lower son 's son), is where she is precluded

from succeeding as a sharer (see ill. (k ) below ).

( 1) Daughter ... ... .. . ... 1/2 (as sbarer)

Son 's daughter... 1/6 (as sharer. See . Tab . of

Sh ., No. 8 )

Son 's son's 80% 8 ... ... ... .. . 2/ 3 of ( 1/ 3) = 2 /9 ,

Son 's son 's daughter ... ... ... 1/ 3 of ( 1/ 3 ) = 1/9 } (as residuaries)

Note. There being only one daughter, the son's daughter is entitled to 1/6 as

a sharer. Since she is not precluded from inheriting as a sharer, she does not become

a residuary with the son's son 's son (who is a lower son 's son ).

(k ) 2 daughters ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 /3 (as sharers)

Son's daughter ... ... ... 1 /3 of ( 1/ 3 ) = 1/ 9

Son's son 's son ... ...
... ... 2 / 3 of ( 1 /3 ) = 219 (as residuaries)

Note. — There being two daughters, the son 's daughter cannot inherit as a

sharer. She therefore inherits as a residuary with the son 's son 's son (who is a lower

son's son ).

(1) 2 Son 's daughters ... ... ... ... ... 2/ 3 (as sharers)

Son 's son's son... ... ... ... 2 /3 of (1/ 3 ) = 2/9
Son 's son 's daughter ... ... ... 1/ 3 of (1 /3 ) = 1/9 / (as residuaries)

Note.— The son 's daughters in this case do not inherit as residuaries with the

son 's son 's son , for they are not precluded from inheriting as sharers .

(m ) 2 daughters ... ... ... ... ... 2/ 3 (as sharers )

Son 's son's son... ... ... ... 2 /4 of (1/ 3) = 1/6

Son 's daughter ... ... ... 1/4 of ( 1/ 3) = 1/ 12 (as residuaries)

Son 's son 's daughter ... ... ... 1/4 of (1/ 3) = 1/12 )

Note . - There being two daughters, the son's daughter cannot inherit as a

sharer. She therefore inherits as a residuary with the son 's son's son (who

is a lower son's son ). The son 's son 's daughter is entitled to inherit as a

residuary with the son 's son 's son who is an equal son 's son in relation to

her . Both these female relations inherit therefore as residuaries with the

son's son's son, each taking 1/12. This illustration presents two peculiar

features. The one is that the son 's son 's daughter, though remoter in degree, shares

with the son 's daughter. The other is that the son 's daughter succeeds as a residuary

with a lower son's son . If this were not so , the son 's son 's daughter would inherit to

the exclusion of the son's daughter, a result directly opposed to the principle that the

nearest of blood must take first (Sir. 18 -19) .

No. 3 . Father.

(1 ) Father ... ... ... 1/6 (as sharer)

Son (or son's son h . 1. s.) ... ... 5 /6 (as residuary )

Note. Here the father inherits as a sharer.
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(0 ) Mother .. . ... ... ... 1/ 3 (as sharer)

Father ... ... ... ... 2 /3 (as residuary )

Note. — Here the father inherits as a residuary , as there is no child or child of a

son h . I. s. See Tab. of Sh., No. 1.

(p ) Daughter ... ... ... ... ... ... ... (as sharer ) = 1/ 2

Father ... 1/6 (as sharer) + 1/3 (as residuary) = 1/2

Note. — Here the father inherits both as a sharer and residuary . He inherits as

a sharer, for there is a daughter ; and he inherits the residue 1/3 as a residuary, for there

are neither sons nor son 's sons h .l.s. The father may inherit both as a sharer and

residuary. He inherits simply as a sharer when there is a son or son 's son h . 1. s . (see

ill. ( n ) above ). He inherits simply as a residuary when there are neither children nor

children of sons h . 1. s . (see ill. (0 ) above). He is both a sharer and residuary when

there are only daughters or son's daughters h . 1. s., but no sons or son 's sons h . 1. s. as

in the present illustration . The same remarks apply to the true grandfather h . h . s.

In fact, the father and the true grandfather are the only relations that may inherit

in both capacities simultaneously. .

No. 4 . 'True grandfather h . h . s .

Note. - Substitute “ true grandfather ” for “ father " in ills. (n ), (o ) and (p ).

The true grandfather will succeed in the same capacity and will take the same share

as the father in those illustrations.

Nos. 5 and 7 . Brothers and sisters.

(q) Husband ... ... ... 1/2 (as sharer)

Mother ... ... ... ... ... 116 (as sharer )

Brother ... ... ... 2 / 3 of (1/ 3 ) = 2 /9

Sister ... ... ... ... 1 /3 of ( 1/ 3 ) = 119 / (as residuaries )

Note. — The sister cannot inherit as a sharer when there is a brother, but she

takes the residue with him .

No. 6 . Full sisters with daughters and sons' daughters.

(r) Daughter (or son's daughter h .l.s.) 1/2 (as sharer)

Full sister .. . ... ... 1/2 (as residuary No. 6 )

Brother's 80% ... ... ... ... excluded by full sister who is a

nearer residuary .

Note. - The full sister inherits in three different capacities : (1 ) as a sharer under

the circumstances set out in the Table of Sharers ; (2 ) as a residuary with full brother,

when there is a brother ; and, failing to inherit in either of these two capacities,

( 3) as a residuary with daughters, or son 's daughters h . I. s., or one daughter and

sons' daughters h . 1. s ., provided there is no nearer residuary . Thus in the present

illustration , the sister cannot inherit as a sharer, because there is a daughter (or

son 's daughter h . 1. s.). And as there is no brother, he cannot inherit in the second

of the three capacities enumerated above. She therefore takes the residue 1/2 as a

residuary with the daughter (or son 's daughter), for there is no residuary nearer in

degree . If this were not so , the brother 's son , who is a more remote relation , would

succeed in preference to her. .
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(8) 2 Daughters (or son 's daughters

h . 1. s.) ... ... ... ... 2 /3 (as sharers)

Full sister .. . ... 113 (as residuary No. 6 )

(t) Daughter ... 1/2 (as sharer )

Son's daughter 1/6 (as sharer)

Full sister ... 1/3 (as residuary No. 6 )

(u ) Daughter ... 1/2 (as sharer)

Son's daughter ... 1/6 (as sharer)
Mother 1/6 (as sharer)

Full sister .. . 1/6 (as residuary No. 6)

( v ) Daughter ... ... 1/2 (as sharer )

Son's daughter .. . 1 /6 (as sharer )

Husband ... ... 1/4 (as sharer )

Full sister ... ... 1/12 (as residuary No. 6 )

( w ) Daughter ... 1/2 (as sharer) = 6/ 12 reduced to 6 /13

Son 's daughter ... 116 (as sharer) = 2 /12 » 2 /13

Husband ... ... 1/4 (as sharer) = 3/ 12 3/ 13

Mother ... 1/6 (as sharer) = 2/ 12 2 /13
Full sister ... 0

ī13/ 12

Note. - Here the only capacity in which the full sister could inherit is that of

a residuary with the daughter and son 's daughter . But a residuary succeeds to the

residue (if any) after the claims of the sharers are satisfied , and in the present case

there is no residue. The sum total of the shares exceeds unity , and the case is one of

" Increase."

No. 8 . Consanguine sisters with daughters and sons'

daughters b . I. s .

Note. - Consanguine sisters inherit as residuaries with daughters and son 's

daughters in the absence of full sisters. Substitute " consanguine sister ” for “ full

sister " in ills . (r) to (w ), and the shares of the several heirs will remain the same, the

consanguine sister taking the place of the full sister. Substitute also in the note to

ill. (r) “ consanguine brother ” for “ full brother."

Other Residuaries.

( x ) Full sister .. . ... 1/2 (as sharer )

C . sister ... 1/6 (as sharer )

Mother 1/6 (as sharer)

Brother's son 1/6 (as residuary)

(y ) Widow ... 1/4 (as sharer)

Mother ... 1/ 3 (as sharer )

Pat.uncle ... ... ... ... 5/12 (as residuary) ]

Sir. 18 -21, and 23-26 . Some of the important points involved in the Table of

Residuaries are explained in the notes appended to the illustrations.

Classification of Residuaries.- All residuaries are related to the deceased

hrough a male. The uterine brother and sister are related to the deceased through a
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female , that is, mother, and they do not therefore find place in the List of Residuaries.

The Sirajiyyah divides residuaries into three classes : (1 ) residuaries in their own

right : these are all males comprised in the List of Residuaries ; (2) residuaries in the

right of another : these are the four female residuaries, namely , the daughter as a

residuary in the right of the son, the son 's daughter h . 1. s. as a residuary in the right

of the son 's son h . l. s., the full sister in the right of the full brother, and the consan

guine sister in the right of the consanguine brother ; and ( 3 ) residuaries with others,

namely , the full sister and consanguine sister, when they inherit as residuarieswith

daughters and son 's daughter h . 1. s. Having regard, however, to the order of

succession , residuaries may be divided into four classes, the first class comprising

descendants of the deceased, the second class his ascendants, the third the descendants

of the deceased 's father, and the fourth the descendants of the deccased 's true

grandfather h . h . s . This classification has been adopted in the Table of Residuaries.

The division of Distant Kindred into four classes proceedsupon the same basis .

Residuaries that are primarily sharers. - It will be noted on referring to the

Tables of Sbarers and Residuaries that there are six sharers who inherit under certain

circumstances as residuaries. These are the father and true grandfather h . h . s., the

daughter and son's daughter h . I. 8., and the full sister and consanguine sister. Of

these only the father and true grandfather inherit in certain events both as sharers

and residuaries (see ill. ( p) above, and the note thereto ). In fact they are the only

relations that can inherit at the same time in a double capacity . The other four, who

are all females , inherit either assharersor residuaries. The circumstances underwhich

they inherit assharers are set outin the Table of Sharers. They succeed as residuaries,

and can succeed in that capacity alone, when they are combined with male relationsof

parallel grade. Thus the daughter inherits as a sharer, when there is no son . But

when there is a son , she inherits as a residuary, and can inherit in that capacity alone :

not that when there is a son she is excluded from inheritance, but that in that event

she succeedsas a residuary, the presence of the son merely altering the character of

her heirship . Similarly , the son 's daughter h . I. s . inherits as a residuary when

there is an equal son 's son. And in like manner the full sister and consanguine

sister succeed as residuaries when they co -exist with the full brother and

consanguine brother respectively . The curious reader may ask why it is that the said

four female relations are precluded from inheriting as sharers when they exist with

males of parallel grade ? The answer appears to be this - that if they were allowed

to inherit as sharers under those circumstances, it might be that no residue would

remain for the corresponding males (all of whom are residuaries alone), that is to say,

though the females would have a share of the inheritance, the corresponding males,

though of equal grade,might have no share of the inheritance at all. To take an

example: A dies leaving a husband , a father, a mother, a daughter, and a son . The
husband will take 1/4 , the father 1/6 , and the mother 1/6 . If the daughter were allowed

to inherit as a sharer, her share would be 1/2 , and the total of all the shares being

13/12 , no residue would remain for the son . It is, it seems, to maintain a residue for

the males that the said females are precluded from inheriting as sharers under the

circumstances specified above.

The principle which regulates the succession of full and consanguine sisters as

residuaries with daughters and son 's daughters h . 1. s. is explained in the notes

appended to ill. (r) .
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Female residuarios. - There are two more points to be noted in connection with

female residuaries, which are stated below :

( 1) The female residuaries are four in number, of whom two are descendants

of the deceased , namely, the daughter and son 's daughter h . I. s., and the other two

are descendants of the deceased 's father, namely , the full sisterand consanguine sister .

No other female can inherit as a residuary.

(2) All the four females inherit as residuaries with corresponding males of

parallel grade. But none of these except the son 's daughter h . 1. s. can succeed as

a residuary with a male lower in degree than herself. Thus the daughter cannot

succeed as a residuary with the son 's son , nor the sister with the brother's son ; but

the son 's daughter may inherit as a residuary not only with the son 's son butwith the

son 's son 's son or other lower son's son , see ill. (m ) and the note thereto .

Principles of Succession among sharers and residuarios. - It will have been seen

from the Tables of Sharers and Residuaries that certain relations entirely exclude

others from inheritance. This proceeds upon certain principles, of which the

following two are set out in the Sirajiyyah :

(1 ) “ Whoever 18 related to the deceased through any person shall not inherit

while that person is biving." — (Sir. 27.) Thus the father excludes brothers and sisters.

And since uterine brothers and sisters are related to the deceased through the mother,

itmust follow that they should be excluded by the mother. A reference, however, to

the Table of Sharers will show that these relations are not excluded by the mother.

The reason is that the mother, when she stands alone, is not entitled to the whole

inheritance in one and the same capacity as the father would be if he stood alone, but

partly as a sharer and partly by “ Return ” ( Sir . 27 : Sharifiyyah, 49). Thus if the

father be the sole surviving heir, he will succeed to the whole inheritance as a

residuary. But if the mother be the sole heir, she will take 1/ 3 as sharer, and the

remaining 213 by Return (see s. 53 below ). For this reason the mother does not

exclude the uterine brother and sister from inheriting with her.

(2) “ The nearer in degree excludes the more remote." — (Sir. 27). The exclu

sion of the true grandfather by the father, of the true grandmother by the mother,

of the son 's son by the son , etc., rests upon this principle . These cases may also be

referred to the first principle set out above .

It will have been seen that the daughter, though she is nearer in degree, does

not exclude the brother's son or his son . Thus if the surviving relations be a daughter

and a brother 's son , thedaughter takes 1/2 ,and the brother's son takes the residue. The

reason is that the daughter in this case inherits as a sharer, and the brother's son

as a residuary , and the principle laid down above applies only as between relations

belonging to the same class of heirs. To this, however, there is an exception in the

case of sons and son 's sons h .1. s., who, though residuaries,exclude certain sharers from

inheritance (see Tab.of Sh., Nos. 8- 12 ). For, if the sons and their male descendants

did not exclude those sharers, it mighthappen in certain cases that no residue would

be left for them , while, as will be seen presently , the son , and, in bis absence , the

son 's son h . 1. s ., are never liable to exclusion , and are always entitled to some share or

other. The above principle may, therefore, be read thus : “ Within the limits of each

class of heirs the nearear in degree excludes the more remote."
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Again , it will have been seen that the father, though nearer in degree, does not

exclude the mother's mother or her mother ; nor does the mother exclude the father's

father or his father . The reason is that the above principle is to be read with further

limitations, which we shall proceed to enumerate. Those limitations are nowhere
stated in the Sirajiyyah nor in any other work of authority , but they appear to

have been tacitly recognized in the rules governing succession among Sharers and

Residuaries.

There are six heirs that are always entitled to some participation in the inheri

tance, and are in no case liable to exclusion ,namely , (1) son , (2) daughter, (3) father,

(4 ) mother, (5 ) husband, and (6 ) wife (Sir . 27). These are the most favoured heirs,

and we shall call them , for brevity's sake, Primary Heirs. Next to these, there are

four, namely, (1) son 's son h . l. s., (2) son 's daughter h. 1. s., (3) true grandfather h .h . s.
and ( 4 ) true grandmother h . h . 8 . These four are the substitutes of the primary heirs,

and each of them is entitled to some portion of the inheritance in the absence of the

corresponding primary heir . The substitutes of primary heirs are liable to be excluded

by the corresponding primary heirs, and by them alone, but by no others. Thus

the son 's son h . 1.s., is the son 's substitute , and he is always entitled to some portion of
the inheritance in the absence of the son. The son 's daughter h .l.s., is the daughter's

substitute, and she is always entitled to some portion of the inheritance in the absence

of the son and daughter. The true grandfather is always entitled to someshare orother

in the absence of the father, and he is liable to be excluded by the father or nearer true

grandfather, but by no other heir. This explains why the mother does not exclude

the father's father or his father. Similarly the true grandmother is always entitled

to participate in the inheritance in the absence of the mother, and she is liable to be

excluded by the mother or nearer true grandmother, but by no other heir. And this

explains why the father does not exclude the mother's mother or her mother. This

as well as the preceding case may be explained with reference to the first principle

set out in the Sirajiyyah , for the true grandfather h . h . s . is not related to the deceased

through the mother, nor is the true grandmother h . h . s . related to the deceased

through the father. From this point of view , the second principle is to be read
subject to the first, that is, the nearer relation excludes the more remote provided

always the latter is related to the deceased through the former ; but neither of the two

principles set out in the Sirajiyyah explains the exclusion of uterine brothers, or of
full, consanguine and uterine sisters by the son 's child h . 1. s., or by the true grand

father h . h . s. (a ). These apparently are cases of the exclusion of relations nearer in

degree by more remote heirs. The explanation is to be sought for in the principle

that the substitutes of primary heirs are always entitled to someportion of the inheri

tance in the absence of the corresponding primary heirs, and this involves as a

necessary consequence that relations that are excluded by the primary heirs must be

excluded by their substitutes. Hence it is that uterine brothers, and full, consanguine

and uterine sisters, who are excluded by the son, daughter and father , are also

liable to exclusion by the son 's son h . 1. s ., son 's daughter h . 1. 8., and the true

grandfather h . h . s. (6 ). The principles governing succession may therefore be
stated thus : Whoever is related to the deceased through any person shall not inherit

( a ) See Tab. of Sh., Nos. 9 - 12. them , according to the view of Abu Yusuf and

(b ) It may here by stated that though , Muhammad , but is put to his election as between

according to the opinion of the Abu Hanifa , the certain shares (Sir . 40 - 42 ). But the latter view

true grandtather excludes brothers and sisters is not generally adopted , and it is unnecessary to
wbether full or consanguine, he does not exclude | set it out here.
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while that person is alive . Primary heirs are always entitled to some participation in

the inheritance and are not liable to be excluded by any other heirs . The substitutes

of the primary heirs are always entitled to some share or other in the inheritance

in the absence of corresponding primary heirs, and they are excluded by them

alone, but by no other heirs ; and , as a necessary consequence, all relations that are

excluded by primary heirs are also excluded by substitutes of those heirs . Subject to

this the nearer in degree, within the limits of each class of heirs, excludes the more

remote .

Of the residue. — The son , being a residuary , is entitled to the residue left after

satisfying the claims of sharers. At the same time it has been seen above that a son

is always entitled to some share of the inheritance. To enable the son to participate

in the inheritance in all cases, it is necessary that some residue must always be left

when the son is one of the surviving heirs, and in fact this is so ; for the shares are so

arranged and the rules of succession are so framed that when the son is one of the

heirs , some residue invariably remains. And since, in the absence of the son , the

son 's son h . 1. s . is entitled to some participation in the inheritance, it will be found

that in all cases where he is one of the surviving heirs some residue is always left,

and the same is the case when the father , or, in his absence , the true grandfather

h . h . s., is one of the heirs, for the father is always entitled to some portion of the

inheritance , and in his absence the true grandfather h . h . s. No case of “ Increase "

can therefore take place when these residuaries are amongst the surviving heirs .

Return 53. If there is a residue left after satisfying the

claims of Sharers , but there is no Residuary , the residue

reverts to the Sharers in proportion to their shares. This

right of reverter is technically called “ Return ."

Exception . Neither the husband nor wife is entitled

to the “ Return ," so long as there is any other Sharer, or

any relation belonging to the class of Distant Kindred .

end man lahe amplas melere both escheday
ustrations.

[(a ) A Mahomedan dies leaving a widow as his sole heir. The widow will take

1/4 as sharer, and the remaining 3/4 by “ Return " : Mahomed Arshad v. Sajida Banoo

(c); Bafatun v. Bilaiti Khanum (d).

(b ) Husband ... ... ... ... 1/ 2

Mother .. . . · ... 1/2 (1/3 as sharer and 1/6 by Return )

Note .- The husband is not entitled to the “ Return ," as there is another sharer,

namely, the mother. The surplus 1/6 will therefore go to the mother by Return .

(c) Husband . . . 1/4

Daughter ... ... ... 3/4 (1/2 as sharer and 1/4 by Return )

(d ) Wife ... ... ... ... 114

Sister (f. or c.) ... ... 3/4 (1/2 as sharer and 1/4 by Return )

(c ) (1878) 3 Cal 702. (a ) ( 1903) 30 Cal. 683.
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( e ) ...Wife .. .

Son 's daughter

...

...

... 1/8

... 718 (1/2 as sharer and 3/8 by Return )

116 increased to 1/4

... 1/2 = 3/6 3/4

( f) Mother ...

Son 's daughter ... ...

4 /6

Note . - In this and in illustrations (g) to (k ) it will be observed that neither the

husband nor wife is among the surviving heirs. The rule in such a case is to reduce

the fractional shares to a common denominator, and to decrease the denominator of

those shares so as to make it equal to the sum of the numerators. Thus in the present

illustration , the original shares, when reduced to a common denominator, are 1/6 and

3/6 . The total of the numerators is 1 + 3 = 1, and the ultimate shares will therefore be

1/4 and 3/4 respectively.

(g ) Father's mother

Mother's mother

2 daughters ... ...

* 1/6 increased to 1/5 (each taking 1/10 )

2/ 3 = 1/6 415

516

( h ) Mother ... ...

Daughter

Son 's daughter

... 1/6 increased to 115

1/2 = 36

„ 1/5

» 315

5/6

(i) Father'smother

Mother's mother

Full sister ...

C . sister ... ...

(i) .. .Full sister

C . sister

U . sister

***} 1/6 increased to 115

1/2 = 3/6 3 5

... 116 115

5 /6

1/2 = 3/6 increased to 3/5

1,6 » 115

... 116 115

516

... 1/6 increased to 115

1/2 = 3/6

... 1/6

5 /6

(k ) Mother

Full sister ...

U . brother ...

(1) Husband

Mother

Daughter

... .. .

... 114

... 116 increased

1/2 = 3/6 »

11/12

= 4 / 16

to 1/ 4 of ( 3 /4 ) = 3/ 16

3/4 of ( 3/4)= 9/ 16

1

Note . - In this anl in ills. (m ) to (r), it will be observed that either the

husband or wife is one of the survivin , hairs. Since neither the husband nor wife is

entitled to the Return when there are other sharers, his or her share will remain the
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4 /32

same, and the shares of the other sharers will be increased by reducing them to a

common denominator, and then decreasing the denominator of the original fractional

shares so as to make it equal to the sum of the numerators, and multiplying the new

fractional shares thus obtained by the residue after deducting the husband's or wife's

share . Thus in the present illustration the shares of the mother and daughter, when

reduced to a common denominator, are 1 /6 and 316 respectively. The total of the

numerators is 1 + 3 = 4, and the new fractionalshares will thus be 1/4 and 3/4 respec

tively. The residue after deducting the husband's share is 3/4 and the ultimate shares

of the mother and daughter will therefore be 1/4 of 3/4 = 3/16 , and 3/4 of 3/4 = 9/16 ,

respectively .

(m ) Wife ... ... ... ... 118

Mother ... ... ... 1/6 increased to 1/4 of (7/8)= 7/32

Daughter ... ... 1/2 = 3/6 » 3/4 of (7/8)= 21/32

19/24

(n ) Wife ... ... 1 /8

Mother ... 1 6 increased to 115 of (718) = 7/40

2 son's daughters ... 2 / 3 = 1/6 415 of (7/8)= 28/40

23/24

(0) Husband ... ... ... 1/2

U . brother ... 1/6 increased to 1/2 of (1/2 )= 1/4

U . sister .. ... . 116 1 2 of (1/2)= 1/4

5/40

2 /4

5 /6

1/4 218

1

114

(p ) Wife

U . brother ... 1/6 increased to 1/2 of (3/ 4) = 3/8

U . sister ... 1/6 1/2 of (3/4)= 3/8

7/ 12

(q ) Wife ... 1/4 4 / 16

Full sister 1/2 = 3/6 increased to 3/4 of (3/4)= 9/16

C . sister ... 116 114 of (3/4)= 3/16

11/12

(r ) Wife .. ... 1/4

U . brother ... 1/6 increased to 1/3 of (3/4) = 1/4

U . sister 1/ 3 of ( 3/4) = 1/4

Mother ... ... ... ... 1/6 1/3 of ( 3/4) = 1/4

9/12

(s) Husband ... .. . ... ... 1/ 2

Daughter's son ... ... ... 1/2

Note - The daughter's son belongs to the class of distantkindred. The husband

is not therefore entitled to the surplus by Return , and the same will go to the

danghter's son as a distant kinswoman .

(t) Wife .

Brother's daughter ...

. .. 114
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Note — The brother's daughter belongs to the class of distant kindred . The

surplus will therefore go to her, as the wife is not entitled to the Return (dd ).]

Sir. 37 -40.

Residuaries for special cause . — A residuary for special cause is a person who

inherits from a freedman, by reason of the manumission of the latter (@ ). According

to Mahomedan law proper, if a manumitted slave dies without leaving any residuary

heir by relation , themanumittor is entitled to succeed to the residue, in preference to

the right of the sharers to take the residue by Return (Sir. 25 -26 ). But residuaries

for special cause have no place in Mahomedan law as administered by the Courts of

British India since the abolition of slavery in 1843.

Husband and wife . — The rule of law as stated in the exception as regards the

right of the husband and wife to the Return is different from that set out in the

Sirajiyyah . According to the latter authority, neither the husband norwife is entitled

to the return in any case , not even if there be no other heir, and the surplus goes to

the Public Treasury (Sir. 37). “ But although that was the original rule, and

equitable practice has prevailed in modern times of returning to the husband or to the

wife in default of other sharers by blood and distant kindred," and this practice has

been adopted by our Courts. See the cases cited in ill. (a ), above.

“ Return " distinguished from " Increase " . — The Return is the converse of

Increase. The case of Return takes place when the total of the shares is less than

unity ; the case of Increase,when the total is greater than unity. In the former case

the shares undergo a rateable increase ; in the latter, a rateable decrease .

Father and true grandfather . - When there is only one sharer, he succeeds to

the whole inheritance , to his legal share as sharer, and to the surplus by Return .

When the father is the sole surviving heir, he succeeds to the whole inheritance as a

residuary , for he cannot inherit as a sharer when there is no chlid or child of a son

h . 1. s. (see Tab.of Sh ., No. 1). The sameremarks apply to the case of the true grand

father when he is the sole surviving heir.

239 54. On failure of Sharers and Residuaries, the Distant

inheritance is divided amongst Distant Kindred . Kindred

Sir. 13. It will have been seen from the preceding section that a husband or

wife, though a sharer,does not exclude distant kindred from inheritance, when he or

she is the sole surviving heir. See ills. (s) and (t), s.53.

Four classes240 55. Distant Kindred are divided into four classes,

namely, ( 1 ) descendants of the deceased other than sharers

and residuaries ; ( 2 ) ascendants of the deceased other than

sharers and residuaries ; ( 3 ) descendants of the deceased's

parents other than sharers and residuaries ; and ( 4 ) des

cendants ofascendants how high soever. The descendants

of the deceased succeed in priority to the ascendants, the

(aa) See Koonari v. Dalım (1882) 11 Cal. 14 . 1 (e) Rumsey's Mah Law of Inheritance, 164.
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ascendants of the deceased in priority to the descendants :

of parents, and the descendants of parents in preference

to the descendants of ascendants.

The following is a list of Distant Kindred arranged

in the order of the classes in which they succeed :

List of Distant Kindred .

I. Descendants :

1. Daughters' children and their descendants.

2 . Children of sons'daughters h . 1. 8.,and their descendants.

II. Ascendants :

1 . False grandfathers h . h . 8 .

2. False grandmothers h . h . s.

III. Descendants of parents :

1. Full brothers' daughters and their descendants.

2 . Con . brothers' daughters and their descendants.

3 . Uterine brothers' children and their descendants.

4 . Daughters of full brothers ' sons h. 1. s.,and their descendants.

45. Daughters of con . brothers' sons h . I. s.,and their descendants.

6 . Sisters' (f., c., or ut.) children and their descendants.

IV . Descendants of immediate grandparents ( true or

false ) :

, 1. Full pat. uncles ' daughters and their descendants .

12. Con.pat.uncles'daughters and their descendants.

3. Uterine pat .uncles and their children and their descendants.

14. Daughters of full pat. uncles' sons h . I. s ., and their decendants.

15 . Daughters of con. pat. uncles' sons h . I. s., and their descendants.

6 . Pat. aunts (f., c., or ut.) and their children and their descendants .

7. Mat.uncles and aunts and their children and their descendants.

and

Descendants of remoter ancestors h . h . 6 . (true or

false ,

Sir.44-46. The Sirajiyyah does not enumerate all relations belonging to the

class of distant kindred , but mentions only some of them . Hence it was thoughtat

one time that " distant kindred " were restricted to the specific relationsmentioned

in the Sirajiyyah . But this view has long since been rejected as erroneous, and

itwas recently held by the High Court of Calcutta that the son of the grand-daughter

of the brother of the grandfather of the deceased , though not specifically mentioned

in the Sirajiyyah , belongs to the class of distant kindred ( f ). That this should be so

is clear from the definition of distant kindred ,who are defined as all those relations

(1) Abdul Serang v. Putee Bibi (1902) 29 Cal. 738.
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by blooul that are neither sharers nor residuaries. The list of distant kindred given

above follows from the definition of distant kindred, read in conjunction with a

passage from the Sirajiyyah, which , after enumerating certain relations belonging to

the class of distant kindred , proceeds to say : “ these and all who are related to the

deceased through them , are among the distant kindred " (p .46).

241 56 . The succession of Distant Kindred of the first First class

of distant
class is governed by the following rules : kindred .

Rule ( 1). The nearer in degree excludes the more
remote.

Sir. 47. Thus a daughter's son or a daughter's daughter is preferred to a son 's

daughter's daughter. The daughter's son and the daughter's daughter are the nearest

distant kindred .

2lic Rule (2 ). Among claimants in the same degree of

relationship, the children of sharers and residuaries are

preferred to those of distant kindred.

Sir. 47 . Thus a son 's daughter's son , being a child of a sharer (son 's daughter),

succeeds in preference to a daughter's daughter's son, who is the child of a distant

kinswoman (daughter's daughter ).

C !? Rule ( 3 ). Among claimants in the same degree of

relationship, the share of the male claimant is double that

of the female claimant, provided there is no difference of

sex in the intermediate ancestors.

Sir . 47-48. Thus if the claimants be a daughter's son and a daughter'sdaughter ,

the former will take 2 /3 , and the latter 1 /3 , for the sex of the intermediate ancestors

(i.d .,daughters) is the same. Similarly, if a person leaves a daughter's son's son and

a daughter's son's daughter, the former will take 2 /3 and the latter 1/3. And accord

ing to Abu Yusuf, the rule is the same, even when the ancestors differ in their

sexes. Thus if the claimants be a daughter 's daughter's son and a daughter's son 's

daughter, the sex of the intermediate ancestors is not the same, it being female

in one case and male in the other . Even in such a case, according to Abu Yusuf, the

daughter's daughter's son , being a male , will tak ? twice as much as the daughter's

son 's daughter, for, according to this disciple of Abu Hanifa , regard is to be had , in

applying the rule of the double share to themale, to the sexes of the claimants, and

not to the sexes of the intermediate ancestors through whom they respectively claim .

According to Abu Muhummed , however , regard should be had , in applying that rule ,

to the sexes of the ancestors, and not to tre sexes of the claimants (Sir. 48). As the

opinion of Abu Muhummed is followed by the Hanati Sunnis in India in preference

to that of Abu Yusuf, it becomes necesztry to consider the sam .

Imam Muhammed

Rule 4 ). Where the intermediate ancestors differ in

their sexes,the inheritance, according to Abu Muhummed ,
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is to be distributed according to the following rules (g ) :

a ) The simplest case is where there are only two

claimants , one claiming through one line of ancestors and

the other claiming through another line. In such a case,

the rule is to stop at the first line of descent in which the

sexes of the intermediate ancestors differ, and to assign

to the male ancestor a portion double that of the female

ancestor. The share of the male ancestor will descend to

the claimant who claims through him , and the share of

the female ancestor will descend to the claimant who

claims through her, irrespective of the sexes of the

claimants .

Illustration .

A Mahomedan dies leaving a daughter's son 's daughter and a daughter's

daughter's son,as shown in the following table :

Propositus.

daughter daughter1st line

2nd line son daughter

3rd line daughter son

In this case , the ancestors first differ in their sexes in the second line of

descent, and it is at this point that the rule of a double portion to the male is to be

applied . This is done by assigning 2/ 3 to the daughter's son ,and 1/ 3 to the daughter's

daughter. The 2 / 3 of the daughter's son will go to her daughter, and the 1/ 3 of the

daughter's daughter will go to her son. Thuswehave

daughter's son 's daughter ... 2/ 3

daughter's daughter's son ... 1/3

According to Abu Yusuf, the shareswould be 1/3 and 2/3 respectively .

(b ) The next case is when there are three or more

claimants, each claiming through a different line of ances

tors. Here again , the rule is to stop at the first line in

which the sexes of the intermediate ancestors differ , and

to assign to each male ancestor a portion double that of

each female ancestor. But in this case , the individual

share of each ancestor does not descend to his or her

posterity as in the preceding case , but the collective share

of all the male ancestors is to be divided among all the

descendants claiming through them , and the collective.

( 9 ) Sir. 48-5C.
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share of the female ancestors is to be divided among their

descendants , according to the rule , as between claimants

in the same group, of a double portion to the male.

Illustrations.

(a ) A Mahomedan dies leaving a daughter's son 's daughter , a daughter's

daughter's son , and a daughter's daughter's daughter, as shown in the following table :

Propositus.

daughter daughter daughter

son daughter daughter

daughter 80n daughter

In this case, the ancestors differ in their sexes in the second line of descent.

In that line we have one male and two females . The role of the double share to the

male is to be applied , first, in this line of descent, so that we have

daughter 's son ... 1/ 2

daughter's daughter ...1/41

daughter's daughter ...1/4 110
wa 1/2 (collective share of female ancestors).

The daughter's son standsalone,and therefore his share descends to his daughter .

The two female ancestors,namely , the daughters'daughters, form a group, and their

collective share is 1/2 , which will be divided between their descendants, that is, the

daughter's daughter's son and daughter's daughter's daughter, in the proportion again

of two to one, the former taking 2/3x1/2 = 1/3 , and the latter 1/3x1/2 = 1/6 . Thus

we have

daughter's son 's daughter .. . 1/2 = 316

daughter's daughter's son ... 1 / 3 = 216

daughter's daughter's daughter.1/6 = 1/6

According to Abu Yusuf, the shares would be 1/4, 1/2, and 1/4 respectively.

(b ) A Mahomedan dies leaving a daughter's daughter's son , a daughter's son 's

son , and a daughter's son's daughter , as shown in the following table :

Propositus.

daughter daughter daughter

daughter son son

80 % 809 daughter

In the preceding illustration , we had one male and two females in the first line

in which the sexes differed . In the present case, we have one female and two males

in that line.

First, ascertain the first line in which the sexes differ . Here again that line is

the second line of descent.

Next, consider the relations in that lineas so many children of the deceased ,

and determine their shares upon that footing. The shares therefore will be :
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daughter's daughter, 1/5 , and each daughter's son , 215 , the two together taking 4/5 .

Assign the 1/5 of daughter's daughter to her son .

Lastly , divide the 415 of the two male ancestors between their descendants as if

they were children of one ancestor, assigning a double portion to the male descendant.

Thus the daughters son 's son takes 2/3X 4 /5 = 8/ 15 , and the daughter's son's daughter

1 /3X4/5 = 1/ 15 . Thuswehave

daughter's daughter's son ... ... 1/5 = 3/15

daughter 's son 's son ... ... ... 8/15

daughter's son 's daughter ... ... 4 /15

According to Abu Yusuf, the shares would be 215, 215 ,and 115 respectively .

(c) A Mahomedan dies leaving a daughter's son 's son , a daughter's son 's

daughter, a daughter's daughter's son , and a daughter's daughter's daughter, as shown

in the following table :

Propositus.

daughter daughter daughter daughter

son son daughter daughter

809 daughter son daughter ,

Here the ancestors first differ in their sexes in the second line, and in that line

we have two males and two females. The collective share of the two males is 4 /6 , and

that of the two females is 2 /6 . The 4 /6 of the daughters' sons will be divided between

the daughter's son 's son and the daughter's son ' s daughter, the former taking 2/3X

46= 8 / 18, and the latter 1/3 X 4/6 = 4 / 18 . The 2 /6 of the daughter's daughter will be

divided between the daughter's daughter's son and the daughter 's daughter's daughter,

so that the former will take 2/3 X216 = 4/18, and the latter 1/3X2/6 = 2/18 . Thus we

have

daughter' s son ' s son .. .

daughter's son 's daughter ... 4 / 18

daughter's daughter's son ... 4/18

daughter's daughter's daughter ... . .. .. . 2 /18

According to Abu Yusuf, the shareswould be 2/6, 1/6 , 2 /6 ,and 1/6 respectively

[When a person dies leaving descendants in the fourth and remoter generations,

“ the course indicated in the [above rule ] as to the first line in which the sexes differ,

is to be followed equally in any lower line ; but the descendants of any individual or

group once separated must be kept separate throughout ; in other words, they must

not b united in a group with those of any other individual or group " (n ). ]

s. 8 / 18

The last case is when there are two or more

claimants claiming through the same intermediate ancestor.

In such a case, there is this further rule to be applied ,

namely , to count for each such ancestor, if male as many

males as there are claimants claiming through him , and if

female asmany females as there are claimants claiming

through her irrespective of the sexes of the claimants.

( 1 ) Rumsey's Mahomedan Law of Inheritance , pp. 68-69.
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Illustrations.

Propositus.

daughter daughter

son daughter

2 8098 809 2 daughters.

Here the ancestors first differ in their sexes in the second line, and in that line

we have one male and one female . The daughter's son will count as two males, by

reason of his having two descendants among the claimants, and the daughter's daughter

will count as three females by reason of her having three descendants. Thuswe have

daughter's son ... ... ... ... ... 4 / 7

daughter's daughter .. . .. . ... .. . 3 /7

The 4,7 of the daughter's son will go to his two sons. The 3/7 of thedaughter's

daughter will go to her descendants, the son taking 2 /4 X 37= 6 /28, and each daughter

taking 1/4 X 3/7 = 3/28. Thus we have

daughter's son 's sons... ... .. . ... 4 /7 = 16 /28 (each 8/ 28)

daughter's daughter's son ... ... .. . 6 /28

daughter's daughter's daughters ... 6 /28 (each 3/28 )

According to Abu Yusuf, the shares would be as follows:

each daughter's son's son ... ... .. . ... 2 /8

daughter's daughter's son ... ... ... ... 2/8

each daughter's daughter's daughter ... ... 1/8

[When the deceased leaves descendants in the fourth and remoter generations,

the process indicated in the above rule is to be applied as often as there may be

occasion to group the sexes.]

kindred

246- 248 57. In default of Distant Kindred of the first class , Second olass
of distant

the inheritance devolves upon Distant Kindred of the

second class in the order enumerated below :

1. Mother's father.

, Father's mother's father, 2/ 3.

| Mother's mother 's father, 1/3 .

Mother 's father's father , 213.

| Mother's father's mother, 1/ 3.

4. Other false ancestors in the fourth and remoter degree.

a
i

r
i

The order enumerated above follows from the rules for the succession of distant

kindred of the second class,which are nearly the same as those set forth in the preced

ing section in respect to the first class (Sir. 51-52). There is no difference in respect of

this class of distant kindred between the system of Abu Muhummed and that of

Abu Yusuf.

The mother's father is the only false ancestor in the second degree, and, being

the nearest , excludes all other false ancestors. See s. 56 , role ( 1) .
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In the third degree ,ther2 are four false ancostors, namely , (1 ) father's mother's

father, (2 ) mother 's mother's father , ( 3) mother's father's father, and (4 ) mother's

father 's mother. Of these , the first two, being related to the deceased through sharers,

the father's mother and mother's mother are sharers, - exclude the other twowho are

related through the mother's father, a distant kinsman . See s. 56, rule (2). The

father's mother's father, being related to the deceased through a male (ie., father ), takes

double the portion of the mother's mother's father, who is related through a female

(i.6 ., mother ), though both these ancestors are of the same sex ; the rule being that

when the sexesof the ancestors differ, 2 / 3 go to the father's side, and 1/3 to themother 's

side. Either of these ancestors, standing alone, succeeds to the whole inheritance.

In default of mother's father, father's mother's father, and mother's mother's

father , themother's father's father and themother's father'smother will succeed to the

inheritance, the former taking 2 /3, and the latter 1/3,according to the third rule set

forth in the preceding section . Either of them , standing alone, succeeds to the whole

ipheritance.

It is not necessary to pursue the subject of the succession of false ancestors any

further, as it can rarely happen that a person should die leaving ancestors in the

fourth or higher degree. W 249 -255

58 . The succession of Distant Kindred of the third

class is governed , according to Abu Muhummed, by the

following rules :

( 1) Among claimants in the same degree of relation

ship , the descendants of full brothers are preferred to

those of consanguine brothers or sisters.

ThiWord olan 256 - 257

of distant

kindrade

The descendants of uterine brothers and sisters are

not liable to be excluded from inheritance by descendants

either of full or consanguine brothers or sisters .

w . sags they do

Sir. 54. Since a full brother excludes consanguine brothers and sisters, his

descendants likewise exclude descendants of consanguine brothers and sisters .

But neither a consanguine brother nor a consanguine sister is excluded by a

full sister ; therefore, the descendants of consanguine brothers and sisters are not

excluded by descendants of full sisters. Thus if there be a full sister's daughter's

daughter and a consanguine brother's daughter's son , the former does not exclude

the latter ; and the full sister's 1/2 as sharer will go to her descendants, and the

consanguine brother's 1/2 as residuary will go to his descendants (i).

And since neither brothers nor sisters, full or consanguine, exclude uterine

brothers or sisters, the descendants of the former do not exclude those of the latter.

( 2 ) The descendants of maternal relations divide

equally among them the primary share of these relations ,

without any regard to difference of sex .

(1) See Rumsey's Mahomedan Law of Inheritance , p.67.
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Illustrations.

(a ) A Mahomedan dies leaving 2 sons and 3 daughters of a uterine brother ,

and 3 sons and 4 daughters of a uterine sister. Here the total number of claimants

being 12, each claimant will take 1/12 .

(b ) A Mahomedan dies leaving relations enumerated in the above illustration ,

and also a daughter of a full brother. Here the primary share of the uterine brother

and sister both together is 1/3 (see Tab. of Sh., No. 9), and this will be divided equally

among their descendants , each taking 1/12 of 1/ 3 = 1/ 36 . The primary share of the

full brother as a residuary is 2/ 3, and this will go to his daughter.

(c) A Mahomedan dies leaving 2 sons and 3 daughters of a uterine brother, and

a daughter of a full brother. Here the primary share of the uterine brother is 1/6

( see Tab . of Sh ., No. 9 ), and this will be divided among his five descendants in equal

shares, cach taking 115 of 1 6 = 1/30 . The primary share of the full brother as a

residuary is 5 /6 , and this will go to his daughter.

( 3 ) In other respects, the rules regulating succes

sion of distant kindred of this class are similar to those for

the succession of the first class .

Illustrations.

(a ) A Mahomedan dies leaving a daughter of a full brother, a son and a

daughter of a full sister , a daughter of a consanguine brother , a son and a daughter

of a consanguine sister, a daughter of a uterine brother, and a son and a daughter

of a uterine sister (see Sir. 54). In this case , the children of the consanguine

brother and sister will be excluded from inheritance by the dangk ter of the full

brother (see rule ( 1) above ). The property will therefore be divided among the

children of the full and uterine brothers and sisters. The primary share of the

uterine brother and sister as sharers is 1/ 3, and this will be divided equally among

their three descendants, each taking 1/3 . The primary share of the full brother and

sister as residuaries is 2 /3 ,and this will be divided among their descendants according

to s. 56 , rule (4 ), as shown in the following table :

Common ancestor.

full brother full sister propositus

daughter 1/ 3 son 2/9 daughter 1/9

Here the first line in which the sexes of the ancestors differ is the first line of

descent. The full sister, having two descendants, will count as two females. Therefore

the full brother 's share is 1/ 2 of 2 / 3 = 1 /3 , and this will descend to his daughter. The

full sister's share is 1/2 of 2/ 3 = 1/3, and this will be divided between her son and

daughter so that the son will take 2 / 3 of 1/ 3 = 219, and the danghter will take 1/ 3 of

1/3 = 1/9.

(b ) A Mahomedan dies leaving a full brother's son 's daughter and a sister's

daughter's son . The former will succeed , being the child of a residuary (brother's son ),

in preference to the latter who is a child of a distant kinswoman (sister's daughter ).

See s. 56 , rule (2 ).
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Fourth class

of distant

kindrad

59. For the purposes : of succession , the Distant

Kindred of the fourth : class may be divided into the two

following groups :

I. Children of immediate grandparents, true or false,

namely,

(a ) full, consanguine and uterine sisters of the

father ;

(b ) full, consanguine and uterine sisters of the

mother ;

( uterine brothers of the father ; and

(d ) full, consanguine and uterine brothers of the

mother.

This group comprises all patervaland maternal uncles and aunts, excepting full

and consanguine paternal uncles who belong to the class of residuaries (see Tab. of

Res., Nos. 11-12). Note that all the distant kindred in this group are equal in degree .

II. Remoter descendants of grandparents, and des

cendants of remoter ancestors, true or false.

Group 1

cunotos and

aunts )

60. The succession of relations comprised in group I

is governed by the following rules :

( 1) Among claimants on the same side, those of the

whole blood are preferred to those of the half blood , and

consanguine relations are preferred to uterine relations,

without distinction of sex .

The “ same side ” means either the father's side or the mother's side. Thus in

the case of claimants on the father's side, the father's full sister is preferred to the

father's consanguine or uterine sister , and the father's consanguine sister is preferred

to the father 's uterine sister. The order of priority is the same in the case of claimants

on the mother's side.

It is important to note that the above rule applies to the case only of claimants

related to the deceased on the same side. Hence the father's full sister, though of the

whole blood ,does not exclude the mother's con sanguine sister,the former being related

through the father, and the latter through the mother . See ill. (a ) to the next rule.

It is also important to note that the above rule applies irrespective ofthe sexes

of the claimants ; hence the father's full or consanguine sister is preferred to the

father's uterine brother, though the latter is a male . Similarly the mother's full or

consanguine sister is preferred to the mother 's uterine brother.

According to the rule now under consideration, themother's consanguine sister

is preferred to the mother's uterine sister, though the former is the child of a distant
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kingman (mother's father ),and the latter the child of a sharer (mother's mother). The

reason is that the rule that the children of sharers or residuaries are preferred to the

children of distant kindred does not apply to this group .

( 2 ) If there are claimants on the paternal side,

together with claimants on the maternal side, the former

will take collectively 2 /3 , and the latter 1/ 3 , and each side

will then divide its own collective share, subject to the

above rule, each male taking a double share.

Illustrations.

(a ) Father's f. sister

Mother's c. sister

Father's u . sister

Mother's f. brother * *

Father's u . brother 2 |3x2/3= 1/9

Father's u . sister s 40 1/ 3 X 2 /3 = 2/9

Mother's f. brother 2 /3X1/3 = 29

Mother's f. sister S ... 113x1/3 = 1/9

Sir. 55- 56 .

61. The succession of relations comprised in group Group 11

II is to be determined by applying the followiug rules in

order :

(1) The nearer in degree excludes the more remote.

( 2 ) Among claimants on the same side, those of the

whole blood are preferred to those of the half blood , and

consanguine relations are preferred to uterine relations,

without distinction of sex.

See s.60 , rule (1).

( 3) Among claimants on the same side, the children

of residuaries are preferred to the children of distant

kindred .

The distant kindred comprised in group II are either children of residuaries or

of distant kindred .

( 4 ) If there are claimants on the paternal side

together with claimants on the maternal side, the former

will take collectively 2 / 3 , and the latter 1 / 3 , and each side

will then divide its own collective share according to the

rule of the double share to the male.

See s.60,rule (2)

(5 ) Where the sexes of the intermediate ancestors

differ, the principle of sex-grouping is to be applied, accord
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ing to the system of Muhummad, ir the same manner as

in the case of distant kindred of the first class.

See s. 56, rule (4). Sir.56-58
Se ir . 56 -58 .

Successor by
contract

rela - ul

mawa
lal

62. In default of Sharers, Residuaries and Distant

Kindred , the inheritance devolves upon the “ Successor by

Contract," that is , a person who derives his right of

succession under a contract with the deceased, in consi

deration of an undertaking given by him to pay any fine

or ransom to which the deceased may become liable .

Sir. 13 ; Hedaya, p .517 ; Tagore Law Lectures, 1873, p. 92. It would seem ,

according to the Sirajiyyah, that the deceased mustbe a person of unknown descent.

Acknowledged

kinsman

63. Next in succession is the “ Acknowledged Kins

man ," that is , a person of unknown descent in whose favour

the deceased has made an acknowledgment of kinship , not

through himself, but through another.

Such an acknowledgment confers upon the “ Acknow

ledged Kinsman ” the right of succession to the property

of the deceased , subject to bequests to the extent of the

bequeathable third , but it does not invest the acknow

ledgee with all the rights of an actual kinsman .

Sir. 13. The kinship acknowledged must be kinship through another, that is,

through thedeceased 's father or his grandfather. Thus a person may acknowledge

another to be his brother, for that is kinship through the father ( i). But he may not

acknowledge another to be his son , for that is kinship through himself. The acknow

ledgment by the deceased of a person as his son or daughter stands upon a different

footing altogether , and it is dealt with in the chapter on “ Parentage."

Universal

legatee

64 . The next successor is the “ Universal Legatee,”

that is , a person to whom the deceased has left the whole

of his property by will.

Sir. 13. It is to be noted that the prohibition against bequeathing more than

a third exists only for the benefit of the heirs. Hence a bequest of the whole will

take effect if the deceased has left no known heir (k ).

65 . On failure of all the heirs and successors above

enumerated , the property of a deceased Mahomedan

escheats to the Crown .

Escheat

( 1) Tagore Law Lectures, 1873, pp. 92-93. 1 ) Baillie ' s Mahomedan Law of Inheritance .

p . 19.
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Sir . 13. The rule of pure Mahomedan law in this respect is different, for,

aecording to that rule, the property does not devolve upon the Government by way of

inheritance as ultimus hæres, but falls to the bait-ul-mal (public treasury ) for the

benefit of Musalmans.

Miscellaneous.

66 . Step -children do not inherit from step -parents , Step-children

nor do step -parents inherit from step -children .

See Macnaghten , Precedents of Inheritance,no.xxi.

67. An illegitimate child is considered to be the Basta

child of its mother only, and as such it inherits from its
mother and her relations, and they inherit from such

child (1).

Tlustration .

[ A Mahomedan female of the Sunni sectdies leaving a husband and an illegiti

mate son of her sister. The husband will take 1/ 2 , and the sister's son , though

illegitimate, will take the other 1 /2 as a distant kinsman , being related to the deceased

through his mother : Bafatun v. Bilaiti Khanum (1903) 30 Cal. 683.]

An illegitimate child does not inherit from its putative father or his relations,

por do they inherit from such child .

68. When the question is whether a Mahomedan is Missing
persons

alive or dead , and it is proved that he has not been heard

of for seven years by those who would naturally have

heard of him if he had been alive, the burden of proving

that he is alive is on the person who affirms it.

Under the Hanafi law , a missing person is to be regarded as alive till the lapse

of ninety years from the date of his birth . But it has been held by a Full Bench

of the Allahabad High Court, that this rule is only a rule of evidence, and not one of

succession , and it must therefore be taken as superseded by the provisions of the

Indian Evidence Act (m ). The present section reproduces,with some verbalalterations,

the provisions of s . 108 of the Evidence Act.

C . - SHAH LAW OF INHERITANCE .

[ The following twenty sections contain the principal points of distinction

between the Shiab and the Sunni Law of Inheritance. The most authoritative text

book of the Shiah law is Sharaya-ul- Islam (n ), the whole of which has been translated

into French by M . Querry under the title Droit Musalman . The Second Part

of Baillie 's Digest of Mahomedan Law , with the exception of the last Book, is

composed , as the author tells us in the Introduction (p . xxvi), of translations from

Sharaya-ul-Islam .]

(1 ) Tagore Law Lectures, 1873, p . 123.

m ) Mazhar Ali v. Budh Singh ( 1884) 7 All 297 ;

see also Moolla Casim v. Moolla Abdul.

(1905 ) 33 Cal 176 , 32 L A 177.

( n ) Aga Al Khan v. Altaf Hasan Khan (1892)

14 AIJ. 429, 450.
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Division of 69. The Shiahs divide heirs into two groups, namely,
Loire

. ( 1) heirs by marriage, and (2 ) heirs by consanguinity.

Heirs by 70. The heirs by marriage are the husband and wife ,
marriage

and their shares are a fourth for the husband and an

eighth for the wife, if there is a child or " child of a child

how low soever " (notmerely " child of a son how low so

ever " as in Hanafi law ), and half for the husband and a

fourth for the wife, if there is no child or child of a child

how low soever.

Baillie, Part II., 273. According to the above rule, the existence of a daughter's

son or a daughter 's daughter will have the effect of reducing the share of the husband

or wife, though not according to Hanafi law .

Heirs by 71. Heirs by consanguinity are divided , according

consanguinity to the order of their succession , into the following three

classes, namely :

I. ( ) Parents :

Children and other lineal descendants h . I. s .

II. (1) Grandparents h . h. s. (true as well as false) ;

(i ) Brothers and sisters and their descendants h . I. s.

III. Paternal and maternal uncles and aunts of the

deceased , and of his parents and grandparents

h . h. s., and their descendants h . I. s .

Baillie, Part II., 276, 280, 285.

Order of

succession

72. Of these three classes, each excludes the next

lower, but one division of a class does not exclude the

other.

Illustrations.

[ (a ) A Shiah Mahomedan dies leaving a daughter's son , a father's mother,and

a full brother.

By Hanafi law the father's mother as a sharer will take 1/6 , and the full brother

as a residuary will take 5 /6 ; the daughter's son , being a distant kinsman , will be

entirely excluded from inheritance .

By Shiah law the daughter's son , being an heir of the first class, will succeed to

the whole inheritance in preference to the father's mother and the full brother,both of

whom belong to the second class of heirs .

(b ) A Shiah Mahomedan dies leaving a brother's daughter and a full paternal

uncle .
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By Hanafi law the full paternal uncle, beʼng a residuary ,will take the whole

property to the exclusion of the brother's daughter who is a distant kinswoman .

By Shiah law the brother's daughter, being an heir of the second class, will

succeed in preference to the full paternal uncle who belongs to the third class of heirs.

(c) A Shiah Mahomedan dies leaving a brother and a grandfather. Neither of

these relations excludes the other , for they both belong to the sameclass of heirs, that

is, the second class . ]

Illustrations (a ) and (b ) exemplify the fundamental distinction between the

Shiah and the Sunni Law of Inheritance . Under the Sunni law , the relations known

as " distant kindred " are postponed to sharers and residuaries. “ Distant kindred ," it

will be remembered , are all cognates, for they are connected with the deceased through

females. On the other hand ," residuarics " are all agnates, for they are connected with

the deceased through males. The Sunnis prefer the agnates to cognates, but the Shiahs

prefer the nearest kinsmen without reference to the sex through which they are

connected with the deceased . In other words, the distinction between agnates and

cognates which obtains in Sunni law , has no place in Shiah law . All heirs by

consanguinity , under the Shiah law , are either sharers or residuaries. But the

“ residuaries " of Shiah law comprise also some of the relations known as " distant

kindred " in the Sunni law .

In working out examples, the first step is to assign to the husband or wife (if

any) his or her share according to the rule set forth in s. 70. The next step is to

ascertain the class to which the surviving relations belong, and if there be any sharers

among them ,to assign their respective shares to them . If there is a residue after the

claimsof the sharers are satisfied , and there are residuaries (note the special meaning

of this term ), the residue is to be divided among them according to the rules set forth

below .

73. In each division of the first and the second class , Generas Rube

and in the third class where there are no divisions, the

nearer excludes themore remote .

Illustration .

A Shiah Mahomedan dies leaving a grandfather, a great grandfather, a brother,

and a brother's son. The grandfather will exclude the great grandfather, and the

brother will exclude the brother's son ; but the brother doesnot exclude the grand

father, because they belong to the same class, viz., class II, though to different divisions

of that class.

74. ( 1 ) The father succeeds, as a sharer, if the Parents

deceased has left any lineal descendant : as a residuary ,

if there be no such descendant.

( 2 ) The mother takes one-sixth , if there be a lineal

descendant, or, if there are two or more brothers, or one

brother and two or more sisters , or four or more sisters ,

either full or consanguine ; otherwise, she takes one-third .

Baillie, Part II., 271-273. As to the father's rights under the Hanafi law , see

notes on ill ( p ), p . 32 ante. As to the mother's rights under the Hanafi law , see

Tab. of Sh ., No. 5 .
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Children
75. When there are children of both sexes, the

portion of each male is double that of a female .

Baillie, Part II., 276 .

Grand

ohildren

76. The children of each son take among them the

share which their father would have taken , and the

children of each daughter take among them the share which

their mother would have taken , according to the rule , in

each branch of descendants , of a double portion to themale.

The same rule applies to great grandchildren , and

remoter lineal descendants.

Illustration .

A Shiah Mahomedan dies leaving relations indicated ic italics in the lowest

line of the following table :

Propositus.

son 2 /5 son 2 /5 daughter 1/5

daughter 215 son (2 / 3 of daughter ( 1/ 3 of son 1/5

2/5 = 4/ 15 ) 2 /5 = 2 / 15 )

Here each son , had he survived the propositus, would have taken 215 . The

daughter, had she survived the propositus, would have taken 115 . The shares of the

grandchildren will be as shown in the table. As to the children of the second son, it

will be observed that the son takes a portion double that of the daughter .

Baillie, Part II., 278 -279.

Brothers and

sisters

77. Full brothers or sisters exclude consanguine

brothers or sisters, but neither brothers nor sisters, full or

consanguine, exclude uterine brothers or sisters .

The share of a 'full brother is double that of a full

sister, and the share of a consanguine brother is double

that of a consanguine sister.

The share of one uterine brother or sister is one-sixth :

the collective share of two or more uterine brothers is one

third , to be divided equally among them .

Baillie, Part II., 280-281. The rules in the second and third clauses are the same

as in Hanafi law .

Nephews and

niccer

78. The children of each brother, full or consanguine,

divide among them the share which their father would have

taken according to the rule of the double share to the male ,
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and the children of each sister divide among them the share

which their mother would have taken, according to the

same rule ; but the children of uterine brothers and

sisters divide equally among them , without distinction of

sex , the one-third or the one-sixth , as the case may be.

Baillie, Part II .,281 .

79. (1) If there are no brothers or sisters, or Grani

descendants of brothers or sisters , the maternal grand - parents

parents take one-third in equal portions, and the paternal

grandparents take two-thirds according to the rule of the

double share to the male .

( 2 ) If there is a maternal grandfather or maternal

grandmother , together with uterine brothers or sisters,

the grandfather counts as a brother and the grandmother

as a sister, and the mother's third is divided among them

all equally .

If there is a paternal grandfather or paternal grand

mother, together with full or consanguine brothers or

sisters , the grandfather counts as a full or consanguine

brother, and the grandmother as a full or consanguine

sister, and the father 's two-thirds will be divided among

them according to the rule of the double portion to the

male .

The same principle applies when grandparents are

combined with descendants of brothers or sisters .

Illustration .

Father 's father Lu i ... ... ... ... 2/ 3 of 2 /3 = 1/9

Father 's mother ſ o n ... ... ... ... 1/ 3 of 2 / 3 = 2/ 9

Mother's father 1/2 of 1/3 = 1/6

Mother 'smother 1 0 ... ... ... ... 1/2 of 1/3 = 1/6

Baillie, Part II., 281.

80 . The following rules govern the succession of Uncles and

uncles and aunts :

(1 ) Among claimants on the same side, and in the

same degree of relationship, those of the whole blood are

preferred to those of the half blood .

Exception . _ The son of a full paternaluncle is preferred

to a consanguine paternal uncle , though the latter is nearer

in degree.

As to the meaning of the expression “ same side," see r.otes on s. 60 , rule (1).

aunis
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(2 ) If there are claimants on the paternal side,

together with claimants on the maternal side, the former

will take collectively two-thirds, and the latter one-third .

Tlustration .

A Mahomedan dies leaving a consanguine paternal uncle and a full maternal

aunt. The former, in virtue of his claiming through the father, will take two-thirds ;

the latter, in virtue of her claiming through the mother, will take one-third .

( 3 ) Maternal aunts share equally with maternal

uncles of the same kind, and uterine paternal aunts share

equally with uterine paternal uncles. But full and con

sanguine uncles and aunts share according to the rule of

the double portion to the male.

4 ) Among uncles and aunts on the same side, the

distribution is governed by the same principle as among

brothers and sisters of the deceased.

Baillie, Part II., 285 , 286.

Children of 81. The children of uncles and aunts take the share
uncles and

of their respective parents in like manner as children of
aunts

brothers and sisters .

Baillie, Part II., 287. Aga Sherali v. Bai Kulsam (1904) 6 Bom . L . R . 816 .

Doctrine of 82. If there is a residue left after satisfying the
" Return "

claims of Sharers, but there is no Residuary in the class to

which the Sharers belong, the residue reverts to the Sharers

in the proportion of their respective shares.

Nlustration .

Mother ... ... ... 1/6 incrcased to 1/4

Daughter ... ... 1/2 = 3/6 3/4

Brother ... ... 0

Note that by Hanafi law ,the brother would have taken the rusidue 1/3 . But

by Shiah law he takes nothing, for he belongs to the second class of hairs , and

no member of the second class can inherit so long as there is any member of the

first class . In fact , the rule set forth in the present section follows as a necessary

consequence from the order of succession in which heirs by consanguinity inherit.

No return to 83. A wife is not in any case entitled to the “ Return,"

a wifo
but the surplus will escheat to the Crown.

Baillie, Part II., 262.

Mother when 84 . When the deceased has left a mother, a

not entitled to father, and one daughter, and also two or more brothers ,
* Return "

or one brother and two or more sisters, or four or nore
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sisters , either full or consanguine, the surplus will “ return ”

to the father and the daughter, but not to the mother.

Father ... ...

Daughter ...

Mother ... ...

2 full brothers ...

Motherone .

Illustration .

... 16 increased to 1/4 x (5 /6 )= 5 /24

1/2 = 316 3/4 x (5 /6 )= 15 /24

... 1/6 = 1 /24

... (excluded , being heirs of the

second class.)

1983

The rule set forth in the present section follows from the statement of law in

Baillie, Part II., p . 272 . This is the only case in which the mother is excluded from

the " return . "

85. The doctrine of “ Increase ” has no place in Doctrine other

Shiah law ; for the only case in which under thatlaw the

sum total of the sharers could exceed unity is where a

daughter or daughters are among the surviving relations,

and the rule in that case is to deduct from the share of the

daughter or daughters the fraction in excess of unity .

Illustration.

.. . ... ...Husband

Daughter

Father

Mother

1/4 = 3/12 = 3/12

1/2 = 6/12 reduced to 6 /12 — 1/12 = 5 /12

1/6 = 2 /12 = 2/ 12

116 = 2/12 = 2 /12

13/12

...

Note.-- Here the excess over unity is 1/12, and this will be deducted from the

daughter's original share , so that her ultimate share will be 5 /12 . This will restore

the total of the shares to unity.

Baillie, Part II ., 263. Having regard to the rules of succession among Shiahs,

no case of " Increase " is possible amongst heirs of the second or the third class.

Miscellaneous.

86 . The eldest son , if of sound mind, is exclusively Eldest son

entitled to the wearing apparel of the father, and to his

Koran , sword and ring, provided the deceased has left

other property besides the said articles.

Baillie, Part II.,279.

widow

87. A childless widow is not entitled to a share in Childless

her husband's lands, but only to a share in his moveable ?

property and in the value of buildings or other structures

forming part of his estate .
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Baillie, Part II., 295. Mir Ali v. Sajuda Begum (0) ; Umardaraz Ali Khan v.

Wilayat Ali Khan (p ).

The expression " lands” in this section does not refer to agricultural land only ,

but also to land forming the site of buildings : Aga Mahomed Jaffer v. Koolsom

Beebee ( ).

Illegitimate

child

88. An illegitimate child does not inherit at all, not

even from his mother or her relations, nor do they inherit

from him .

Baillie , Part II., 305 ; Sahebzadee Begum v . Himmut Bahudoor (r ) .

(0 ) (1897) 21 Mad. 27.

) ( 1896 ) 19 All. 169.

E9 ) (1 897 ) 25 Cal 9.

( )(1997. UR 312,8.c on review (1870)
( ) ( 1869) 12 W . R , 512, s. C on review (1870 )

14 W . R , 125,

The wasno mendia of Inheulances Hedaga , hiswas

separated heated in the Sirajsizah (dale uncertain ),an

commentary thereon called the Sharifgah d1400A2)

a hanslation of the former with an alshact of father was

durenn Sie w . fones al instance of had conwallis

His hanslation of shaffigalwas horce refreated by

the lake aharia Ramsay 186981890 balzo 8. 60

In 1828 fou la mas haughter published " Principles

Precedence of m . L . a collects of responsa from h .L.

ficers preceded to a general elelement of the

frencaples of each Branch of the law .sounderstood of m .



In 1950 Baillie produced a instalment of this

his m . how d - sale .

18so Reproduced the portion relating to the land tax

of India . 1865 His digest of m .. . which oli is chiefly

exchants from F . Q . CHAPTER VII.

1894 heproduced volt , hiefly aharshhor of Shanya - w -balam
Wills.

[The leading authority on the subject of Wills is the Hodaya (Guide), which

was translated from the original Arabic into Persian by four moolvees or Mahomedan

lawyers ,and from Persian into English by Charles Hamilton, by order of Warren

Hastings, when Governor-General of India . The Hedaya was composed by Sheikh

Burhan -ud -Deen Ali,who flourished in the twelfth century . The author of the Hedaya

belonged to the Hanafi School, and it is the doctrines of that school that he has prin

cipally recorded in that work. The Fatawa Alamgiri, a work ofminor authority, was

compiled in the seventeenth century by command of the Emperor Aurungzebe Alum

yeer. It is " a collection of the most authoritative futwas or expositions of law , on

all points that had been decided up to the time of its preparation .” The law there

expounded is again the law of the Hanafi sect , as the Mahomedan sovereigns of

India all belonged to that sect . The First Part of Baillie's Digest of Maho

medan Law is founded chiefly on that work . Both the Hedaya and Fatawa

Alamgiri deal with almost all topics of Mahomedan law , except that the Law of

Inheritance is not dealt with in the Hedaya. The Hedaya is referred to in this and

subsequent chapters by the abbreviation Hed.,and the references are given to the pages

of Mr. Grady's Edition of .“ Hamilton 's Hedaya." The leading work on Shiah law is

Sharaya-ul- Islam , for which see the preliminary note on p .59 ante .]

89. Subject to the limitations hereinafter set forth , Persons

every Mahomedan of sound mind and not a minor may capable of.,
y making wills

dispose of his property by will.

Hed . 673 ; Baillie, 617. The age of majority as regards matters other than

marriage,dower, divorce and adoption , is now regulated by the Indian Majority Act

IX of 1875 . Sec. 3 of the Act declares that a person shall be deemed to have attained

majority when he shall have completed the age of eighteen years. In the case,

however, of a minor of whose person or property a guardian has been appointed , or

ofwhose property the superintendence has been assumed by a Court of Wards, the

Act provides that the age of majority shall be deemed to have been attained on the

minor completing the age of twenty -one years.

Minority under the Mahomedan law terminates on completion of the fifteenth

year, and therefore , before the passing of Act IX of 1875 , a Mahomedan , who had

attained the age of fifteen years, was qualified to make a valid disposition of his

property (Ameer Ali, Vol. I., 10 ). But this rule of Mahomedan law , so far as regards

matters other than marriage, dower and divorce (adoption not being recognized by

that law ), must be taken to be superseded by the provisions of the Majority Act, for the

Act extends to the whole of British India (s. 1), and applies to every person domiciled

in British India (s. 3). Hence minority in the case of Mahomedans, for purposes of

wills , gifts,wakfs, etc ., terminates not on the completion of the fifteenth year, but on

completion of the eighteenth year ( 8 ).

( 8 ) Compare Madhub Chunder v. Rajcoomar Doss (1874) 14 B . L , R 76.
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Shiah baw : suicide. - A will made by a person after he has taken poison , or

done any other act towards the commission of suicide, is not valid under the Shiah

law : Baillie, Part II., 232. In Mazhar Husen v . Bodha Bibi ( t ) , the deceased first

made his will, and then took poison, and it was held that the will was valid , though

he had contemplated suicide at the timeof making the will.

Form of will

immaterial
90. A will may be made either verbally or in

writing.

“ By the Mahomedan law no writing is required to make a will valid , and no

particular form , even of verbal declaration , is necessary as long as the intention of the

testator is sufficiently ascertained " ( u ) . In a recent case before the Privy Council, a

letter written by a testator shortly before his death , and containing directions as to

the disposition of his property , was held to constitute a valid will (v ). The mere fact

that a document is called tambik -nama (assignment), will not prevent it from operating

as a will, if it contains dispositions which are to take effect after the executant's

death . Thuswhere a tambik -nama purported to give S , in consideration of her devotion

and affection to the executant, the executant's property, and provided that the

executant should during her life enjoy the income of the property , and that at her

death S and her heirs should become the owners of the property, it was held that

the document operated as a will (w ).

Butwhere a Mahomedan executed a document which stated inter alia “ I have

no son , and I have adopted my nephew to succeed to my property and title," it was

held by the Privy Council that the document did not operate as a will, as there was a

complete absence of intention to give, in words. Their Lordships said : “ He says he

has no son , and he adopts somebody who may succeed . His son may succeed - any

other person may succeed - if it is in the nature of a testamentary gift." The

document, it was held , was not in the nature of a testamentary gift ;nor did it operate

as a gift inter rivos, for there was no delivery of possession to the nephew during the

lifetime of the deceased . The effect of the document was merely to declare the

nephew in general terms to have the right to the entire property belonging to the

deceased after his death , and such a declaration has no effect in Mahomedan law ( ).

A Mahomedan will, though in writing,does not require to be signed (y) ; nor,

though it is signed , does it require attestation (2). The reason is that a Mahomedan

will does not require to be in writing at all.

Bequests

to heirs

91. A bequest to an heir is not valid , unless the

other heirs consent to the bequest after the death of the

testator (a ).

Explanation . — In determining whether a person is an

heir or not, regard is to be had not to the time of the execu

tion of the will, but to the time of the testator's death .

( 1 ) ( 1898 ) 21 All 91.

( u Mahomed Aitaj v. Ahmed Buksh (1876) 25

W R 121.

( v ) Mazhar Husen v. Bodha BiH (1898) 21

( 2 ) Jeruunt Angiet v. Jet Singjee (1844) 3 M .
LA, 245 , 25 %

(4 ) Aula Bin v. Alauddin (1906 ) 28 AIL

All 91

( 1 ) Sutad Kasum v. Shaista Bibi ( 1875 ) 7 N .

W . P . 313.

715 .

( 2 ) In re Aba Sutar ( 1905 ) 7 Bom L . R 558.

( a ) Shek Muhammad v . shek Imumuddin

( 1865 ) 2 B . H . C . 5u .
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Illustrations.

[ (a ) A Mahomedan dies leaving him surviving a son , a father, and a paternal

grandfather. Here the grandfather is not an “ heir," and a bequest to him would be

valid without the assent of the son and the father.

(b ) A , by his will, bequeaths certain property to his father's father. Besides

the grandfather, the testator had a son and a father living at the time of the will.

The father dies in the lifetime of A . The bequest to the grandfather cannot take

effect, unless the son assents to it, for the father being dead , the grandfather is an

" heir " at the time of A 's death .

(e ) A , by his will, bequeaths certain property to his brother. The only

relatives of the testator living at the time of the will are a daughter and the brother.

After the date of the will, a son is born to A . The son, the daughter, and the brother

all survive the testator. The bequest to the brother is valid , for though the brother

was an expectant “ heir" at the date of the will, he could not succeed as an " heir" at

the death of the testator, for he would be excluded from inheritance by the son. [ If
the daughter and the brother had been the sole surviving relatives, the brother would

have been entitled to succeed as a “ residuary ” and the bequest to him could not then

have taken effect, unless thedaughter assented to it ] ; Baillie ,615 ; Hed .672.

(d ) A bequeaths certain property to one of his sons as his executor upon

trust to expend such portion thereof as he may think proper " for the testator's

welfare hereafter, by charity and pilgrimage," and to retain the surplus for his sole

and absolute use. The other sons do not consent to the legacy. The bequest is void ,

for it is “ in reality an attempt to give, under color of a religious bequest," a legacy

to one of the heirs. Khajooroonissa v . Rowshan Jehan (1876 ) 2 Cal. 184, 3 I. A . 291.

[If the bequest had been exclusively for religious purposes, and if those purposes had

been sufficiently defined , it would have been valid to the extent of the bequeathable

third .]

(e) A Mahomedan leaves him surviving a son and a daughter. To the son he

bequeaths three- fourths of his property , and to the daughter one- fourth . The daughter

may not consent to the disposition , and she is entitled to claim a third of the property

as her share of the inheritance : see Fatima Bibee v . Ariff Ismailjee ( 1881) 9 C .L .R . 66 .]

Hed . 621 ; Baillie, 615, as to Explanation . Under the Mahomelan law a

bequest to an heir is not valid without the consent of the other heirs (6 ). The policy of

that law is to prevent a testator from interfering by will with the course of devolution

of property according to law among his heirs, although he may give a specified portion ,

as much as a third , to a stranger (c ). The reason is that a bequest in favor of an heir

would be an injury to other heirs, inasmuch as it would reduce their legitimate share ,

and “ would consequently induce a breach of the ties of kindred ” (Hed . 671). But this

cannot happen if the other heirs, “ having arrived at the age of majority," consent to

the bequest. The consent necessary to give effect to the bequest must be given after

the death of the testator, for no heir is entitled to any interest in the property of the

deceased in his lifetime. It is to be noted , however, that the consent of the heirs to a

testamentary disposition exceeding the bequeathable third makes that disposition valid

(6 ) Bafatun v. Belaiti Khanum (1903) 30 Cal | (c) Khajooroontssa v: Roushan Jehan (1876)
2 Cal 184 , 196, 3 L A . 291, 307.683.
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merely as a will, but it does not validate every term contained in the will, if any of the

terms is repugnant to Mahomedan law . Thus a bequest of a life-interest is repugnant to

Mahomedan law , and it will not be validated by the consent of the heirs to the will .

Such a bequest will operate as an absolute gift of the property to the legatee :

see s. 126 below ( d ). See s. 126 , ill (a ).

11. (e ) presents the case of a bequest of the whole of the testator's property to

all the surviving heirs. The shares according to law would be 213 for the son ,and 1/3

for the daughter. The daughter may object to the bequests, and claim her share, for

the bequest to her is only of a fourth .

A bequeaths the rents of a house to one of his gons for life, and , after his death ,

to a charitable society for the benefit of the poor. The other sons do not consent to

the legacy . The bequest to the son being void for want of assent of the other sons,

the subsequent bequest also will not take effect (c).

Shiah law . – Under the Shiah law , the consent of the other heirs is not

necessary to validate a bequest to an heir, provided the bequest does not exceed the

legal third ( Baillie , Part II., 244 ).

Extent of
testamentary

power

92. A Mahomedan cannot by will dispose of more

than a third of the surplus of his estate after payment of

funeral expenses and debts. Bequests in excess of the

legal third cannot take effect, unless the heirs consent

thereto after the death of the testator ( f ) .

Hed .671. It will be seen from this and the preceding section that the powers

of a Mahomedan to dispose of his property by will are limited in two ways : first, as

regards the persons to whom bequests could bemade ; and secondly , as regards the

extent to which he could bequeath his property . The only case in which testamentary

dispositions are binding upon the heirs is where the bequest does not exceed the legal

third , and is made to a person who is not an heir. But a bequest in excess of the

legal third may be validated by the consent of the heir ; similarly , a bequest to an heir

may be rendered valid by the consent of the other heirs. The reason is that the limits

of testamentary power exist solely for the benefit of the heirs, and the heirs may, if

they like, forego the benefit by giving their consent. For the same reason , if the

testator has no heir, he may bequeath the whole of his property to a stranger ( see s.

53 above, and Baillie ,614).

As to the consent of heirs necessary to validate a legacy exceeding the legal

third , it is to be remembered that the consent once given cannot be rescinded (Hed .

671). The consent need not be express : itmay be signified by conduct showing a

fixed and unequivocal intention. A bequeaths the whole of his property , which

consists of three houses, to a stranger. The will is attested by his two sons whoare

his only heirs. After A 's death , the legatee enters into possession , and recovers the

rent with the knowledge of the sons, but without any objection from them . Those

facts are sufficient to constitute consent on the part of the sons, and the bequest will

take effect as against the sons and persons claiming through them ( g ) .

( a ) Abdul Karim v. Abdul Qayum (1906 )
28 AIL 342

(0 ) Fatima Bibee v. Arti Ismatljee (1881) 9

C . L . R . 66 , with facts slightly altered .

( Cherachom v. Valta (1865) 2 M . H . C. 350.
( 9 ) Daulatram v . Abdul Kavum ( 1902 ) 26

Bom . 497. See also Shartta Bib v. Gulam

Mahomed ( 1892 ) 16 .Mad. 43.
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Bequests for pious purposes, like other bequests, can only be made to the extent

of the bequeathable third .

A commission to an executor, by way of remuneration , is “ a gratuitous bequest,

and . . . certainly not in any sense a debt." It is therefore subject to the rules

contained in this and the preceding section ( h ) .

Shial law . – Under the Shiah law , the consent necessary to validate a bequest

exceeding the legal third may be given in the lifetime of the testator : Baillie, Part

II., 233.

93. If the bequests exceed the legal third , and the Abatement of

heirs refuse their consent, the bequests abate in equal legacies

proportions.

Hed.676 ; Baillie,626 ,627.

94 . A bequest to a person not yet in existence at the Bequests to

testator's death is void ; but a bequest may bemade to a unborn

child in the womb, provided it is born within six months

from the date of the bequest.

The legatee,according to Mahomedan law ,must be a person competent to receive

the legacy (Baillie , 614 ) ; he must therefore be a person in existence at the death of the

testator ( i ) .

As to bequest to a child in the womb, see Hed . 674.

95. If the legatee does not survive the testator, the In whatcase

legacy cannot take effect, but it will lapse and form part a legacy

of the residue of the testator's property.

See Hed .679. Compare the Indian Succession Act, s. 92, which ,however,does

not apply to Mahomedans.

Shiah law . — Under the Shiah law , the legacy would , in such a case , pass to the

heirs of the legatee , unless it is revoked by the testator ; but if the legatee should die

without leaving any heir, the legacy would pass to the heirs of the testator ( Baillie,

Part II., 247).

96 . It is not necessary for the validity of a bequest, Subject of

that the thing bequeathed should be in existence at the legacy

time of the execution of the will ; it is sufficient if it exists

at the time of the testator's death .

Baillie,614 . The subject of a gift must be in existence at the time of the gift ;

see s. 112 below .

(h ) Aga Mahomed Jaffer V. Koolsom
( 1897 ) 25 Cal 9, 18,

Beebee ( ) Abdul Calur v. Turner ( 1884 ) 9 Bom . 158 .
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Revocation

of bequests
97. A bequestmay be revoked either expressly or

by implication.

Hed .674 ; Baillie,618. Revocation is express, when the testator revokes the

bequest in express terms, either oral or written . It is implied , when he does an act

from which revocation may be inferred .

It is doubtful whether if a testator deny that he evermade a bequest, the denial

operates as a revocation ; but the better opinion seems to be that it does not : Hed.675 ;
Baillie ,619.

Implied

revocation

98. A bequest may be revoked by an act which
occasions an addition to the subject of the bequest, or

an extinction of the proprietary right of the testator.

Illustrations.

(a ) A bequest of a piece of land is revoked , if the testator subsequently builds a

house upon it.

(b ) A bequest of a piece of copper is revoked , if the testator subsequently

converts it into a vessel.

(c) A bequest of a house is revoked , if the testator sells it, or makes a gift of it

to another.

Hed . 674, 675 ; Baillie 618 . The illustrations are taken from the Hedaya .

Revocation
hu

will

99. A bequest to one person is revoked by a bequest

in a subsequent will of the same property to another. But

a subsequent bequest, though it be of the same property,

to another person , in the same will, does not operate as a

revocation of the previous bequest, and the property will

be divided between the two legatees in equal shares.

Hed . 675 ; Baillie 620.

Erecutor

not be a

Moslem

need
100. It is not necessary that the executor of the will

a of a Mahomedan should be a Mahomedan .need not bea

A Mahomedan may appoint a Christian, a Hindu, or any non -Moslem as bis

executor : Moohummud Ameenoodeen v . Moohummud Kubeeroodeen (j) ; Henry Imlach

v . Zuhooroonnisa (k ).

Powers of
eseoutors

101. The powers and duties of the executors of a

Mahomedan will are now determined by the provisions of

the Probate and Administration Act, in cases in which

that Act applies.

01 ( 1845) 4 8. D . A. 55. 1 (h ) ( 1828) 4 8 . D . A . 303.
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Per Sargent, C .J ., in Shaik Moosa v. Shaik Essa (1). The Probate and

Administration Act, 1881, applies amongst others to Mahomedans. Before the passing

of that Act, the powers and duties of Mahomedan executors were determined by the

Mahomedan law ; since the passing of that Act, however, they are determined by the

provisions of that enactment. The provisions of the Probate and Administration Act

are now extended almost to the whole of British India , and it is therefore thought

unnecessary to set out the rules of Mahomedan law on the subject. It is important

to note that when there are several executors, the powers of all may, in the absence

of any direction to the contrary in the will, be exercised by any one of them who has

proved the will (Probate Act, s . 92). But where there is only one executor, he may

exercise all the powers of an executor without proving the will (m ).

(1) (1884) 8 Bom . 241, 256 . 1 (m ) Ib .



CHAPTER VIII.

DEATH -BED GIFTS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Gift made

during death
illness

102. Gifts made by a Mahomedan during marz-ul

maut or death - illness, cannot take effect beyond a third of

the surplus of his estate after payment of funeral expenses

and debts , unless the heirs give their consent, after the

death of the donor, to the excess taking effect ; nor can

such gifts take effect if made in favour of an heir , unless

the other heirs consent thereto after the donor's death (n ).

Explanation . - - A marz-ul-maut is a malady which

induces an apprehension of death in the person suffering

from it, and which eventually results in his death .

Hed .681, 685 ; Baillie, 5 + 2,544 .

l'esult
s
the pers

hady
whic

h

Summary of decisions (0 ). - It is an essential condition of mar : -ul-maut that the

person suffering from themar: (malady) must be under an apprehension of maut

(death ). “ The most valid definition of death- illness is, that it is one which it is

highly probable will issue fatally ” (Baillie , 543). But it must be noted that mere

apprehension of death is not sufficient to constitute marz-ul-maut : it is further

necessary that the mar: should have ended fatally . Hence it follows that if a gift be

made by a person during marz-ul-maut of the whole of his property, it will take effect

to the extent of the whole, if he subsequently recorers from the illness. Where the

malady is of long continuance, as, for instance , consumption or albuminuria (p), and

there is no immediate apprehension of death , the malady could not be said to be marz

ub-maut ; but it may becomemarz-ul-maut, if it subsequently reaches such a stage as to

render death highly probable,and death does in fact ensue. According to the Hedaya ,

a malady is said to be of " long continuance ,” if it has lasted a year, so that a disease

that has lasted for a period of one year does not constitute a death- illness ; for “ the

patient has become familiarized to his disease, which is not then accounted as sickness"

(Hed . 685). But “ this limit of one year does not constitute a hard -and - fast rule , and

it may mean a period of about one year ” (1 ).

When valid 103. A gift made during marz-ul-maut is subject to

all the conditions necessary for the validity of a gift
including delivery of possession by the donor to the donee.

( n ) Wazir Jan . v. Satyyid Altaf All (1887) 9
All. 357.

(0 ) Fatima Bibee v . Ahmad Baksh ( 1903) 31

Cal 319 ; Hassarat Bibt v . Goolam Jaffar

(1898) 3 C W . N . 57 ; Muhammad
Gulshere Khan v . Mariam Begam ( 1881)

3 AIL 731 ; Labbt Beebee v . Bibhan Beebee

( 1874 ) 6 N . W . P . 159 ; Sarabat v .

Rahabat ( 1906 ) 30 Bom . 537.

( p ) In Fatima Bibee's case , cited above, the
deceased had suffered from albuminuria

for more than a year before his death ,

and there was no immediate apprehension

of death at the time when the deceased

made the gift in question in that case.

1) Fatima Bibee's case, p . 326 ; see supru .
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Baillie, 542 . As to the conditions necessary for the validity of gifts, see the

chapter on Gifts, below . See also the cases cited in foot-note (o ), p . 74 ante . A death

bed gift is essentially a gift, though the limits of the donor's power to dispose of his

property by such a gift are the same as the limits of his testamentary power. It is

therefore subject to all the conditions of a gift, among which is included the delivery

of possession to the donee before the death of the donor.

104 . An acknowledgment of a debt may be made as Death-bed.
acknowledge

well during death -illness as “ in health .” ment of debt.

When the only proof of a debt is an acknowledgment

made during death -illness, the payment of the debt is to be

postponed until after the liquidation of debts acknowled

ged by the deceased while he was “ in health ,” or debts

proved by other evidence. But an acknowledgment of a

debtmade during death -illness in favor of an heir does not

constitute any proof of the debt, and no effect will be given

to it, unless the other heirs admit that the debt is due.

Hed . 436 , 437 , 138 ,684 , 685 ; Baillie, 683, 681. This section is to be read with

s. 29. The provisions of the present section will govern the “ priorities ” of debts

referred to in that section .



CHAPTER IX .

Gifts.

Gift
105. A hiba or gift is “ a transfer of property, made

immediately , and without any exchange.”

This is the definition of hiba as given in the Hedaya, p . 482. The term

" exchange " ( ewaz) is synonymouswith “ consideration .” A hiba is a transfer without

ewaz or consideration . A hiba-bil-ewaz is a gift for consideration : sce s. 126 below .

Capacity for
making gifts

106 . Every Mahomedan of sound mind and not a

minor may dispose of his property by gift .

See Hedaya, p.524. As to minority, see notes to s. 89 ante.

Insolvent

donor
107. A gift made with intent to defeat or delay his

creditors by a donor in insolvent circumstances is voidable

at the option of the creditors.

A gift by a person who is not in insolvent circum

stances at the time of the gift could not be avoided by

future creditors .

Amir Ali, Vol. I, pp. 16 -19. The rule of law enacted in s.53 of the Transfer

of Property Act does not affect the above rule of Mahomedan law , see s. 2 , cl. (d ) of

that Act. See also Azim -un-Nissa v . Clement Dale (r ).

Writing not 108. A gift may be made either verbally or in writ
necessary

ing .

See Kamar-un - Nissa Bibi v . Hussaini Bibi (8 ), where a verbal gift was upheld

by the Privy Council. See also Baillie, 509.

It is to be noted thatthe provisions ofthe Transfer of Property Act which relate

to gifts (ss. 122 -128 ) do not apply to Mahomedans (s. 129). It is not therefore necessary

under the Mahomedan law that a gift of immoveable property should be made by a

registered instrument as required by s . 123 of that Act. M therenan lualumo

must be registered

Extent of 109 . A gift, as distinguished from a will, may be

donor's power made of the whole ofthe donor's property , and it may be

made even to an heir .

“ The policy of the Mahomedan law appears to be to prevent a testator inter

fering by will with the course of the devolution of property according to law among his

heirs, although he may give a specified portion , as much as a third , to a stranger . But

(r ) (1871) 6 M . H . C . 455, 466. l (8) ( 1880 ) 3 All 267.
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it also appears that a holder of property may, to a certain extent, defeat the policy of

the law by giving in his lifetime the whole or any part of his property to one of his

sons, provided he complies with certain forms" (t ).

It need hardly be stated that a Mahomedan may dispose of the whole of his

property by gift in favor of a stranger, to the entire exclusion of his heirs.

110. Actionable claims and incorporeal property may Subject of

form the subject of gift equally with corporeal property ( u ).

Illustration .

[ A gift may be made of debts, negotiable instruments, or of Government promis

sory notes (c ) ; of malikana (w ) or of zemindari rights (x ) ; or of property let on lease

(y ) or under attachment (2).]

“ Hiba in its literal sense signifies the donation of a thing from which the donee

may derive a benefit ” ; Hed . 482. “ Gift, as it is defined in law , is the conferring of a

right of property in something specific, without an exchange." Baillie, 507 .

The cases cited in the above illustration would not have arisen at all, had it not

been for the wrong notion which prevailed at one time that khas or actual possession

was necessary in all cases to constitute a valid gift. Conformably to that notion , it

was contended in those cases that corporeal property alone could form the subject of

gifts, for it is only that kind of property that is susceptible of khas or actual posses

sion . But that notion has long since been rejected as erroneous , and it has been held

that when the subject of a gift is not susceptible of actual possession , as in the case of

choses in action and incorporeal rights, the gift may be completed by doing any act

which has the effect of transferring the ownership from the donor to the donee (see s.

114 below ). Debts, negotiable instruments, and Government promissory notes are all

choses in action , or, to use the phraseology of the Transfer to Property Act, actionable

claims.

111. A gift may be made by a mortgagor of his Gift of equity
equity of redemption . But it has been held by the High of redemption

Court of Bombay that a gift of an equity of redemption is

not valid if the mortgagee is in possession of the property

at the time of the gift ( a )

The Bombay High Court does not hold that an equity of redemption could not

from the subject of a gift in any case. What it does hold is that a gift of an equity

( ) Khajooroonissa v . Roushan Jehan (1876 )
2 Cal. 184 , 197 ; 3 L A , 291, 307. See

also the observations of their Lordships

of the Privy Council in Narab Umjad

Ally Khan v . Mohumdee Begum ( 1867)

11 M . I. A . 517 . 546 . Chaudhri Mehdi

Hasan v . Muhammad Hasan ( 1965 ) 28

AIL 439.

( u ) Amir Ali , Vol. I , 27. See the cases cited

(owner' s ) share of the profits of the reve

nue-paying estate , when from his declining

to pay the revenueassessed by theGovern

ment, or from any other cause , his estate
is taken into khas or actual possession of

Government, or transferred to some other

person , who is willing to pay the rate

assessed .

Ib., p . 1126.

in the illustration .

Mullick AbdulGafoor v. Muleka ( 1884 )
10 Cal 1112 , 1125.
Ib . p . 1125. A mallkanu right is the right

to receive from the Government a sum

of money, which represents the maltki' s

Ib ., p . 1124.

(z ) Anwart Begam v. Nizam -ud -Din Shah
( 1898 ) 21 All. 165, 167.

( a ) Ismal v. Rami ( 1899) 23 Bom . 682 ; Moht

nudin V . Manchershah ( 1882) 6 Boin .
650.
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of redemption is not valid if the property at the time of gift is in the possession of the

mortgagee . The ground of the Bombay decisions is that delivery of possession by the

donor to the donee is a condition essential to the validity of a gift ; and the mortgagor

cannot deliver possession to the donee , if the mortgagee is in possession . It is quite

true that delivery of possession by the donee is a condition necessary for the validity

of a gift , but it is equally well established that when the subject of a gift is not in its

nature capable of actual possession, the gift may be perfected by appropriate acts on

the part of the donor which may have the effect of transferring the ownership ; see s .

114 below . When the mortgagee is not in possession of the property mortgaged to him ,

a gift of the equity of redemption is not valid unless the mortgagordelivers possession

of the property to the donee ; for the mortgagee not being in possession , the mortgagor

could deliver possession of the mortgaged property to the donee. But when the

mortgagee is in possession , the mortgagor could not deliver possession to the donee,

and , it is submitted , that the gift may in that event be completed by some other

appropriate method . If this be so , the Bombay decisions cannot be correct . In fact,

the authority of these decisions has already been questioned by the High Court of

Allahabad (6 ).

Future
property

12 ' 112. A gift of property not actually in existence at
at the time of gift , is void .

Illustrations.

(a ) A makes a gift to B of “ the fruit that may be produced by his palm -trees."

The gift is void . Baillie, 508.

(b ) A Mahomedan executes a deed in favor of his wife, purporting to give to the

wife and her heirs in perpetuity Rs. 4 ,000 every year out of his share of the income of

certain jaghir villages. The gift is void , for it is in effect a gift of a portion of the

future revenues of the villages : Amtub Nissa v. Vir Nurudin (1896 ) 22 Bom . 489.

Baillie , 508.

Property held

adversely to

donor

113. A gift of property in the possession of a person

who claims it adversely to the donor is not valid , unless

the donor subsequently acquires possession , and puts the

donee in possession of the property .

Illustrations.

[ (a ) A executes a deed of gift in favor of his nephew , conferring upon him the

proprietary right to certain lands of which he is not in possession , but to recover which

he had brought an action , then pending against 2 . A dies during the pendency of the

suit. The gift is void , for it has not been completed by delivery of possession to the

nephew . Macnaghten , 201.

(b ) A executes a deed of gift in favor of B , conferringupon him the proprietary

right to certain lands, then in the possession of 2 , and claimed by 2 adversely to A .

A dies without acquiring possession of the lands. After A 's death, B sues Z to recover

(0 ) Rahim Bakhsh v . Muhammad Hasan :

( 1888) 11 All 1 , 10 ; Anwart Begum v. 1

Nizam -ud -din (1898 ) 21 All. 165, 170, 171.

See also Amir Alt , VoL L , 29 -30.
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possession from him . The suit will not lie, for the gift has not been completed by

delivery of possession to B : Meeraby v . Tajudin ( 1888 ) 13 Bom . 156 ; Rahim Bakhsh

v . Muhammad Hasan (1888 ) 11 All. 1. ]

This rule is virtually a corollary of the proposition that delivery of possession

to the donee is necessary to complete a gift . As such , its proper place would be some

where after s. 114 . But the rule is set forth here, as it is more closely allied to the

subject-matter of ss. 110-112, which enumerate the different kinds of property thatmay

form the subject of a gift.

In ill. (a), the nephew could not claim to continue the suit as donee , for the gift

is not complete.

As to ill. (b ), the suit would not lie even if B were authorized by A to sue 2 to

recover possession . The reason is that the gift being inchoate, B has got no right to

sue. We are unable to concur in the view taken by a learned writer, that the gift

could be completed by B by instituting a suit against Z and recovering possession in

A 's lifetime; for such a suit cannot lie atall, not even if it was brought by B with A 's

authority and on his behalf (C ). Themistake has arisen from a misapprehension of a

passage in the judgment of the Privy Council in Mahomed Buksh v. Ilosseini Bibi (d ).

The said passage runs as follows :

“ In this case it appears to their Lordships that the lady did all she could do to

perfect the contemplated gift , and that nothing more was required from her. The gift

was attended with the utmostpublicity, the hibanama itself authorises the donces to

take possession , and it appears that in fact they did take possession . Their Lordships

hold , under these circumstances, that there can be no objection to the gift on the

ground that Shahzadi had not possession , and that she herself did not give possession

at the time.”

The above passage must be read in the light of the facts of the case . The facts

do not show that the subject of the gift was in the hands of a person claiming adversely

to the donor, or that the donees recovered possession by a suit or other legal

proceedings. It was a case of a gift of an undivided share by an heir of a deceased

Mahomedan to her co -heirs, and the co -heirs, it seems, took possession of the whole of

the inheritance including the share of the donor without any litigation .

complete

114. It is essential to the validity of a gift that there Giftwhen

should be

(1) a declaration of gift by the donor,

( 2) an acceptance of the gift by the donee, and

( 3 ) delivery of possession by the donor to the donee,

if the subject of the gift is capable of physical

possession . But if the subject of the gift is

not capable of physical possession as in the

case of actionable claims and incorporeal pro

( o ) See Sir R . K. Wilson's Digest of Anglo -
Muhammadan Law , s. 306 .

(a ) ( 1888) 15 Cal 684, 702 ; 15 1. A . 81.
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perty, the gift may be completed by any act on

the part of the donor which has the effect of

transferring the ownership of the subject of the

gift from the donor to the donee.

Explanation . — Registration of a deed of gift does not

operate as a transfer of possession .

Illustrations.

[ (a ) A gift of Government promissory notes may be completed by endorsement

and delivery to the donee : Nawab Umjad Ally Khan v . Muhumdee Begum (1867) 11

M . I. A . 517 , 544 .

(b ) A gift of zamindari rights, held under Government, may be completed by

mutation of names in the books of the Collector: Sajjad Ahmad Khan v . Kadri Begam

(1895 ) 18 All. 1.

(c) A hands over to his wife a receipt passed to him by a Bank in respect of

money deposited by him with the Bank , and says, “ after taking a bath I will go to

the Bank and transfer the papers to your name.” The receipt contains in the margin

the words “ not transferable.” A dies before the transfer is effected . The gift is void :

Aga Mahomed Jaffer v. Koolsom Beebee ( 1897) 25 Cal. 9, 17 . [ The receipt being " not

transferable," the donor's right to receive the money from the Bank cannot be trans

ferred by a mere delivery of the receipt.]

(d ) A executes a deed of gift of a house belonging to him in favour of B.

No sort of possession is delivered to B , but the deed is duly registered . The gift is

not valid , for registration does not cure the wantof delivery by the donor : Mogulsha

v . Mahamed Saheb (1887) 11 Bom . 517, followed in Ismal v . Ramji ( 1889) 23 Bom .682. ]

Hed .482 ; Baillie, 513. See s. 110, above .

As regards delivery of possession , a distinction ought to be drawn between cases

where from the nature of the subject of the gift actual possession could not be given to

the donce, and cases where such possession could be given to the donee (@). “ There is

no doubt that the principle of Mahomedan law is that possession is necessary to make

a good gift, but the question is, possession of what ? If the donor does not transfer

to the donee, so far as he can , all the possession which he can transfer, the gift is

not a good one. As we have said above , there is, in our judgement, nothing in the

Mahomedan law to prevent the gift of a right to property . The donor must, 80 far as

it is possible for him , transfer to the donee that which he gives, namely , such right as he

himself has ; but this does not imply that where a right to property forms the subject of

a gift, the gift will be in valid unless thedonor transfers, what he himself doesnot possess ,

namely , the corpus of the property . Hemust evidence the reality of the gift by divest

ing himself, so far as he can , of the whole of what he gives " ( f ) . Thus in Mahomed

Buksh v .Hosseini Bibi (9 ), their Lordships of the Privy Council , in upholding a gift

of an undivided share in the estate of a deceased Mahomedan by an heir of the deceased

to her co-hoirs, observed : " In this case it appears to their Lordships that the lady did

(e ) Mullick Abilool Gufoor v. Muleka (1884)

10 Cal. 1112

( 0 ) ( 1 ) Anwart Begam v. Nizam -ud- Din Shah
( 1898 ) 21 All 155.

( 9 ) ( 1888) 15 Cal. 684, L . R . 15 I A . 81.
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all she could to perfect the contemplated gift, and that nothing more was required from

her.” In fact, in considering the question of delivery of possession , regard must be had

to the nature of the property which forms the subject of the gift. If the gift be of a

share of inheritance not yet divided off, as in the Privy Council case cited above, it is

impossible for the donor to deliver actual possession of the share , and the gift may

then be completed by any act on the part of the donor which may have the effect of

transferring the ownership . And this , it was held by their Lordshiuys,was done by the

donor in the above case.

115. ( 1 ) A gift of immoveable property of which the Gift of
immoreable

donor is in actual possession is not complete , unless the property

donor physically departs from the premises with all his ,

goods and chattels , and the donee formally enters into

possession ( h ).

) A gift of immoveable property which is in the

occupation of tenants may be completed by a request by

the donor to the tenants to attorn to the donee ( 3 ).

( 3 ) A gift of immoveable property in which the donor

and the donee are both residing at the time of the giftmay

be completed by declaration and acceptance without formal

delivery and possession such as are required in sub -section

( 1 ) where the donor alone is residing in the premises ( j ).

Illustration of sub-section (3 ).

[ A Mahomedan lady, who had brought up her nephew as her son, executed a deed

of gift in favour of the nephew of a house in which they were both residing at the time

of the gift . The donor did not physically depart from the house either at the time of

the gift or at any subsequent period , but continued to live in the house with her nephew .

The property was transferred in the name of the nephew , and the rents were recovered

in bis name. After the nephew 's leath, the donor sued for a declaration that the gift

was imperfect on the ground that there was no formal delivery of possession. But

the suit was dismissed , and it was held that the gift was complete , though there

was no formal delivery of possession : Humera Bibi v. Najm -un-nissa (1905) 28

All. 147. ]

Sub-sections ( 1) and (2) are particular applications of the rule laid down in s .

114 . The case referred to in sub- section ( 1 ) is that of the donor being in possession of

immoveable property . In such a case formal delivery of possession as indicated in that

sub-section must be given by the donor to the donee. Sub-section (2 ) refers to the case

in which the donor is not in actual physical possession of the property. The request

by the donor to the tenants to attorn to the donee is an act within the meaning of

s . 114 which has the effect of transferring the ownership of the property to the donee.

(n ) Macnaghten , Prec. XXII , p. 2 ? 1 , 4th Ed ; I
Bava Satb v. Mahomed ( 1896) 19 Mad.
34 .

( ) Shatk Ibhram v. Shatk Suleman ( 1884 ) 9
Bom 146 , 150 ; Bib Khaner v. Babt

Rukhta (1905 ) 29 Bom . 468, 477 ; Khajoo

roon tesa v . Rowshan Jehan ( 1876 ) 2

Cal. 184 , 197 , 3 L A , 291. 308 .

(1) Shaik Ibhram v. Shatk Suleman ( 1884 ) 9
Bom . 146 ; Humera Bib v . Najm -un

nissa (195) 28 All 147 ; Bib Khaver v .
Bita Rukhta ( 1905) 29 Bom 468. But see

Bara Saib v . Mahomed ( 1896 ) 19 Mad.

343.
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In the case cited in the illustration , the Allahabad High Court observed , follow

ing the Bombay case of Shaik Ibhraim v . Shaik Suleman (k ), that “ if the parties are

present on the premises, it is sufficient that an intention on the part of the donor to

transfer the possession is unequivocally manifested.” Moreover, the relation in which

the donor stands to the donee must be looked to. " The donor was aunt of the donee,

and the donee had been brought up and treated by her as her son . The intention of

both the donor and the donee was that the donor should continue to reside with the

donee, and under the circumstances it would have been a mere empty formality for the

donor to have left the house and removed therefrom all her goods and chattels for

the purpose of completing the gift and then immediately to have returned to it."

In a recent Bombay case the donor was the mother of one of the donees and

grandmother of the other donees. The donor and the donees all resided together in

the house which was the subject of the gift. The donor left the house before the deed

of gift was executed , and remained away for some days with a view to effecting a

delivery of possession , and then returned to the house and resided with the donees as

before. It was contended that the donor having returned to the house, coupled with

the fact that she had not removed her goods and effects when she left the house with

the object of delivering possession , rendered the gift invalid . But it was held , follow

ing the Bombay case above referred to, that neither of these circumstances rendered

the gift invalid , and that it was not necessary, having regard to the relation existing

between the parties and to the fact that the donor and donees were residing together,

that the donor should have left the premises to complete the gift (T).

Where donee 116 . Where the subject of the gift is already in the

is in possession possession of the donee, the gift may be completed by
declaration and acceptance , without formal delivery and

possession .

Illustrations.

(a ) A gift of a property in the possession of a bailee , a trustee, a tenant, a lessee ,

a pledgee , or a mortgagee, may be completed without formal transfer of possession :

Hed . 464 ; Baillie, 514 .

(b ) A makes a gift of a house to a servant in his employ for the coliection of

rents. There is no evidence of any " overt act showing transfer of possession of the

property ." The gift is void , for a servant or an agent for the collection of rents cannot

be said to be in “ possession " of the property of which he collects the rents : Valayat

Hossein v . Maniran (1879) 5 C . L . R . 91.

Hed .484 ; Baillie 514 .

117. - Mushaa” is an undivided share in property" Vushaq "

defined whether moveable or immoveable.

It is not to be supposed that the term mushaa is restricted in its meaning to an

undivided share in a property capable of partition .

Gift ofmushaa 118 . ( 1) A valid gift may be made of an undivided

share (mushaa ) in property which is not capable of par
tition .

(1:) (1884 ) 9 Bom . 146. I (1) Bib Khaver v. Bibt Rukhta (1905) 29
Bom , 468
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(2 ) A gift of an undivided share (mushaa) in pro

perty which is capable of partition is invalid ( fasid ), but

not void (batil) : the gift being merely invalid , itmay be

perfected and rendered valid by subsequent partition and

delivery to the donee of the donor's share.

Exception . — But where a property which is capable of

partition is held by several co-sharers, any one of them

may make a valid gift of his undivided share (mushaa ) to

any one or more of the other co -sharers.

Illustrations

[of sub -section (1) (a ) A , who is the owner of a house,makes a gift to B of the

house and of her right to use a staircase held by her jointly with the owner of an

adjoining house. The gift of A 's undivided share in the staircase is valid , for it is a gift

of mushaa in property not capable of partition : Kasim Husain v. Sharif-un-Nissa

(1883) 5 All. 285 .

of sub-section (2 ) — (b ) A makes a gift of her share in certain lands to B . The

share is not divided off at the timeof gift, but it is subsequently separated ,and possession

thereof is delivered to B . The gift is valid : Muhammad Mumtaz Ahmad v . Zubaida

Jan (1889) 11 All.460, 16 I. A . 205 ; Mahomed v . Cooverbai, 6 Bom . L . R . 1043.

of Exception _ (c ) A Mahomedan female dies leaving a mother, a son , and

a daughter as her only heirs . The mother may make a valid gift of her share, before

division , either to the son or the daughter, or jointly to the son and daughter :

Mahomed Buksh v . Hosseini Bibi (1888 ) 15 Cal. 684, 701, 15 I. A . 81.

(d ) A , B , and C are co -sharers in a certain zamindari. Each share is separately

assessed by the Government, having a separate number in the Collector's books, and

the proprietor of each share is entitled to collect a definite share of rents from the

ryots . A makes a gift of his share to 2 without a partition of the zamindari. The

gift is valid , for it is not a gift strictly of a mushaa, the share being definite and

marked off from the rest of the property : Ameeroonnissa v . Abadoonissa (1875 ) 15 B .

L . R . 67, 2 1. A . 87.)

Hed . 483 ; Baillie , 515 -517. In Muhammad Mumta : v . Zubaida Jan , upon

which the second illustration is based , their Lordships of the Privy Council observed :

* The doctrine relating to the invalidity of gifts of mushan is wholly unadapted to a

progressive state of society, and ought to be confined within the strictest rules."

The term mushaa is derived from shuyuu , which signifies confusion . An

undivided share is called mushaa, because of the confusion that might iikely arise in the

enjoyment of the property , if a gift were made of an undivided share in the property by

one co-sharer to a stranger . No such confusion can arise , if the gift be by one

co -sharer to another co -sharer. Hencet he rule of the Hanafi law that when a property

held by several co -sharers is capable of partition , the gift of an undivided share in that

property in favour of a stranger does not take effect until the share is divided off from

the rest of the property, and possession thereof is delivered to the donee. " Seisin in

cases of gift is expressly ordained , and consequently a complete seisin is a necessary

con lition " : led . 483.
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Jadras

Presidency
119. The Mahomedan law of gifts is administered in

the Madras Presidency as a matter of justice , equity and

good conscience, and the High Court of Madras has accord

ingly refused to adopt the doctrine ofmushaa on the ground

that it is “ wholly unadapted to a progressive state of

society," and therefore opposed to justice , equity and good

conscience ( m ).

Shiah law . — Under the Shiah law , a gift of a mushaa in property capable of

partition is equally valid with a gift ofmushaa in property not capable of partition :

Baillie, Part II ., 204. See s. 5 ante . The rules set forth in this section do notapply

to a transfer of an undivided share when such transfer is made for a consideration .

Such a transfer is not a gift (n ).

Gift to two

idonees

120 . A gift of property which is capable of partition

to two persons jointly is invalid , but it may be rendered

valid by subsequent possession , on the part of each donee,

of a specific portion of the property.

Illustration .

[ A makes a gift of a house to B and C without making any division of the

property at the time of the gift. Subsequently B and C divide the property, and

each takes possession of a specific portion . The gift becomes valid by subsequent

division and possession .]

Hed .485 ; Baillie, 516 . The principle of the present section does not apply to

a sadaka or a pious gift. Hence if a gift bemade of property capable of division to

two poormen jointly, the gift will take effect atonce.

Shiah law . – Under the Shiah law a gift of property to two or more donees is

valid , though no division may be made either at the time of gift or subsequently :

Baillie, Part II., 205.

( rift to unborn
persons

121. A gift to a person not yet in existence is void ;

but a gift may be made to a child in the womb, provided

it is born within six months from the date of the gift.

See notes to s . 94 above.

Gift, to minor's 122. A gift to a minor or to a lunatic may be com

pleted by delivery of possession to his guardian.

Hed. 484 . “ When [the donee ] is a minor, or insane, the right to take posses

sion for him belongs to his guardian , who is first his father, then his father's executor,

then his grandfather," & c. Baillie,530 . A mother has no right to the guardianship of

the property of her minor children, unless she is appointed guardian by the Court.

(m ) Alab Koya v . Mussa Koya (1901) 24 Mad. (n ) Ashulbat v. Abdulla (1906 ) 8 Bom . I., R .
513 . 652
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123. No change of possession is necessary for the Gift by father
tominor child

validity of a gift by a father to his minor child , or by a

guardian to his ward , or by a person standing in loco

parentis to another (o ).
Hed. 484 ; Baillie,529.

“ Where there is on the part of a father, or other guardian , a real and bonâ fide

intention to make a gift, the law will be satisfied without change of possession , and will

presume the subsequent holding of the property to be on behalf of the minor (p ).

A gift by a mother to her infant child does require a transfer of possession from

the mother to the father, if the father is alive, for the father is the primary natural

guardian of his infant child . And if the father is dead , the possession must be

delivered to the father 's executor or the grandfather , unless the mother is appointed

guardian by the Court, in which case no change of possession is necessary, for it is then

a gift by a guardian to a ward.

A gift by an aunt to her nephew ,whom she had brought up as her son , is a gift

by a person standing in loco parentis to another.

124. A gift by a husband to his wife of a house in Gift by
which they are both residing at the time is not invalid , husband to

? wife
merely because the husband continues to receive the rent

and to live in the house after the making of the gift (y ) .

« The relation of husband and wife, and his legal right to reside with her and

to manage her property , rebut the inference which in the case of parties standing in a

different relation would arise from a continued residence in the house after the making

of the hiba, and in the husband generally receiving the rent of . . . . that

house " (r ). Contrast Bava Sahib v . Mahomed (1896 ) 19 Mad . 313.

125. A gift cannot be made to take effect at any Gifts in

future period whether definite or indefinite.
futuro

Illustrations.

[(a) A executes a deed of gift in favour of B , containing the words “ so long as

I live , I shall enjoy and possess the properties, and I shall not sell or make gift to any

one, but after my death , you will be the owner.” The gift is void , for it is not accom

panied by delivery of possession , and it is not to operate until after the death of A :

Yusuf Ali v . Collector of Tipperah ( 1882) 9 Cal. 138 ; Chekkene Kutti v . Ahmed (1886 )

10 Mad . 196 .

(b ) A gift to A 's brother, if A died without leaving sons, is void , for it is

postponed to take effect at an indefinite future period : Abdoola v . Mahomed (1905 ) 7

Bom . L . R . 306 .)

The rule set forth in this section is a corollary of the proposition that a gift is not

valid unless it is accompanied by possession : see s . 114 above.

( 0 ) Humera Bibi v. Najm -un -nissa ( 1905) 28
All. 147. 154 ; Bibi Kharer v. Bibi Rukhta

(1905 ) 29 Bom . 468, 479.

@ Ameeroonnssa v . Abudoonnissa ( 1875 ) 15

B . L . R . 67, 78 , 2 L A , 87 ,

( Q ) Amina Bih v . Khatija Bubt (1864) 1 B , F .
C . 157 ; Azim -un - Nissa y . Dale ' ( 1868 ) 6

M . H . C . 455 ; Emnabat v. Hajtrabat

(1888) 13 Bom . 352.

( r ) Per Sausse, C . J ., in A mina Bibt v . Khatija

Bubu (1864) 1 B . H . C . 157, at p. 162.
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Gifts with

conditions
126 . When a gift is made subject to a condition

which derogates from the completeness of the grant, the

condition is void , and the gift will take effect as if no

condition were attached to it.

But it has been held by the Privy Council, that if a

gift of property is made subject to a condition that the

donee shall pay the produce or income of the property

to the donor during his lifetime, both the gift and the

condition are valid (s ).

Nlustrations.

[(a ) A gift of a house is made to A for life, and after his death to his brother.

The condition that A shall have the house for life is void , and he takes an absolute

interest, as if no condition was attached to the gift : Hed . 489 . [Under the Hanafi

law a grantee of a life -estate takes an absolute estate : Nizamuddin v . Abdul Gafur

( 1888 ) 13 Bom . 264, 275 ; s . c . on appeal, 17 Bom . 1, 5 ; Abdoola v . Mahomed (1905 ) 7

Bom . L . R . 306 . The samerule applies to testamentary gifts. Thus , a bequest to A

for life operates as an absolute bequest of the property to A : Abdul Karim v. Abdul

Quyum (1906) 28 All. 342.]

(b ) A makes a gift of Government promissory notes to B , on condition that B

should return a fourth part of the notes to A after a month. The condition is void , and

B takes an absolute interest in the notes : see Baillie, 588 ; Hed ., 488 . Here the

condition relates to the return of a part of the corpus.]

(c ) A father makes a gift of Government promissory notes to his son , on condi

tion that the son should pay the interest to the father during his lifetime. Both the

gift and the condition are valid : Nawab Umjad Ally v . Mohumdee Begum (1867) 11

M . I. A . 517 . ( Quere whether the condition would be good , if it were not confined to

the payment of interest till the donor's death ?]

(d ) A makes a gift of his mansion to B on condition that he shall not sell it, or

that he shall sell it to a particular individual. The conditions are void , and B takes an

absolute estate in themansion : Baillie , 538 .]

Hed . 488, 489 ; Baillie , 537,540. As to ill. (c ), it may perhaps be asked , - does

not the condition for the payment of interest to the donor derogate from the complete

ness of the gift ? The answer is that it does, in that the donee is deprived of the

income during the donor's lifetime ; thatit does not, in that the donee's dominion over

the corpus is not affected by the condition . This latter would seem to be the ground

of the Privy Councildecision . If so , a condition which does not deprive the donee

of dominion over the corpus, and leaves that dominion complete and entire , is not a

condition which derogates from the completeness of a grantwithin the meaning of

the present section . In this view the section may be read as follows :

“ When a gift is made subject to a condition which derogates from the complete

ness of the grant 80 es to deprire the donee of dominion or any share of dominion orer

the corpus of the property given to the donee, the condition is void , and the gift will

take effect as if nu condition were attached to it."

(8 ) See the case cited in ill (o ).
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The limitation in italics is suggested by the words of their Lordships of the

Privy Council in the case now under review . At p .547 of the report, their Lordships

say : “ It remains to be considered whether a real transfer of property by a donor in

his lifetime under the Mahomedan law , reserving not the dominion over the corpus of

the property , nor any share of dominion over the corpus, but simply stipulating for

and obtaining a right to the recurring produce during his lifetime, is an incomplete

gift by the Mahomedan law ." Their Lordships held that it was not.

Note that the effect of the conditions in ills. (a ), (b ) and (d ), is to restrict the

donee's dominion over the corpus of the property ; but the condition in ill. (c ) has not

that effect.

Shiah law .- Under the Shiah law , when a gift is made subject to a condition ,

both the gift and the condition are valid (Ameer Ali, Vol. I., 77, 78, 85).

127. A gift may be revoked , even after delivery of Revocation

possession, except in the following cases :
of gifts

(1 ) when the gift is made by a husband to his wife ,

or by a wife to her husband ;

( 2 ) when the donee is related to the donor within

the prohibited degrees ;

( 3 ) when the donee is dead ;

(4 ) when the thing given has passed out of the

donee's possession by sale, gift or otherwise ;

(5 ) when the thing given is lost or destroyed ;

(6 ) when the thing given has increased in value,

whatever be the cause of the increase ;

(7) when the thing given is so changed that it cannot

be identified , as when wheat is converted into flour by

grinding ;

(8 ) when the donor has received something in

exchange for the gift ;

( 9 ) when the gift is a sadaka made with the object

of acquiring merit in the sight of God , e.g ., alms to the

poor.

Explanation I. - A gift can be revoked by the donor

alone, and not by his heirs after his death .

Explanation II. - A gift once completed can only be

revoked by proceedings in a Court of law for cancelling

the gift.

Hed .485 ; Baillie , 521-528 .
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Shiah baw . — The Shiab law differs from the Hanafi law in the following

particulars:

(a ) a gift to any blood relation , whether within the prohibited degrees or not,

is irrevocable ;

(b ) a gift by a husband to his wife, or by a wife to her husband, is, according to

the better opinion , revocable (Baillie, Part II, 205).

Hiba -bil -ewaz 128 . A hiba-bil-ewaz is a sale in all respects, and

delivery of possession is not necessary to validate the

transaction .

Illustrations.

[(a ) A Mahomedan husband executes a deed in favour of his wife, purporting to

give to the wife certain lands belonging to him in lieu of dower due to her. The wife

is not put into possession of the lands. The transaction is a hiba -bil-ewaz, and it is

valid without delivery of possession : Muhammad Esuph v . Pattamsa Ammal ( 1889)

23 Mad . 70.

. (b ) A executes a deed purporting to give a house to B in consideration of B

having "with cordial affection and love rendered service to me,maintained and treated

me with kindness and indulgence , and shown all sorts of favour to me.” Possession of

the house is not delivered to B . The gift is void , for it is not a hiba-bil-ewaz, but

a hrba pure and simple, and delivery of possession is therefore necessary to validate the

gift : Rahim Bakhsh v . Muhammad Hasan ( 1888) 11 All. 1 . See also Jafar Ali v .

Ahmed (1868) 5 B : H . C . A . C . 37.]

Baillie, 532 , 533. Hiba- bil-ewaz means literally a gift for an exchange. The

rule of Mahomedan law , which requires that a giftmust be accompanied by possession

to render it valid , does not apply to a transaction which is supported by valuable con

sideration (t). In the case of such a transaction actual payment of the consideration

and the bonâ fide intention of the donor to divest himself in presenti of the property

and to confer it upon the donee must both be clearly proved (u ).

In the case of a hiba - bil-ewaz, that is, a gift coupled with consideration, actual

payment of the consideration must be proved , and the bona- fide intention of the donor

to divorce himself in presenti of the property and to confer it upon the donee must

also be proved (v ).

Hiba -ba 129. A hiba-ba -shart-ul-ewaz or a gift made on condi
shart-ul-ewaz tion of an exchange is a gift in its inception , and continues

to be so with all the legal incidents of a gift until

the performance of the condition by the donee, when it

becomes a sale .

Baillie ,534; Ameer Ali, Vol. 1., 102.

(1) Mahammadunissa v. Bachelor ( 1905) 29
Bom . 428.

( u ) Chaudhri v. Muhammad ( 1806 )28 All. 439 ,

33 L A 68.

(v ) Chaudhri Mehdi Hasan V. Muhammad

Hassan (1906 ) 28 All 439, 33 L. A 68.
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130. A transfermerely of a rightto enjoy the usufruct Ariat

of a thing is called Ariat, and it is invalid according to

Mahomedan law (w ).

Thus where a Mahomedan made a transfer of his property in favour of

his wife, but the transfer was not made under a written document, and after the trans

fer he presented a petition to the revenue authorities for themutation of names,stating

that he had transferred his rights and interests to his wife , and made her his locum

tenens, but that she had no power to transfer the property in any way , and that she

would continue to hold and possess the same for her life , it was held that thiswas not

a gift, but merely an ariat and invalid according to Mahomedan law . In the case put

above there was no deed of gift or any other evidence to show that the intention was

to make a gift of the property to the wife . The Court observed : “ If there had been

such a deed, we should have to consider the nature of the transfer made under it, and

whether the transferor attached any condition to it which would be void under the

Mahomedan law ” (s. 126 ].

131. Private trusts are subject to all the conditions Private trusts

necessary for the validity of a gift including delivery of

possession to the trustee ( c ).

Possession is quite as necessary in the case of a trust as in the case of a

gift, for the only difference between a trust and a gift is that in the case of a trust the

gift is made through a third party (trustee), and in the case of a gift it is made direct

to the donce. The mere execution and registration of an instrument of trust are not

sufficient to validate a trust.

As to the law of wakf or public trusts, see s. 137 below .

(10 ) Mumtaz-un -Nissa v. Tufall (1905) 28 All.
264,

( x ) Moosabhat v. Yacoobbhat (1904) 29 Bom .
267.



wakf = detention

" Wakf”

defined

CHAPTER X .

WAKFs.

132. A wakf is a dedication in perpetuity of specified

property to charitable or religious uses or to objects of
public utility .

Explanation . — A wakf may be made of immoveable

property , but not of moveable property , except where the

moveable is accessory to immoveable property as where

land is appropriated together with cattle attached to it (y ) .

As to whether a wakfcan be created of coin or shares in a

company , it has been held by the High Court of Calcutta

that a vakf cannot be created of such property (z ). On the

other hand , it has been held by the High Court of Allah

abad , that a wakfmay be created of such property ( a ) .

Nlustrations.

[ (a ) Property is dedicated to the purpose of providing an imam for a mosque,

and a professor for a madresa (college). This is a valid wakf: Baillie,565, 566.

(b ) A dedication for the purpose of maintaining a private tomb (as distinguished

from the tomb of a saint), or for reading the Koran at the tomb, or for the performance

of ceremonies in honor of the deceased at the tomb, is not valid , for “ these observances

can lead to no public advantage " : Kaleloola v . Nuseerudeen (1894 ) 18 Mad . 201. ( The

soundness of this decision has been questioned by Mr. Justice Ameer Ali in his work on

Mahomedan Law , Vol. I, p . 389. The above case , so far as it decides that a dedica

tion for maintaining a private tomb is not valid , was followed by the High Court of

Bombay in Zooleka Bibi v. Syed Zynub Abedin (1904 ) 6 Bom . L . R . 1058.]

(c) An appropriation for the performance of ceremonies known as fateha and

kadam sharif is lawful : Phub Chand v. Akbar Yar Khan ( 1896 ) 19 All. 211.

(d ) A Mahomedan conveys a house belonging to him to trustees upon trust out

of the income thereof to feed the poor for the period of a year, and after the expiration

of the year, to reconvey the house to him . This is not a valid wakf, for the appropriation

is not permanent, but for a limited period only : Baillie , 557 . )

Hed .231,234 ; Baillie, p .549 (as to the definition of wakf), p.557 (as to perpe

tuity being a necessary condition of wakf), pp.561-563 (as to the subjects of wakf),

pp. 565 -567 (as to the objects ofwakf).

The term wakf literally meansdetention . In the language of law it signifies the

extinction of the appropriator's ownership in the thing dedicated and the detention

of the thing in the implied ownership of God , in such a manner that its profits

may revert to or be applied for the benefit of mankind (Baillie , 550). In the following

sections wehave used sometimes the word " endowment ” and sometimes " appropria

tion " as the English equivalent ofwakf.

( y ) Hed . 234, 235 .

1 ) Fatima Bibee v. Arill ( 1881) 9 C . L . R . 66 ;

Kulsom Bibee v . Golum Hoosein (1905)

1.

10 Cal. W . N . 449.

(a ) Abu Saytd v. Bakar All (1901) 24 All 190.
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133 . Every Mahomedan of sound mind and not a Persons

minor may dedicate his property by way of wakf.
capable of

making wakfs

Baillie,552. See as to majority, notes to s. 89 ante.

134. A wakfmay be made either verbally or in writ- Form of wakf
immaterial

ing .

It is not necessary to constitute a wakf that the term

“ wakf ” should be used in the grant (6 ) ; and, conversely ,

the mere use of the word " wakf” is not sufficient to

constitute a wakf ( c ). What is essential for the creation of

a wakf is that the words of transfer should be direct, express

and explicit ( d ).

Note that the provisions of the Indian Trusts Act II of 1882 do not apply to

wakfs see s. 1 of that Act.

135. A wakfmay be created by act inter vivos or by Wakf may be
will . testamentary

or inter riros

A testamentary wakf is a dedication which is to come into effect after the

testator 's death (e). Though it was held at one time that a Shiah cannot create awakf

by will, it has been recently held by the Privy Council that a Shiah can create a valid

wakfbywill ( f ).

A testamentary wakf is not in valid merely because it contains a clause cancelling

the wakf if any child should be born to the testator in his lifetime or because it

reserves to the testator power to cancel or modify any of the clauses of the will. The

reason is that a testator has the power in law to revoke or modify his will at any time

he likes, and clauses such as the above do simply expresswhat is otherwise implied (ſ ).

136 . A Mahomedan may dedicate the whole or any Limitsof

part of his property by way ofwakf ; but a wakf made by power to
dedicate

will or during marz-ul-maut cannot take effect to a larger property by

amount than the bequeathable third, without the consent way of wakf

of the heirs.

Hed . 233; Baillie 550. A testamentary wakf is but a bequest to charity, and is

therefore governed by the provisions of s . 92 ante .

137. A wakf inter vivos is completed , according to Completion of

Abu Yusuf, by a mere declaration of endowment by the wakf

(0 ) Jewun Dass v. Shah Kubeer-cod -Deen ( 1840) |
2 M . I A . 390.

( 0 ) Abilul Ganne v. Hussen Miya (1873 ) 10

B . H . C . 7 ; Abdul Gafur V. Nizamulin

( 1892 ) 17 Bom 1 . 19 L A 170 ; Abul

Fata Mahomed v. Rasımaya ( 1894 ) 22

Cal. 619, 22 L A . 76 ; Muhammaut Muna

wer v . Ruzia Baby ( 1905 ) 27 ALL 320 , 324 .

,32 L. A . 86.

( a ) Saltq -un -nissa v. Mati Ahmad (1903 ) 25
All 418

( e ) Abdul Karim v. Shofiannissa (1906) 33
Cal 853.

) Bakar Ali Khan v. Anjuman Ara Begam

( 1902) 25 All. 236 , 30 L A , 94 .

( 9 ) Mohammad Ahsan v . Umardaraz ( 1906 )

AIL W . N . 146.
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owner ; but according to Abu Muhummad, a wakf is not

complete , untia Mutawali is appointed by the owner, and

possession of the property is delivered to him .

Hed . 233 ; Baillie ,550. In Muhammad Aziz-ud- Din v. The Legal Remembrancer

(h ), a SunniMahomedan executed a dced purporting to be a wakfnama ,and appointed

his sons the firstmutawalis of the property. The deed was registered , but possession

of the property was notdelivered to the sons. The settlor continued in possession till

his death , and it was found that he never spent any portion of the income under the

terms of the deed . Upon these facts, it was held by the High Court of Allahabad that

the wakfwas incomplete, and that the property passed to the settlor's sons as his heirs

on his death . On behalf of the Legal Remembrancer it was contended that the wakf

became complete on the execution of the deed , and the opinion of Abu Yusuf was cited

in support of that contention . But the Court preferred to follow the opinion of Abu

Muhummad , and held that the settlor having retained exclusive proprietary possession ,

and never having cmployed any portion of the income for the purposes mentioned in

the deed, the wakf was inoperative and invalid . Butwhat if the settlor had employed

the income of the property for the purposes specified in the deed , in other words, what

if he had acted upon the deed ? In such a case , it is conceived , that the settlor 's

declaration , combined with his conduct, would have been sufficient to establish a

wakf. There is much in the judgment of the Allahabad Court to support this view .

Thus at p . 322, the learned Judges say : “ The learned Judge below seemsnot to have

considered the effect of the appropriator's conduct in never giving possession and in

making no change whatever with regard to the property dealt with .” And at p . 323,

the learned Judges observe : “ Wefind , therefore, that in respect of this wakf, the

income of which was never employed for the declared purpose, the appropriator

having retained exclusive proprietary possession , . . . there was never a valid

and operative wakf,but an inchoate endowmentonly." Compare s. 147 .

The question whether delivery of possession to a mutawali is essential to the

validity of a wakf was considered in an earlier case (i), where the learned Judges

observe : “ After obtaining all the information we are able to collect through the

means of our Moulvies and a reference to authorities, we are of opinion that the

opinion of Abu Yusuf . . . . . must be considered as the law now prevailing and

sanctioned by the more recent authorities.” This case does not appear to have been

referred to in the Allahabad case cited above.

Rerocation of

wakf

138 . A wakf inter vivos once completed cannot be

revoked . But a wakfmade by will may be revoked by the

owner at any time before his death .

Fatma Bibi v. Advocate -General ( 1881) 6 Bom .42. Hed. 232 , 233 ; Baillie,550,

591. A testamentary wakf being but a bequest to charity , may be revoked like any

other bequest : see s. 97 ante .

Wakf of

mushaa

139. A mushaa or an undivided share in a property

may, according to the more approved view , form the sub

(h ) ( 1893) 15 All 321. 1 (1) Doe d . Jaun Beebee v. Abdoollah (1838),
Fulton ' s Rep . 345.
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ject of a wakf,whether the property be capable of partition
or not.

Exception . The wakf of a mushaa for a mosque ora

tomb is not valid . - Te cause two

Hed . 233; Baillie,561. The approved opinion above referred to is that of Abu o ngu yedihall

Yusul. According to Abu Muhummad, thewakf of a mushaa in property capable

of partition is not valid , for he holds that delivery of possession by the endower to a

mutawali is a condition necessary to the validity of a wakf ; see s . 137 above. See as to

mushaa , s. 118 above.

140. It is essential to the validity of a wakf that contingent
wakf not

the appropriation should not be made to depend on a valid

contingency .

Illustration

A Mahomedan wife conveys her property to her husband upon trust to main

tain herself and her childrun out of the income, and to hand over the property to the

children on their attaining majority, and in the event of her death without leaving

children , to devote the income to certain religious uses . This is not a valid wakf, for

it is contingent on the death of the settlor without leaving issue : Pathukutti v .

Avathalakutti ( 1888 ) 13 Mad . 66 .

Baillie, 556 .

141. When property is dedicated to religious or Wakf

charitable uses, the ownership is deemed to be transferred property,is

from the dedicator to the Almighty , and the property cannot and inheri

therefore be alienated by him or by any other person , nor table

can it pass to his heirs on his death .

Hed .231, 232 ; Baillie, 550, 551.

142. As wak:f property is inalienable and inheritable , persons

the person interested in impeaching the validity of a wakf interested in
impeaching

are generally the creditors of the settlor and his heirs. the validity

ofwakf

Family Settlements by way of Wakf.

143. It is not necessary to the validity of a wakf that Operation of

it should come into effect at once ( Hedaya , 237 wakfmay be

postponed

Illustration.

A Mahomcdan wife conveys her house to her husband on trust to pay the income

of the house to her during her lifutim , and from and after her death to devote the

whole of it to certain charitable purposes. This is a valid wakf, though the charitable

trust is not to come into effect till after the founder's death : see Fatmabibi v .

Advocate-General of Bombay ( 1881) 6 Bom . 42, 51, 52 ; Mohammad Ahsan v . Umar

daraz (1906 ) All, W . N . 146 .
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Family
settlements in

perpetuity

144 . It is not necessary to the validity of a wakf

that it should be confined exclusively to religious or chari

table purposes. A wakf may include provisions for the

benefit of the founder, or of his descendants or other

relatives , including persons not yet in existence 6 ), and

effect will be given to these provisions, subject to the

conditions set forth in the next following section , though

the interest which the beneficiaries successively take, may

constitute a perpetuity (k ).

But a mere settlement for the benefit of the settlor's

family in perpetuity, not accompanied by any endow

ment to religious or charitable uses, is void , and it will

not be rendered valid by the mere use of the word " wakf”

in the settlement.

Illustrations.

[ (a ) A Mahomedan conveys his property to his son upon trust to support out of

the income thereof such of his “ descendants and kindred " as might be “ in greatwant

and need of support," and to devote the surplus of the income to certain charitable

purposes. This is a valid wakf : Deoki Prasad v . Ivait-ublah (1892) 14 All. 375 . [But

the wakf would not be valid if it was not confined to the poor relatives only of the

settlor : see the next section. ]

(b ) A executes a deed purporting to settle in wakf certain immoveable properties

on his wife, his daughters, and their descendants " from generation to generation ."

The deed is not valid as a wakf, for there is no•dedication whatever of any part of the

property to religious or charitable uses : Abdul Gafur v. Nizamudin (1892) 17 Bom .

1, 19 I. A . 170. [ The use of the word “ wakf ” in the deed is “ only a veil to cover

arrangements for the aggrandisement of the family and to make the property inalien

able" : Mahomed Ahsanulla v. Amarchand Kundu ( 1889 ) 17 Cal. 498, 511, 17 I. A .

28 .]

Note — The document cannot be supported as a family settlement, for it creates a

perpetuity which is opposed to the spirit of the Mahomedan law ( ). The only case

in which the Mahomedan law allows a perpetual family settlement is when it forms

part of a wakf, provided that there is a substantial dedication of the property to

religious or charitable uses at some period of time or other ; the reason being that in

that case, the gift to charity comes to the rescue of the family settlement which ,

without it,would be void . ]

It is conceived that documents purporting to be family settlements are governed

by the rules of the Mahomedan Law ofGifts . Applying these rules to the facts of ill.

( b ) it will be seen at once that no descendant of the settlor who was not in existence at

the time of gift can take under the deed , for a gift to persons not yet in existence is

G ) Mahomed Ahsanulla v. Amarchand Kun .

du (1889 ) 17 Cal 498, 509, 17 L A , 28.

( 1 ) Fatmulib v . Advocate -General ( 1881) 6

Bom . 42, 51 ; Kulsom Bibee v. Golam

Hossein ( 1905 10 C . W . N . 449 , 462,

(1) Abdul Gunne v. Hussen Miya (1873) 10
B . H . C . 7 , 11 ; Nizamudin v. Abiul Gafur

( 1888) 13 Bom , 264, 275 ; S. C . On appeal,

17 Bom . 1, 4 .
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void (s. 121 ante). In the case cited in ill. (b ), the only persons who were in existence

at the time when the so - called wakf was made, were the settlor's wife and his two

daughters. These alone could therefore take under the deed, provided the settlorhad

relinquished possession of the property, and possession had been taken in the settlor's

lifetimeby each of the three donees of her share (ss. 114 - 120 ante). It was not so,

however, in the case under consideration , nor could it have been so , for the settlor's

object was to give only a life interest to the wife and the daughters.

In Abul Fata Mahomed v. Rasamaya (m ), it was contended before their

Lordships of the Privy Council that the creation of a family endowment wasof itself a

“ religious and meritorious act ” according to Mahomedan law , and that it therefore

came within the definition of wakf. But this contention was overruled , and it is now

established that a settlement in favour of the settlor's children and his descendants is

not valid , unless there is a substantial dedication of the property to religious or

charitable purposes (see the next section ).

It has already been stated above that wakf property is inalienable (s . 141 above).

At the same time it is to be remembered that wakf property alone is inalienable , and

that all other property is alienable. It therefore frequently happens that Mahomedans

desirous of keeping their property in their family settle the property on their children

and their descendants in perpetuity , and use the term “ wakf ” in the settlement,

believing that the mere use of that term is suficient to make the property

inalienable . But these attempts are ineffectual, for it has been held that the mere use

of the term “ wakf " is not sufficient to impress on the property the character of wakf

so as to make it inalienable . To hold otherwise would be to " enable every person by

a mere verbal fiction to create a perpetuity ofany description " (n ), and it would be to

“ make words of more regard than things,and form more than substance ” (0). See

s. 134 above.

145. When a wakf comprises family trusts as well as Family

religious or charitable trusts , the provisions in favour settlements by
way of wakt,

of the founder's family can take effect only if “ there when void

is a substantial dedication of the property to [religious or ]

charitable uses at some period of time or other ." But

if the primary object of the wakf be the “ aggrandisement

of the settlor's family ," and the dedication to religious

or charitable uses be “ illusory ” or “ colourable,” the

provisions for the settlor's family are void , and no effect

will be given to them ( p ).

Explanation 1. — " A gift to charitable or religious

uses )may be illusory whether from its small amount or

from its uncertainty and remoteness ” (9 ).

( m ) ( 1894 ) 22 Cal 619 , 22 L A , 76.
( n ) Abdul Ganne v. Hussen Miya (1873) 10

B . H . C . 7 . 14.

(O ) Abu ! Fata Mahomed v. Rasamaya (1892)

22 Cal 619 , 6 : 4 , 22 I. A . 76 .

( Jahomed Ahsanulta v. A marchand

Kundu (1889) 17 Cal. 498, 17 I. A , 28 ;
Abdul Gafur v . Nizamudin ( 1892)

17 Bom . 1. 19 170 ; Abul Fatu |

Mahomed v . Rasamaya ( 1894 ) 22 Cal. 619

22 LA 76 ; Mutib -un -nissa v. Abdur

Rahim ( 1900 ) 23 All. 233 ; Bikant Miya

v . Shuk Lal ( 1892 ) 20 Cal. 116 ; Fazlur

Rahim v. Mahomed Obedul Azim (1903 )
30 Cal. 666 .

( @ ) Abul Fata Mahomed v. Rasamaya ( 1894)

22 Cal 619 , 634 .
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Explanation II. - A gift to charity is not illusory

merely because the object of the gift is of such a precarious

character that the trustmay fail for want of object. If the
trust fails for want of object, the Court will , on being

invited so to do, apply it cy -près, that is to say , to other

objects as nearly asmay be of a similar character .

Illustrations.

[(a ) Two Mahomedan brothers execute a deed purporting to make awakf of all

their immoveable properties for the benefit of their children and their descendants

“ from generation to generation,” and on total failure of all their descendants, for the

benefit of widows, orphans, beggars and the poor. The provisions for the settlor's

children and their descendants are void , for the gift to the poor is illusory by reason of

its remoteness : Abul Fata Mahomed v . Rasamaya (1894) 22 Cal.619 , 22 I. A . 76 .

Note. Here the gift to charity is too remote, for the poor are to take nothing,

“ until the total extinction of the blood of the settlors, whether lineal or collateral.”

The document professes to create a wakf, but, in reality , the settlors' relations are the

only objects of their bounty. “ The poor have been put into the settlement merely to

give it a colour of piety , and so to legalize arrangementsmeant to serve for the aggran

disement of a family ."

(b ) A Mahomedan conveys certain lands to a mutawall with directions out of

the profits of the lands to defray the expenses of a mosque, to give alms to mendicants

and to utilise the surplus towards the expenses of the marriages, burials and circum

cisions of the members of the family of themutawali. This is a valid wakf: Muzhuroob

Huq v. Puhraj Ditarey (1870) 13 W . R . 235.

(c) A Mahomedan executes a document purporting to be a deed of wakf by

which it is provid d that Rs. 75 arising out of the income of certain property should be

distributed annually among the poor, that Rs. 100 should be paid every year to each of

his four sons, that on the death of any ofhis sons, his share should be paid to his

“ successive descendants,” that the surplus income should be accumulated and added to

the endowed property, and that on total failure of all the descendants of the settlor,

thewhole of the income should be distributed among “ the poor, the indigent and the

beggars residing in the town of Dacca ." The provisions in favour of the settlor 's family

are void : Bikani Mia v . Shuk Lal ( 1892) 20 Cal. 116 .

Note . - In this case there is not only an ultimate gift to charity, but also a

concurrent gift to charity . The ultimate gift to charity could not support the family

provisions, for it is too remote as shown in ill. (a ) . Nor could the concurrent gift of

Rs. 75 per annum validate the family trusts, for the amount of gift is too small

compared with the provision of Rs. 400 for the settlor's family . In fact, the gift to

charity is illusory, and the object is manifestly to benefit the family , and to increase

the family property as shown by the direction to accumulate the surplus income.

(d ) A deed purporting to be a wakfnama contains provisions similar to those

in the last illustration , with the difference that instead of the amount of the concurrent

gift to charity being specificd in the deed , it is left entirely to the discretion of the
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mutawali. Here, again , the family trusts are void , for the gift is illusory by reason of

its uncertainty : Mujib-ur-nissa v. Abdur Rahim (1900) 23 All. 233.

(e) A deed purporting to be a wakfnama contains provisions similar to those in

ill. (c), with this difference that instead of the amount of the concurrent gift to charity

being specified , there is a direction to the mutawali to " continue to perform the

stated religious works according to custom ." No evidence of custom iɛ given to show

what amount would be necessary for the performance of the “ religious work." The

average annual income of the property is Rs. 13,000, while the character of the

“ religious works " is not such as would absorb more than a devout and wealthy

Mahomedan gentleman might find it becoming to spend in that way. The provisions

in favour of the settlor's family are void , as the charitable outlays contemplated by

the settlor are of small amount compared with the property : Mahomed Ahsanulla v .

Amarchand Kunda (1889) 17 Cal. 498, 17 1. A . 28 .

Note . In the above case their Lordships of the Privy Council observed : " If

indeed it were shown that the customary uses were of such magnitude as to exhaust the

income or to absorb the bulk of it, such a circumstance would have its weight in

ascertaining the intention of the grantor." Accordingly, where a Mahomedan had

dedicated certain property, ofwhich the average annual income was Rs. 850, to the

performance of fateha and kadam sharif ceremonies,and it was found that according

to the custom prevailing in the country the amount required for the ceremonies was

* Rs. 500 per annum , it was held by the High Court of Allahabad that the dedication to

religious purposes was substantial, and that the wakf was therefore valid : Phul

Chand v . Akbar Yar Khan (1896 ) 19 All. 211.

(f) Illustration of Explanation II. - A ,who owns four houses in Calcutta ,one

a large house used by him for his residence of the value of Rs. 1, 10,000, and the other

three all small houses of the aggregate value of Rs. 40,000 and yielding a monthly rent

of Rs. 300, conveys them all by a wakfnama to one of his sons as mutawali upon trusts

to collect the rents , and after payment of rates and taxes to divide the residue into

tnree parts ( 1) one-third to be used in repairing and maintaining the trusts premises,

(2 ) one-third to be devoted towards defraying the expenses of a mosque, and ( 3) one

third towards the feeding of learned men coming from Mecca , Medina, Baghdad ,

Samarkand , Bokhara and other places noted for learning, who were all to be housed in

the large house. The deed gives to the mutawali and his successors, who were also to

be members of the family , the right of residence in the large house, and to the settlor

a right of residence in the same house so long as he should live. It is further provided

by the deed that after the settlor 's death his wife Fatima and his children by her

should be at liberty to reside in the large house , but if , by reason of their presence,

sufficient accommodation was not obtainable for learned men , they i.e ., Fatima and

her children ) should leave the house, with liberty to return when there was room for

both . A dies leaving Fatima and several children by her, one of them being the

mutawali, and also leaving another widow Kulsom Bibee . After A 's death a suit is

brought by Kulsom Bibee against the other heirs of A to set aside the wakfnama on the

ground that the dedication of the large house to the public as represented by learned

men from Mecca and other places was colorable, for hardly any learned men would be

coming to Calcutta from those places, and that the real object was to secure to the

settlor, so long as he lived ,and to his wife Fatima and his children by her and to such

other descendants as might be mutawalis after his death , the cnjoymentof the family
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dwelling house to maintain the dignity of the family . Is the wakf invalid ? No; it is

a perfectly valid wakf. “ There is an undoubted trust for accommodation of learned

men of the whole of [ the large house], subject to the right of residence referred to .

The only permanent right [of residence in the large house ] is that of the mutawali,

which is of an usual character . The right of the settlor [ to reside in the house ]

disappears with his death , and of his family with theirs. Moreover, their right is made

subject to this that they cannot stay in the house if it is required for learned men from

Bokhara, Samarkand and elsewhere. It is not difficult to imagine what may happen .

Theremay be,as suggested , a lack of [learned men ], in which case the family will not be

put to the trouble of moving, or there may be such persons and a breach of trust in

refusing them admittance. I cannot, however, assume this and such considerations are

really foreign to the case . If the trust fails forwant of object, the Court will, on being

invited so to do,doubtless apply it cy-près. If there is a breach of trust , the Court will,

at the instance of those interested , enforce it and remove the trustee " : Kubsom Bibee v.

Golam Hossein ( 1905 ) 10 C . W . N . 449, 462, 485. ]

The mere fact that there is an ultimate gift for the poor, or even a concurrent

gift for them , will not support a perpetual family settlement, unless the gift to charity

is substantial, and notmerely illusory (r ). “ If a man were to settle a crore of rupees,

and provide ten for the poor ,that would be at once recognized as illusory . It is equally

illusory to make a provision for the poor under which they are not entitled to receive

a rupee till after the total extinction of a family ; possibly not for hundredsof years ;

possibly not until the property had vanished away under the wasting agencies

of litigation or malfeasance or misfortune ; certainly not as long as there exists on

the earth one of those objects whom the donors really cared to maintain in a high

position " (s ). The test in all these cases is whether the property is in substance dedicated

to charitable purposes, or whether it is dedicated substantially to the maintenance and

aggrandizement of the family estates for 'family purposes. In a recent Privy Council

case on the subject, where the question was whether a document purporting to be a

wakfnama was a valid deed ofwakf, their Lordships observed : “ It will be so, if the

effect of the deed is to give the property in substance to charitable uses. It will not

be so , if the effect is to give the property in substance to the [ settlor's ] family ” (t).

The same principles were reiterated in Muhammad Munavar v. Razia Bibi, the latest

Privy Council case on the subject (u ).

trusts

Effect of 146 . It has been held by the High Court of Calcutta

familie trusts that when a wakf contains provisions for the benefit of the

upon religious settlor's family , and there is also a concurrent gift to
charitable

charity, the failure of the family trusts by reason of the

gift to charity being illusory, does not involve the failure

of the gift to charity.

Illustration .

[ A Mahomedan executes a deed purporting to be a wokfnoma providing for the

payment of Rs. 75 per annum out of the income of the property to the poor, and

( ) The decision to the contrary in Amrutlal v . 1
Shaik Hussein (1887) 11 Bom 49 is no

longer law : see Abul Fata Mahomed v .

Rasamaya ( 1894) 22 Cal. 619 , at p . 633,

( 8 ) Abul Fata Mahomed v. Rasamaya ( 1892)
22 Cal 619 , 6 . 4 . 22 I. A 70.

(1) Mujib-un -nissa v. Abdur Rahim (1900 ) 23
All 243 , 242,

( u ) (1905) 27 All 320, 32 I. A . 86.
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Rs. 400 per annum to his children and their descendants “ from generation to

generation . ” Here the gift to charity is illusory by reason of its smallness. The

family trusts therefore fail, but the gift to charity is valid . Bikani Miya v . Shuk Lal

( 1892) 20 Cal. 116, 194, 225 . See also Mahomed Ahsanulla v . Amarchand Kundu (1889)

17 Cal. 498 ,511, 17 I. A . 28. ]

The present section relates to the question of the validity of a concurrent gift

to charity , when the family settlement fails by reason of the gift being illusory . It

does not make any mention of the effect upon the ultimate gift to charity , under

similar circumstances . It is submitted that since the decisions set out in the preccding

section , the failure of intermediate family trusts must be taken to involve the failure

of the ultimate charitable or religious trusts. Thus in ill. (a ) to the preceding section ,

the whole settlement, it is submitted , is void , including the ultimate gift to charity.

No doubt, the judgment of West, J ., in Fatmabibi v. Advocate-General (v ) points to a

different conclusion, but it must be remembered that the judgment in that case

proceeded upon the thcory, no longer tenable, that if the condition of an ultimate

dedication to a pious and unlawful purpose be specified, the wakf is not made invalid

by an intermediate settlement on the founder's children and their descendants ." That

this is no longer law will be seen from the decision of the Privy Council set out in ill.

(a) to the preceding section .

147. ( 1 ) If a wakfinter vivos is formally constituted Eridence of
intention

and establishes by its terins a substantial charitable trust,

evidence is not admissible to show that there was no

intention to give effect to the trusts and that the trusts

were not in fact given effect to (219). But such evidence is

admissible, if the wakf was not created by any document,

( x ) or , if it was created by a document, any question arises

as to ambiguity in the language employed in the docu

ment (y ).

Evidence showing the manner in which a document

purporting to create a wakf is related to existing facts , e. g .,

the value and state of the wakf properties and their rental,

is always relevant, for the object of such evidence is to

show that if there appears a substantial endowment on

paper, that is not so when the document is read in the light

of the value and state of the wakf properties ( 2 ).

- ( 2 ) Butwhere a wakf is created by a will ( so that it

could not come into operation until after the death of the

settlor) evidence is admissible to show that the settlor so

dealt with the wakf property subsequent to the execution

( r ) ( 1881 ) 6 Bom . 42.

( 10 ) Kulxom Bebee v. Golam Hossein ( 1905 ) 10

C . W N 449 , 484

( ) Silig Ram v. Amjad Khan ( 1906) AIL W .

N . 159 ; Zooleku Bibt v . Syed Zymul

Abedin. (1904 ) 6 Bom . L . R . 1058, 1067.

(y ) Kulsum Bibee v. Golam Hossein (1905) 10
C . W . N . 449, 484.

(s ) Kulsom Bibee'v. Golam Hossein ( 1905) 10

O . W . N . 449 , 484 - 85,
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of the will as to indicate an intention to rescind the disposi

tion in favour of charity ( a ).

If a wakf, executed with the necessary formalities and otherwise validly

constituted , establishes by its termsa substantial trust in favour of the public, it is not

open to those who seck to set aside the wakf to say that though thedocument by its

termsevidences an intention to create a wokf, the settlor never intended to carry it out

and in fact never did so . Hence evidence given to show that it was never intended to

give effect to the trusts and that in fact they were never given effect to , is irrelevant.

The intention of the settlormust be gathered from the document itself (6 ) except in the

two cases mentioned in clause (1). See notes to s. 137.

Of Mutawalis or Managers of endowed property .

148 . A dedicator may appoint himself ( c) or any

other person , even a female ( d ) or a non -Moslem ( e ), to be

mutawali of wakf property , provided the person so appointed

is of sound mind and not a minor )

But where the wakf involves the performance of reli

gious duties, such as the duties of a sajjada -nashin (spiritual

preceptor), a muezzin (crier), or a khatib (Koran -reader ),

neither a female ( 9 ) nor a non -Moslem (h ) is competent to

perform those duties, though they may perform such of

the duties attached to the wakf as are of a secular nature.

Vho may be
nutowali

Appointment

of new

mutawalis

149. Whenever any person appointed a mutawali

dies or refuses to act in the trust, or is removed by the

Court, and there is no provision in the deed of wakf

regarding succession to the office ( ), a new mutawali may

be appointed by

(a ) the founder of the wakf, if he be alive ; or

(1) his executor , if any ; and if there be no executor ,
by

the Court ; provided that the Court should not

appoint a stranger, so long as there is any

member of the founder's family in existence

qualified to hold the office .

Baillie , 593.

( a ) Abdul Karim v. Shoinnissa ( 1906 ) 33 Call

85 .

(1 ) Kusom Bibee v . Golam Hossein ( 1905 ) 10
C . W . N , 449 , 484

(c ) Alvocate-General v. Fatima (1672) 9 B . H i

C . 19 .

(a ) Wahia au v. Ashruff Hossain ( 1882) 8
Cal 732

( C) Ameer Ali, Vol. I, 349.

( 5 ) See Piran v. Abdool Karin ( 1891) 19 Cal.

203 , 219 - 20.

( 0 ) Hussain Beebee v. Hussain Sherif ( 1868)

4 M . H . C . 23 ; Ibrambnbt v. Hussain

Sheriff ( 1880 ) 3 Mad, 95,

h ) Ameer Ali, VOL I . 348.

(6 ) Adcocute -General v . Fatima ( 1872) 9 B . H .

C . 19.
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150 . A mutawali cannot transfer his office to another Office of,
mutawali not

in his lifetime.
transferable

inter vivos

Baillie, 594. It was so held by the High Court of Calcutta in Wahid Ali v.

Ashruff Hossain (1882) 8 Cal. 732. But the rule is qualified in the Fatwa Alumgiri by

the clause " unless the appointment of himself were in the nature of a general trust."

This clause, as pointed out by Mr. Justice Ameer Ali, wasnot brought to the notice

of the Court in the Calcutta case . It would appear from certain passages quoted by

that learned writer that the powers of a mutawali are general, when the founder has

transferred all his powers to the mutawali in general terms, as when he says, “ you

shall be in my place with reference to this wakf,” in which event the mutawali may

transfer the office to another person in his lifetime.

may appoint

his death - bed

151. In the absence of any provision in the deed of Mutawali.

wakf or of any evidence of usage regarding the devolution successor on

of the office of mutawali, the mutawali for the time being

may nominate his successor on his death -bed ; but such

appointment cannot be made, if the founder is alive, or if

he has left an executor competent to make the appoint

ment (j ).

A mutawali may appoint as his successor in office a

stranger , that is , one who is not a member of the family of

the deceased founder of the wakf (K ).

cannot

152. A mutawali has no power, without the permis - Mutawali

sion of the Court, to mortgage, sell or exchange , the wakf mortgage or

property or any part thereof.
sell

Baillie, 595, 596 ; Ameer Ali, 370, 371. A debt contracted by the mutawali,

without the sanction of the Court, is bis personal debt, even though it may have been

contracted for necessary purposes, such as for repairs of the property or for payment of

taxes.

153. A mutawali should not lease wakf property , if Power of.

it be agricultural, for a term exceeding three years, and grant leases

if non-agricultural, for a term exceeding one year, nor

without reserving the best rent that can be resonably

obtained . But a lease for a longer term may be granted

with the permission of the Court, even though the founder

may have expressly directed not to grant such a lease

(Baillie ,596 ,597).

mutawali to

( j) Baillie , 594 ; Piran v. Abdool Karim (1891 ) 1

19 Cal 203 ; 2ooleka Bild v. Syed Zynul

Abedin ( 1904) 6 Bom . L , R 1058,

( 1 ) Shetkh Amir Ali v. Syed Wazir ( 1905) 9 C .

W . N . 876 .
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Aliowance of

officers and

xerrants

154. The mutawali has no power to increase the

allowance of officers and servants attached to the endow

ment, but the Court may in a proper case increase such

allowance.

Amer Ali, Vol. I, 369.

155. If no provision is inade by the founder for the

remuneration of the mutawali, the Courtmay fix a sum not

exceeding one-tenth of the income of the wakf property (? ).

And if the amount fixed by the founder is too small, the

Court may increase the allowance, provided it does not

exceed the limit of one-tenth ( m ).

Remuneration

ofmutawali

lemoval of

inut swali

156 . A mutawali may be removed by the Court on

proof of misfeasance or breach of trust, or if it be found

that he is otherwise unfit to hold the office , though the

founder may have expressly provided that the mutawali

should not be removed in any case. But the founder has

no power to remove a mutawali, unless he has expressly

reserved such power in the deed ofwakf.

Baillie ,597 , 598 ; Hiduit-000 -nissa v . Syud Afzovl Hossein (1870 ) 2 N . W . P . 420

Even the founder, when he holds the office of mutowali, may be removed by the Court

on any of the grounds specified above.

157. ( 1 ) Neither the whole corpus , nor any specific
Personal

decreeagainst portion of the corpus of wakf property, can be attached and
mutowali

sold in execution of a personal decree against the mutawali,

merely because there is a margin of profit coming to him

after performance of the duties attached to his office. But

the surplus profit that may remain in the hands of the

mutawali for his own benefit may (probably be attached (n )

( 2 ) The office ofmutawali also cannot be attached in

execution of a personal decree against him (o ).

In Bishen Chand v. Nadir Hoose in ( 1887) 15 Cal. 329, 15 I. A . 1, it was contended

on behalf of the decree -holder that as some surplus always remained in the hands

of the trustoe after the performance of the trusts, hc (the decree-holder) was entitled

to attach so much of the corpus of the property as was represented by the surplus

income. But it was held by their Lordships of the Privy Council, confirming the

decision of the Calcutta High Court, that " the corpus of the estate cannot be sold , nor

can any specific portion of the corpus of the estate be taken out of the hands of the

(1 ) Mohiuddin V . Sayiduddin ( 1893 ) 20 Call (n ) Bishen Chand v. Nadir Hossein (1887) 15
Cal 329, 15 L A . 1.

(0) Surkum v. Rahaman Buksh ( 1896) 24 Cal

810 , 821.

( m ) Ameer Ali, VOL I, 369.
83, 91
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trustee because there may be a margin of profit coming to him after the performance of

all the religious duties."

Miscellaneous.

158 . Every Mahomedan is entitled to enter a mosque Public
mosques

dedicated to God , whatever may be the sect or school to

which he belongs, and to perform his devotions according

to the ritual of his own sect or school. But it is not certain

whether a mosque appropriated exclusively by the dedi

cator to any particular sect or school can be used by the

followers of another sect or school.

Ata -Ullah v . Azim -Ullah (1889) 12 All. 494 ; Jangu v . Ahmad-Ullah (1889)

13 All. 419 ; Fazl Karim v . Maula Baksh ( 1891) 18 Cal.448, 18 I. A . 59.

In the first of these cases, it washeld by the High Court of Allahabad , that a

mosque dedicated to God is for the use of all Mahomedans, and cannot lawfully be

appropriated to the use of any particular sect. This ruling was referred to by their

Lordships of the Privy Council in Fazl Karrim 's case , but they declined to express any

opinion upon it, stating that the facts of the case bufore them did not properly raise

that question . The point cannot therefore be said to be quite settled . But when a

mosque is not appropriated to any one sect, there seems to be no doubt that it can be

used by any Mahomedan for the purposes of worship without distinction of sect .

Thus a Shafeimay join in a congregational worship , though themajority of worshippers

in the congregation may be Hanafis ; and he cannot be prevented from taking part in

the service, because, according to the Shafci practice, he pronounces the word amino

(amen ) in a loud voice, and the Hanafi practice is to mutter the word softly .

159. The office of Sajjad -i-nashin is a religious office, Sajjad-i

and the property acquired by a Sajjad -i-nashin is ordinarily nashin

his private property which descends to his heirs on his

death ( p ).

Notes . The office of a mutawali is a sccular office ; that of a Sajjad-i-nashin is a

spiritual office, and he has certain spiritual functions to perform . A person may hold

the office both of a mutawali and a Sajjad-i-nashin at the same time. A Sajjad-i-nashin

may , like a mutawali (s. 151) ,appoint his own successor. As to the distinction between

the two offices, see the undermentioned cascs (9).

( ) Zooleka Bibl v. Syed Zynul Abedin (1904 ) 6 Secretary of State v. Mohiuddin (1900 )

Bom . L . R 1058 27 Cal. 674.

(2) Pirun v. Abdool Karim (1891) 19 Cal.203;

1A64 Meruel Trustees act . oof-ao. Chaulakle Endowments act ,
8 .539 if cintre allows those interested andonment to sue bruslees

200463



CHAPTER XI.

PRE -EMPTION .

Pre-emption
160. The right of shaffa or pre-emption is a right

which the owner of certain immoveable property possesses

to acquire by purchase certain other immoveable property

which has been sold to another person .

Hed .547 ; Baillie, 471 ; Gobind Dayal v. Inayatullah (1885 ) 7 All. 775 , 799.

Law of pre

emption not

applied in

Madras

Presidency

161. The Mahomedan law of Pre-emption is applied

by the Courts of British India to Mahomedans as a matter

of “ justice, equity and good conscience,” except in the

Madras Presidency where the right of pre-emption is not

recognized at all on the ground that it places a restriction

upon liberty of transfer of property , and is therefore

opposed to “ justice, equity and good conscience” ( ?").

See rotes to s. 5 alove .

SpecialActs 162. The law of Pre-emption in the Punjab is

regulated by the Punjab Laws Act , 1872, as amended

by Act XII of 1878, and in Oudh by the Oudh Laws Act,

1876 . These Acts apply both to Mahomedans and to non

Mahomedans, with the result that the special rules of

the Mahomedan law of pre-emption do not apply even to

Mahomedans in those places.

Pre-emption
163. The right of pre-emption is recognized by

among Hindus

custom among Hindus who are either natives of, or are

domiciled ( s ) in Behar (t ) and Gujarat ( u ), and it is

governed by the rules of the Mahomedan law of Pre

emption except in so far as such rules are modified by

custom (v).

The explanation lies in the fact that under the Mahomedan law , non -Maho

medans are asmuch entitled to exercise the right of pre-emption as Mabomedans

(Baillie , 473). Accordingly during the Mahomedan rule in India claims for pre -emption

were entertained by the courts of the country whether they were preferred by or

( 1 ) Ibrahim y, Munt Mir Udin (1870) 6 M . H .
C . 26 .

( 8 ) Parsashth Nath v. Dhanai (1905 ) 32 Cal.

988 .

(1) Falti Raucot v. Emambaksh ( 1863 ) B . I . R .
Sup. Vol 35 .

(u ) Gordhandas v. Prankor ( 1869 ) 6 B . H . C .
A C . 263.

( 0 ) Chakauri v. Sundari (1906) 28 All 590 ; Jat

Kuar v. Heera Lal (1874) 7 N . W . P . 1.

not nativesLocal Custon does not bad owner of land

no domicused the localita
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against Hindus. In this wise , the Mahomedan law of pre -emption came to be the

customary law of Behar and Gujarat. But the law of pre-emption as applied to Hindus

in those places was the Hanafi law , the Mahomedan sovereigns of India being all Sunnis

of the Hanafi sect,and the same law is now applied to them in cases of pre-emption . But

it is a necessary condition of the application of the Mahomedan law of pr2 -emption to

Hindus in Behar and Gujarat that they should be either natives of or domiciled in those

places . It is not enough that the party is a Hindu and owns immoveable property in

those places. Thus in a rccent Calcutta case the right of pre- emption was denied to a

Hindu who was a co -sharer of certain immoveable property in Behar, but who was

neither a native of,nor domiciled in , that place (w ).

164 . The following three classes of persons, and no Whomay

others, are entitled to claim pre -emption , namely :
claim pre

emption

( 1) co -sharers ;

( 2) “ participators in the appendages ” (20) ; and

( 3) owners of adjoining immoveable property , but
not tenants ( y ) , nor persons in possession of

such property without any lawful title (2)

The first class excludes the second , and the second

excludes the third . But when there are two or more

pre -emptors belonging to the same class, they are entitled

to equal shares of the property in respect ofwhich the right

is claimed .

Exception . - " The right of pre-emption on the ground

of vicinage does not extend to estates of large magnitude

(such as villages and zamindaris ), but is confined to

houses, gardens, and small parcels of land ” ( a ).

Illustrations.

[ (a ) A , who owns a piece of land, grants a building lease of the land to B . B

builds a house on the land, and sells it to C . A is not entitled to pre-emption of

the house, though the land on which it is built belongs to him , for he is neither a co

sharer nor a participator in the appendages of the house, nor an owner of adjoining

property : Pershadi Lal v. Irshad Ali (1807 ) 2 N . W . P . 100 .

(b ) A owns a hous? which he sells to B . M owns a house towards the north of

A ': house, and is entitled to a right of way through that house. N owns a house

towards the south of A 's house, separated from A 's house by a party wall, and having

a right of support from that wall. Both M and N claim pre-emption of the house sold

( ) Pargashth Nath v. Dhanas (1905) 32 Cal. 1
988,

( r ) Karim y . Priyo Lal ( 1905 ) 2 AIL 127.

) Gooman Sing v . Tripool Sing ( 1867 ) 8 W .

R . 437.

(z) Beharee Ram v. Shoobhudra (1868) 9 W . R .
455 .

a Mahomed Hossein v . Mohsin A ! ( 1870) 6

B . L . R . 41, 50 ; Abdul Rahim v. Khurag

Singh ( 1892 ) 15 All. 104 .
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to B . Here M is a participator in the appendages, while N is merely a neighbour, for

the right of collateral support is not an appendage of property . M is therefore

entitled to pre -emption in preference to N : see Ranchoddas v. Jugaldas (1899) 24 Bom .

414 ; Karim v . Priyo Lal ( 1905 ) 28 All. 127.

Note. - In the above illustration , the house owned by M is a dominant heritage,

and the pre-empted house is a servient heritage, for M has a right of way through it .

But M would none the less be a " participator in the appendages," if the pre-empted

property was the dominant heritage, and his property was the servient heritage :

Chand Khan v . Naimat Khan (1869) 3 B . L . R ., A . C . 296 . And M would yet be a

" participator," even if his house and the pre -empted house were dominant tenements

having a right of casement as against a third property : Mahatab Sing v . Ramtahal

(1868) 6 B . L . R ., at p . 13.

( c ) A , B and Care co - sharers in a housu, A 's share being one -half, B 's share

one -third , and C's share one-sixth. A sells his share to M . B and C are each cntitled

to pre -emption of one-fourth , without reference to the extent of their shares in the

property : Baillie , 494 ; sce also Maharaj Singh v . Bheechuk Lal (1865) 3 W . R . 71. ]

Hed . 548-550 ; Baillie , 476 -480 , 494, 495 . The right of pre -emption cannot be

resisted on the ground that the pre-emptor was not in possession at the date of the suit.

It is ownership and not possession , that gives rise to the right (b ) .

When pre-emption is claimed by two or more persons on the ground of partici

pation in a right of way , all the pre-emptors have cqual rights although one of them

may be a contiguous neighbour ( c ).

The reason why the right of pre-emption cannot b3 claimed when the contiguous

estates are of largemagnitude is that the law of pre-emption " was intended to prevent
vexation to holders of small plots of land who might be annoyed by the introduction of

a stranger among them ."

Shiah law - By the Shialı law the only persons who are entitled to the right of

pre-emption are co -sharers : Baillie , 175 - 177 ; Qurban v . Chote (1899) 22 All. 102 . But

there is no right of pre-emption even among co- sharors , if their number excecdstwo :

Abbas Abi v. Maya Ram (1889) 12 All. 229.

Sale alone

gives rise to
pre-emption

165. The right of pre-emption arises only out of a
valid ( d ), complete (e ) and bonâ fide ( $ ) sale. It does

not arise out of gift, sadaka (pious.gift), wakf, inheritance,

bequest (g), or lease even though in perpetuity (y ). Nor
does it arise out of a mortgage even though it may be by

way of conditional sale ( i) ; but the right will accrue, if

the mortgage is foreclosed ( j ) .

(b ) Salina Bibt v. Amiran (1888) 10 All 472.

Karim Bakhsh v . Khuda Bukhsh ( 1894)

16 All. 247.

( d ) Hed. 560 ; Baillie , 472.

(0 ) Baillie , 471.

(h ) Deroanutulla v. Kazem Molla ( 1887 ) 15
Cal. 184.

(1) Gurdtal v. Teknarayan ( 1865) B. L. R .
Sup. Vol. 166.

( i) Batul Begum v.Mansur All (1901) 24 All
Hed . 550 ; Baillie , 472,

Parsaghth Nath v. Dhanat ( 1905 ) 32 Cal
989 17.
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Explanation 1. - A transfer of immoveable property by

a husband to his wife in consideration of a sum of money

due to her as dower is a sale (K )

Explanation 11. - It has been held by the High Court

of Allahabad , that although the rules of the Mahomedan

Law of Sale have been superseded by the provisions of the

Transfer of Property Act, 1882, the question whether a sale

is valid and complete so as to give rise to a right of pre

emption is to be determined by applying the Mahomedan

law , and if there is a complete sale under that law ,

although not under the said Act, the right of pre-emption

will arise (2)

w .367 illustration .

A agrees to sell his house to B for Rs. 300 . B pays the purchase-money , and

obtains possession of the house. The sale is complete under the Mahomedan law so as

to give rise to a right of pre-emption, though a sale of immovable property of the value

of one hundred rupees and upwards can only be made under the Transfer of Property

Act by a registered instrument : Janki v. Girjadat (1885) 7 All .482.

166 . The right in which pre-emption is claimed - Ground of

whether it be co-ownership , or participation in appendages, pre-emption

or vicinage - -must exist not only at the time of the sale , to decree

but at the date of the suit for pre-emption (m ), and it must

continue up to the time the decree is made (n ). But it is

notnecessary that the right should be subsisting at the

time of the execution of the decree (o ).

Thus if a plaintiff,who claims pre-emption as owner of a contiguous property,

sells the property to another person , though it be after thedate of the suit, he will not

be entitled to a decree, for he does not then belong to any of the three classes of persons

to whom alone the right of pre-emption is given by law : see s . 164 , above. But once a

decree is made, the plaintiff doesnot forfeit the right of being put into possession of the

pre-empted property in exccution of the decree, although he may have alienated his

property before execution . It need hardly be mentioned that a plaintiff does not forfeit

his right of pre-emption merely because he had on a previous occasion mortgaged his

own property on which his right of pre-emption is based (p ).

167. It is not necessary, according to the Allahabad Doubt

decisions, that the buyer should be a Mahomedan ( 9 ) : whether the
buyer should

according to an earlier ruling of the Calcutta High Court be'a Mahome

it is necessary that the buyer should be a Mahomedan (r ), dan

( 1 ) Fida Ali v. Muzaffar Ali ( 1882) 5 All 65.

( ) Najm -un -nissa v . Ajaib Alt (1900 ) 22 All.

(m ) Janki Prasad v. Ishar Das (1899 ) 21 All.

( n ) Ram Gopal v . Piari Lal (1899 ) 21 AU, 441.

(0 ) Ram Sahat v. Gaya (1884 ) 7 All 107.

Ujagar Lal v . Jia Lal ( 1896 ) 18 ANI. 382.

( W ) Goiánd Dayal v . Inajutulla (1885 ) 7 All.

775; Abbas Aliv. Maya Ram ( 1889 ) 12

All . 229.

(rº ) Kuratulla v. Vahint Mohan (1869 ) 4 B .
J. R . 134.

roof sill whensouth indi gwen inolan

when hissessin her been lakee on

PE dresarese
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although in a recent case the same Court allowed a claim

for pre-emption though the buyer was a Hindu ( s ). But

both the High Courts are agreed that the seller and

the pre -emptor should both be Mahomedans (t).

The vendor should be a Mahomedan. Hence no right of pre-emption can be

claimed by a Mahomedan when the vendor is a Hindu or a European, though the

Vendee may be a Mahomedan .

The pre-emptor also should be a Mahomedan, the reason being that if he is a

Mahomedan, and subsequently wants to sell the pre-empted property, he is bound

to offer it to his Mahomedan neighbours or partners before he can sell it to a stranger.

But a non -Mahomedan is not subject to any such obligation , and he can sell to anyone

he likes. The law of pre-emption contemplates both a right and an obligation , and if a

non -Mahomedan were allowed to pre-empt, it would be allowing him the right with

out the corresponding obligation . This is the principle underlying the decision of

Allahabad High Court in Qurban's case (u ), where it washeld that a Shiah Mahomedan

could not maintain a claim for pre-emption based on the ground of vicinage when the

vendor is a Sunni. The decision was based on the ground that by the Shiah law a

neighbour, as such , has no rightof pre-emption , and that if he were allowed to pre -empt,

he might sell his house to anyone he liked, and his Sunni neighbours could not

successfully assort any right of pre -emption against him .

The vendee also ,according to an carlier Calcutta decision , should be a Mahomedan .

Hence a Mahomedan cannot obtain pre-emption of property sold by a Mahomedan to a

Hindu. According to that Court, the right of pre-emption is not a right that attaches

to the land , but it is merely a personal right. If it were a right attaching to the land ,

it might be claimed even against a Hindu or any other non -Mahomedan purchaser.

“ Wecannot, . . . in justice, equity and good conscience decide that a Hindu purchaser

in a district in which the custom of pre-emption does not prevail as amongst Hindus, is

bound by the Mahomedan law ,which is not his law , to give up what he has purchased ”

to a Mahomedan pre-emptor.” But in a recent case where the vendor and pre -emptor

were Mahomedans,and the purchaser was a Hindu , the High Court of Calcutta allowed

the plaintiff 's claim for pre-emption. The point, however, dealt with in this section

was not expressly raised .

On the other hand , it has been held by the Allahabad High Court that it is not

necessary that the vendee should be a Mahomedan , and that pre-emption can therefore

be claimed even against a Hindu purchaser. According to that Court, a Mahomedan

owner of property is under an obligation imposed by the Mahomedan law to offer the

property to his Mahomedan neighbours or partners before he can sell it to a stranger ,

and this is an incident of his property, which attaches to it whether the vendee be a

Mahomedan or a non -Mahomedan .

Pre-emption
in c

to a Shafee

168. When the sale is made to one of several shafees

(persons entitled to pre-empt), the other shafees are not

( 8 ) Jog Deh v, Mahomed ( 1905 ) 32 Cal. 982 ,

( 1 ) Duurla Das v. Husain Balshsh ( 1878 ) 1

All. 564 (Hindu vendor ) ; Poorno Singh

v. Hurrychurn (1872 ) 10 B . L , R . 117

(European vendor ) : Ourban v. chote

( 1899 ) 22 All. 102 (Shiah pre- emptor

against Sunni vendor and Sunni vendee) .

( u ) (1899) 22 All. 102.1

Vendee cand plead his own contingent right varight of

pre - emption
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entitled, according to the decisions of the Calcutta High

Court, to claim pre-emption against him . But when the

sale is made to a shafee and a stranger, and the property

sold is conveyed to both the purchasers as a whole for one

entire consideration , other shafees belonging to the same

class as the shafee-purchaser are entitled to claim pre

emption , to the same extent as if the sale were made

to a stranger.

The same rule was followed by the High Court of

Allahabad up to the year 1896 , but in recent cases it

has been held by that Court that even when the sale is

made to a shafee alone, other shafees belonging to the

same class as the shafee -purchaser are entitled to claim pre

emption of their share against him .

Illustrations.

CALCUTTA DECISIONS.

[ (a ) A , B and Care co-sharers in certain lands. A sells his share to B . C

has no right to claim pre-emption as to the whole or any part of the share sold :

Labla Nowout Lall v. Lalla Jewan Lall (1878 ) 4 Cal.831 .

(b) A , B and C are co-sharers in certain lands. A sells his share at Rs. 1,000 to B

and S . It is declared in the sale-decd that two-thirds of the share is to be for B , and

one-third for S . C is entitled to claim pra-emption of the whole share sold by A , and

not only of the one-third declared to be for S : Saligram v . Raghubardyal (1887) 15

Cal. 224 . [Though the shares are here defined , the amount of purchasc-money contri

buted by each vendee is not. If the price paid by each had been specified , C' (it secms)

would only be entitled to claim pre-emption of the one -third sold to Sby offering to pay

the price paid by him .]

ALLAHABAD DECISIONS.

( C ) A , B , C and D own cach a house situate in a private lane common to all the

four houses. A sells his hous: to B . Here B , C and D are " participators in the

appendages " of the house sold , the appendage being the right of way , and C and D are

cach entitled to claim pre-emption of a third of the house even though the sale is made

to a shafee alone without any stranger being associated with him : Amir Hasan v .

Rahim Bakhsh ( 1897 ) 19 All. 466 ; Abdullah v . Amanat-ullah (1899) 21 All. 292. )

The decisions referred to in the section are set out in the illustrations. The

ground of the Calcutta decisionsmay thus be stated in the words of Garth , C . J . :

“ The object of the rule [of pre-emption ] . . . is to prevent the inconvenience which

may result to families and communities from the introduction of a disagrecable stranger

as a coparcener or near neighbour. But it is obvious thatno such annoyance can result

from a sale by one coparcener to another." The recent Allahabad decisions proceed

upon the broad ground that the rule laid down in the Hedaya that " when there is a

plurality of persons entitled to the privilege of shaffa, the right of all is equal ” is as

much applicable when the purchaser is a person having the right of pre-emption as

when he is a stranger .

In case of sale on credet freemptor may at his ofhondela

claimin possession anot . Hecanml have possession credel like

the bag dagen , fre - enkla forfeits his right by joining will
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Necessary

form to be

observed

mo

169. A person who would otherwise be entitled to

the right of pre-emption cannot claim the right, unless

( 1 ) he has declared his intention to assert the right

immediately on receiving information of the sale ( talab -z

mowasibat) ; and unless

( 2 ) he has without any unnecessary delay affirmed

the intention , referring expressly to the previous talab-z

mowasibat (V ), and made a formal demand

( a ) either in the presence of the buyer or the seller, or

on the premises in dispute , and

in the presence of witnesses specifically called upon

to bear witness (w ) to the demand being made

(talab-i-ishhad ).

Explanation 1. — The talab -i-mowasibat :must be made

after the sale is completed. If it is made during the

pendency of negotiations between the seller and the buyer,

it is of no effect.

Ameer Ali, 2nd Ed. Vol. I, page 606 .

Explanation II. - It is not necessary that the talab -;

mowasibat or talab -i-ishhad should be made by the pre -emptor

in person . It is sufficient if it is made by a manager or

duly authorised agent of the pre-emptor (a ) ; and when the

pre-emptor is at a distance, it may be made by means of a

letter (3 ).

Explanation 111. — If the talab-z-ishhad - is performed in

the presence of the buyer, it is not necessary thatthe buyer

should then be actually in possession of the property in

respect of which pre-emption is claimed (2 ).

Explanation IV . - No particular formula is necessary

either for the performance of talab-i-mowasibat or talab-z

ishhad so long as the claim is unequivocally asserted ( a ).

Hed . 550, 551 ; Baillie, 481- 487. It is stated in the Hedaya (p . 550) that “ the

right of shaffa is but a feeble right, as it is the disseising of another of his property

merely in order to prevent apprehended inconveniences ” (see notes to s. 168, above ).

( v ) Rujjub Alt v. Chundi Churn (1890) 17 Cal

54 ; Mubarak Hussain v . Kantz Bano

(1964 ) 27 All. 160.

(w ) Ganga Prasad v. Ajudhia (1905 ) 28 AIL !
24.

c ) Abadi Begam v. Inam Begam ( 1877 ) 1 All.

521 ; Alt Muhammad V . Muhammad

( 1896) 18 All 309. See also Harihur v. 1

Shco Prasad ( 1884 ) 7 All 41, where it

was held that the pre- emptor is bound by

the acts and omissions of his agent

( y ) Syed Wajid v. Lulla Hunuman ( 1869 ) 4 B.
L . R . , A . C . 1 9.

(7 ) (9 ) Ali Yuhammad v. Muhammad (1896 )

• 18 AIL 309,

(a ) . Jog Deb v . Mahomed (1905) 32 Cal 982.

Senami hansactions never allowed
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Hence the formalitiesmust be strictly complied with, and there must be a clear proof

of the observance of those formalities (b). The talab-i-mowasibat (immediate dimand)

should be made as soon as the fact of the sale is known to the claimant. A delay of

twelve hours was held in an Allahabad case to be too long (o ). And it was held in a

Calcutta case thatwhere the pre -emptor, on hearing of the sale, “ entered his house,

opened his chest,took out Rs. 47-4 " (evidently to tender the amount to the buyer),

and then performed the talab-i-mowasibat, he was not entitled to claim pre -emption ,

for the delay was quite unnecessary (d ) ; see next section . It is not necessary to the

validity of talab- i-mowasibat, that it should be performed in the presence of witnesses.

But it is of the essence of talab- i- ishhad (literally , invoking witnesses), that it should

be performed before witnesses (e ). It is also absolutely necessary that at the time of

making the demand, reference should bemade to the fact of the talab -i-mowasibat having

been previously made, and this necessity is not removed by the fact that the talab-;

mowasibat was also performed in the presence of witnesses, and that the witnesses to

the talab - j-ishhad are the same ( f ). The requirements of a talab -g-ishhad would be

complied with , if the pre-emptor were to state in the presence of the vendor or the

vendee, or on the land sold , and in the presence of witnesses : “ I have claimed pre

emption ; I still claim it ; bear witness therefore to the fact " ( 9 ).

As an illustration of Explanation IV it may be stated that if there are several

purchasers, it is not necessary that the names of all the purchasers should beenum rated

at the time either of the first or the second demand . Thus where a pre-emptor

claimed the right of pre -emption against five purchasers, and the form uscd was

“ whereas Jagdeb Singh and others have purchased the property and I claim the right

of pre-emption ," and this was proclaimed in the presence of two only of the purchasers

and at the empty doors of the other three, it was held that the demand was properly

made, and that there was nothing equivocal in the formulation of the claim (h ).

170. It is not necessary to the validity of a claim of Tender of

pre-emption that the pre-emptor should tender the price at

the time of the talab-i-ishhad ; it is sufficient that he should

then declare his readiness and willingness to pay the price

stated in the deed of sale, or, if he has reasonable grounds

to believe that the price named in the sale-deed is fictitious,

such sum as the Court determines to have been actually

paid by the buyer (2).

171. The right of pre -emption is extinguished on the E

death of the pre -emptor, and if a suit has been instituted by of right on
death of

the pre -emptor to enforce the right, the suit will abate onavale on pre-emptor

his death.

Baillie, 499 ,530 ; Muhammed Husain v . Niamat-un - Nissa (1897) 20 All. 88 . See

Code of Civil Procedure, s . 361.

( ) Jaulu Sing v. Rajkumar ( 1870 ) 4 B. L . R., 1
A C . 171.

(c ) All Muhammad v. Taj Muhammad (1876 )
1 AL 281

(a ) Jarfan Khan v. Jabbar Meah ( 1884) 10 Cal
383.

(e) Jadu sing v. Rajkumar (1870) 4 B. I. R.,
A C . 171.

Eartinction

( ) Mubarak Husain v. Kantz Bano ( 1904) 27
AIL 161

( 9 ) Macnaghten , p 18 .
( h ) Jog Deb v Mahomed (195) 32 Cal 982.

( Heera Lall y. Moorut Lall ( 1869) 11 W . R

275 ; Lajja Prasud v . Debi Prasad ( 1880 )

3 AL 2 6 ; Kurim Bakhsh y. Khuda

Bakhsh ( 1894 ) 16 AL 247, 248,
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Right lost by

acquiescence

172. The right of pre -emption is lost if the pre -emptor

enters into a compromise with the buyer, or if he otherwise

acquiesces in the sale ( i). But a mere offer by a pre

emptor to purchase from the buyer at the sale -price ,made
with the object of avoiding litigation , does not amount to

acquiescence (k ).

Right not host

offer before

sale

173. As the right of pre-emption accrues after the

completion of a sale , it is not lost by a refusal to purchase

when the offer is made to the pre-emptor before the

completion of the sale (2).

Suit for

pre-emption

174 . Every suit for pre-emption must include the

whole of the property subject to pre-emption conveyed by

one transfer (in ). But a person entitled to the right of pre

emption is not bound to claim pre-emption in respect of

all the sales which may be executed in regard to the

property (n ).

The principle of denying the right of pre-emption except as to the whole of the

property sold , is that by splitting up the bargain the pre-emptor would be at liberty to

take the best portion of the property and leave the worst part of it with the vendee (0).

“ The right of pre -emption was never intended to confer such a capricious choice upon

the pre-emptor" (p ).

Limitation. – A suit to enforce a right of pre-emption must be instituted within

one year from the timewhen the purchaser takes physical possession of the property ,

or, where the subject of the sale does not admit of physical possession , when the instru

mentof sale is registered (Limitation Act, 1877, sch . II, art. 10). If the subject of sale

does not admit of physical possession , the suit will be governed not by art. 10, but by

art. 120 (9 ). When the person entitled to pre-emption is a minor, the right may be

claimed on his behalf by his guardian,and the suit must be instituted within the afore

said period . The right of pre-emption is extinguished after the expiration of the period

of limitation, and it cannot be claimed by theminor on attaining majority (Hed. 564) ,

notwithstanding (it seems) the provisions of s. 7 of the Limitation Act. The same rule

would seem to apply in the case of persons suffering from any other legal disability ,

such as lunacy or idiocy .

Form of decree. - See Code of Civil Procedure, s. 214 . The rights of ownership

vest in the pre-emptor when the payment of the pre-emption price is paid in accordance

with the terms of the decree, and he is therefore entitled to the mesne profits from the

(1) Hainb -un -nissa v. Barkat All ( 1886 ) 8 AJL
275 .

( 1 ) Juhamad Nasir -ud - lin v . Abdul Hasan

( 1894 ) 16 All : 00 ; Muhammad Yunus v .

Juhiimamuud Yusuf ( 1897 ) 19 All. 3, 4 .

( 1 ) Abul Begum v . Inum Begum ( 1877 ) 1 All

521.

(m ) Durga Prusud v. Junst (1884) 6 All. 423.

(n ) Amtr Hasan v. Rahtm Bakhsh ( 1897) 19
All. 466 .

( 0 ) Sheobharos v. Nach Rai ( 1886 ) 8 All. 462.

( V ) Durya Prasad v . Munsi (1884 ) 6 AIL 423 ,

at p . 426.

6 ) Butut Begam v. Mansur Al4 ( 1901 ) 24 AIL

17 ; kaunsilla v . Gopal ( 196) All W . X .

I 73.
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date of payment, though he may not have oblained possession till some time after :

Deokinandan v . Sri Ram (1889) 12 All. 234. See also Wazir Khan v. Kale Khan

(1893) 16 All. 126 .

20 175. When it is apprehended that a claim for pre- Legal device

emption may be advanced by a neighbour, the vendor may for evading
pre-emption

sell the whole of his property excluding a portion , however

small, immediately bordering on the neighbour's property,

and thus defeat the neighbour's right of pre-emption.

Hed .563; Baillie, 505 .

pr 2013

176 . ( 1 ) Ifboth the vendor and pre-emptor are Sunnis , Sect-law as

the right of pre-emption is to be determined according to governing

the Sunni law , and if both the parties are Shiahs (r ), the

right of pre-emption is governed by the Shiah law ( s)

(2 ) If the vendor and pre -emptor do not both belong

to the same sect, the right of pre-emption is to be deter

mined according to the law of the sect to which the

pre-emptor belongs. Thus if the vendor is a Sunni and

the pre-emptor a Shiah, the right of pre-emption is to be

determined according to the Shiah law ( ), and if the

vendor is a Shiah and the pre-emptor a Sunni, the right of

pre-emption is to be determined according to the Sunni

law (u )

( 3 ) The personal law of the buyer is immaterial in

these cases (v ).

The following are the two main points of distinction between the Sunni and the

Shiah law of pre-emption :

( 1) According to the Shiah law no right of pre-emption exists in the case of

property owned by more than two co -sharers (w ) .

(2 ) The.Shiah law does not recognize the right of pre-emption on the ground

of vicinage ( x ).

(r ) See Govind Dayal. v . Inayatullah (1885 ) 7
All. 775.

( 8 ) Abbas Alt v. Maya Ram (1888) 12 All. 229.

(0 Qurban v . Chote ( 1899 ) 22 All 102

u Jog Deb v. Mahomed ( 1905 ) 32 Cal 982

) Gobind Dayal v . Inayatullah ( 1885 ) 7 AIL

775 ; Jog Deb v . Mahomed ( 1905) 32 Cal.

982. But see Kudratulla v. Muhing

Mohun ( 1869 ) 4 B L R 14

( w ) Abbus Alt v . Maya Rizm ( 1889 ) 12 All. 229.

( x ) Qurban v. Chote (1899 ) 22 AIL 102.
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CHAPTER XII.

Marriage, Dower, DIVORCE AND PARENTAGE.

Libasiz . A . - MARRIAGE.

“ Marriage " 177. Marriage is a contract, which has for its object
defined

the procreation and the legalising of children .

nak
ah

- ca
rn
al

il
er
s

,

Hed . 25 ; Baillie, 4 . Marriage under the Mahomedan law being merely a

contract, it is necessary that there should be " freedom of contract.” Hence a marriage

brought about under coercion or fraud may be set aside at the instance of the party

whose consent was so caused (Baillie, 4 ).

Who may 178 . Every Mahomedan of sound mind , who has
contract a

marriage attained puberty , may enter into a contract ofmarriage.

Puberty is presumed , in the absence of evidence,

on completion ofthe age of fifteen years .

Baillie, 4 ; Hed .529. Thedecision in Abdool Oahab v . Elias Banoo (1867) 8

W . R . 301, following probably Macnaghten's opinion (p .62), that puberty is presumed

on completion of the sixteenth year, is obviously erroneous.

Note that the provisions of the Indian Majority Act, 1875 , do not apply to

matters relating to marriage, dower, and divorce . See notes to s. 89 above .

mant b . 12

Proposal and 24.250479. Whether or not there may have been a proposal

acceptance and acceptance to marry at some future period (which con

stitute what is known in other systems of law as a promise

to marry ), it is essential to the validity of a contract of

marriage that there should be a proposal and acceptance

made at the same meeting with the object of establishing

immediate marital relation between the parties. And it

appears that until such relation is established , the parties

are at liberty to withdraw from any promise they may have

made to marry, and that no suit will lie for damages for

breach of such a promise.

Hed. 25, 26 ; Baillie, 10.

180. A marriage contracted without witnesses is

invalid , but not void. vlronales ca ore male tuo ela

Baillie , 155 . As to the legal effect of an invalid marriage, see s. 189 below .

Insel, t .27.30 lot of red hage ,

Capacity to 31. 181. It is necessary to the validity of a marriage that

marry the woman must not be the wife of another man , and that .

w , 92
hubeen in a role of evidence rather than subalanlinna

law end the Erndence and does and make this conclusie

Witne8808
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the man must not be the husband of four wives, that being

the full number of wives permitted by Mahomedan law .

Hed . 31 ; Baillie , 27, 31 . An agreement between a Mahomedan husband and

wife at the time of marriage that the wife should be at liberty to divorce herself from

the husband , if he married another wife, is valid ( y ).

dan her heart

129 ; Baillie , 37 , 350 -355

Insa
nt

33 -
ale tyears Loa61 I . P . S .

religion .

182. A marriage with a widow or a divorced woman Marriage

before the expiration of the period of iddat, which it is during iddat

incumbent upon her to observe on the death of her husband
or on divorce, is void . .) bolso sayo walid bril vore

Explanation . — The iddat of a woman arising on divorce

is three courses, if she is subject to menstruation ; if not,

it terminates at the expiration of three months from the Z

date of divorce. The iddat of a woman arising on widow

hood is four months and ten days. But if the woman be

pregnant, the period of iddat does not terminate until after

delivery .

Hed. 128 , 129 ; Baillie , 37, 350- 355 . , L

639183. (1) A Mahomedan may contract a valid marriage Difference of

with a woman who believes in a revealed religion (tha

Christianity and Judaism ), but not with an idolatress for
alabr

perhaps a fire -worshipper). But a marriage with an

idolatress for a marriage with a fire -worshipper, if such re

marriage is not lawful from the first] is not void , but

merely invalid .

( 2 ) The marriage of a Mahomedan female with a

non -Mahomedan , whether he be a Christian, a Jew , an

idolater, or a fire-worshipper, is invalid , but not void . .
a valdale Lisat

v

Hed . 30 ; Baillie, 40. When either party to a marriage is a Christian , the

marriage must be solemnized in accordance with the provisions of the Indian Christian

Marriage Act XV of 1872 ; otherwise the marriage is void (s. 4 ). If the marriage is

solemnized in accordance with those provisions, it will be valid , though it be the

marriage of a Mahomedan female with a Christian . But if the marriage is not so

solemnized , it will not be valid , though it be the marriage of a Mahomedan male with a

Christian woman.

As to the legaleffect of an invalid marriage, see s. 189 below .

35 184. A man is prohibited from marrying ( 1) his Prohibited

mother or his grandmother, how high soever ; ( 2 ) his degrees of
consanguinity

daughter or grand-daughter, how low soever ; his sister

هکامنامح

( ) Poonoo Bibee v. Fyez Bulsh (1874) 15 |
B . L . R App . 5 ; Badarannissa v .

Mafiuttala (1871) 7 B . L . R . 442,
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whether full, consanguine or uterine ; (4 ) his niece or

great-niece, how low soever ; and (5 ) his aunt or great

aunt, how high soever , whether paternal or maternal.

Hed .27 ; Baillie, 23.

Prohibited 3 6 185 . A man is prohibited from marrying ( 1) his
degrees of

aflinity wife's mother d grandmother, how high soever ; ( 2 ) his

wife's daughter of grand-daughter, how low soever ( 3 )

consummated the wife of his fatlies or paternal grandfather, how high

soever ; and ( 4 ) the wife of his son , or of his son 's son or

daughter's son , how low soever.

Hed . 28 ; Baillie, 24 -29.

Prohibition
on the ground

of fosterage

37 186 . Fosterage is as much a bar to a lawfulmarriage

as ' consanguinity , except in the case of certain foster

relations, such as a sister's foster-mother, or a foster-sister's

mother, or a foster-son ' s sister , or a foster-brother's sister,

with any ofwhom a lawfulmarriage may be contracted .

Hed .68, 69 ; Baillie, 194 .

inely a

-1dditional 38 187. It is not lawful for a man to have two wives at
prohibitions

the same time who are so related to each other that, if one
by consangan

of them had been a male , they could not have lawfully

aft intermarried .

elevage
Hed . 28 , 29 ; Baillie , 31 , 153. Thus a man is prohibited from marrying his wife 's

sister during his wife 's lifetime. The children of such a marriage are illegitimate and

cannot inherit ; Aizunnissa v . Karimunnissa (1895 ) 23 Cal. 130 . But if the wife be

divorced or dead , hemay marry her sister.

Effect of

rabid

marriage

al convenant

seasong

188 . A valid marriage confers upon the wife the

right of dower,maintenance and residence in her husband's

house, and imposes on her the obligation to be faithful and

obedient to her husband, and to admit him to sexual inter

courses. It creates between the parties reciprocal rights of

inheritance, but it does not confer on the husband any

interest in the wife' s property.

Baillie, 13 ; A . v. B .(1896)21 Bom . 77,84.

189. ( 1) An invalid marriage (as distinguished from

a valid marriage) may be terminated by a mere repudiation

on either side. It does not confer any rights on either

party to inherit from the other, nor does it entitle the woman

to dower, unless themarriage has been consummated .

Effect of an

invalid

marriage
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( 2 ) An invalid marriage (as distinguished from an

illegal marriage ) has this effect that children born during

the continuance of the contract are regarded as legitimate .

Baillie, 156 , 157. Asto which marriages are invalid , see ss. 180 and 183 above.

Marriage of Minors.

minors
190 . A boy or girl who has not attained puberty Marriege of

(hereinafter called a minor), is not competent to enter into

à contract of marriage, but he or shemay be contracted in

marriage by his or her guardian.

See notes to s. 178 above.

191. The right to dispose of a minor in marriage Guardians

belongs successively to the (1 ) father, (2 ) paternal grand - for marriage

father how high soever, and ( 3 ) brothers and other male

relations on the father's side in the order of inheritance

enumerated in the Table of Residuaries. In default of

paternal relations, the right devolves upon the mother,

maternal uncle or aunt, and other maternal relations within

the prohibited degrees . And in default ofmaternal kind

red , it devolves upon theGovernment.

Hed. 36 , 39. It is doubtful whether the right to dispose of a minor in marriage

is lost by the apostasy of the guardian from the Mahomedan faith . Under the

Mahomcdan law proper, an apostate has no right to contract a minor in marriage

(Hed . 392 ). On the other hand, it is enacted by Act XXI of 1850, that no law or usage

shall inflict on any person , who renounces his religion , any “ forfeiture of rights or

property ," and it was accordingly held by the High Court of Calcutta in Muchoo

v . Arzoon (3 ), that a Hindu father is not deprived of his right to the custody of his

children by reason of his conversion to Christianity . In a subsequent case , however,

decided by the same Court, but without any reference to Muchoo's case, it was held that

a Mahomedan , who had become a convert to Judaism , was disqualified by reason of his

apostasy from disposing of his daughter in marriage (a ). In a recent Bombay case , it

was held , following Muchoo 's case, that a Hindu convert to Mahomedanism wasnot

disqualified from giving his son in adoption to a Hindu (b ). It is submitted that the

right to contract a minor in marriage is a “ right " within the meaning of the above

Act, and that the decision in Muchoo's case, followed in the Bombay case, is the correct

one.

Pl
a

192. When a minor has been disposed of in marriage Marriage

by the father or father's father, the contract of marriage is brought about
and grand

father
(2 ) (1866 ) 5 W . R . 235.

( a ) In thematter of Marin BiH ( 1874) 13 B . L . 1 (6 ) Shamsing v, Santabat (1901) 25 Bom , 551

R 160.
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valid and binding , and it cannot be annulled by the minor

on attaining puberty.

Hed. 37 ; Baillie , 50.

Marriage 193. When a marriage is contracted for a minor by
brought about

any guardian other than the father or father's father, the
by other

guardians minor has the option of repudiating the marriage on

attaining puberty. This is technically called the " option

of puberty.”

The right of repudiating the marriage is lost, in the

case of a female , if she has remained silent after attaining

puberty . But in the case of a male, the right continues

until he has ratified the marriage either expressly or

impliedly as by payment of dower or cohabitation .

Hed . 38 ; Baillie ,51.

Effect of

repudiation

19 194. When the " option of repudiation ” is exercised ,

the marriage is dissolved from the moment of repudiation .

But the marriage is valid until repudiation ,and in the event

of the death of either party before repudiation , the other

is entitled to all the rights of inheritance .

ho.P .10

culinse
n

e)+(d )

Baillic, 50. It is, no doubt, stated in the Hedaya (p . 37) that “ in dissolving the

marriage, decree of the Kazee is a necessary condition in all cases of option exerted

after maturity ." " But the Radd -ul-muhtar " (Vol. II , p . 502) " explains it by saying

that a judicialdeclaration is . . . . needed (only ) to provide judicial evidence in order

to prevent disputes," and it has accordingly been beld by the High Court of Calcutta

that a judicial order is not essential to effect the cancellation of a marriage contracted

by a guardian on behalf of a minor (c ). It is, therefore , clear that a girl, who has been

disposed of in marriage during her minority, and who repudiates the marriage on

attaining puberty and marries another person , cannot be convicted of bigamy, though

the repudiation may not have been confirmed by a judicial order (d ).

Shiah baw . - Under the Shiah law , when a minor is not given in marriage by the

father or the father's father, the marriage is invalid until it is ratified by the minor by

positive assent on his attaining puberty , and if the minor dies without ratifying the

marriage, the other party to the marriage is not entitled to inherit to the deceased (e).

Marriage

i of lunatics

195 . The provisions of sections 190 to 194, relating

to the marriage of minors, apply mutatis mutandis to the

marriage of lunatics.

Baillie, 50-54 .

(0 ) Badal Aurat v. Queen -Empress ( 1891 ) 19 (e ) Mulka Jehan v. Mahomed ( 1873) Sup. Vol.
Cal 79 ,

( d ) TO .

A . 192.

A .

s power of cancelli a marge for mequelly

is doubtful
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Maintenance of Wives. 49- 55

196 . The husband is bound to maintain his wife Husbarel's

(unless she is too young for matrimonial intercourse ) ( f ),
If duty to

maintain his

so long as she is faithful to him and obeys his reasonable wife

orders ; but he is not bound to maintain a wife who refuses

herself to him ( g ), or is otherwise disobedient ( h ), unless

the refusal or disobedience is justified by non-payment of

“ prompt ” dower ( ).

maintenance
197. If the husband neglects or refuses to maintain Order for

his wife without any lawful cause, the wife may sue him

for maintenance in a civil Court , but she will not be

entitled to a decree for past maintenance, unless the claim

is based on a specific agreement ( j ) . Or, she may apply

for an order of maintenance under the provisions of the

Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, section 488 , in which

case the Court may order the husband to make a monthly

allowance for hermaintenance not exceeding fifty rupees.

198. The wife is entitled to maintenance during the Maintenance

iddat consequent upon divorce (k ) ; but the widow is not during iddat

entitled to maintenance during the iddat consequent upon

her husband' s death ( ).

and's deara
nce

durin
ce

(k ) ; bu

As to the period of id dat, see s . 182 above. When an order is made for the

maintenance of a wife under s. 488 of the Criminal Procedure Code, it will cease to

operate , in the case of a divorce, on the expiration of the period of iddat, but not

earlier (m ).

Restitution of Conjugal Rights.

50 .6 . 199. (1 )Where a wife shall have without lawfulcause Suit for

ceased to cohabit with her husband, the husband may sue restitution,
of conjugal

the wife in a civil Court for the restitution of his conjugal rights

rights (n ).

77. (2 ) Cruelty, when it is of such a character as to

render it unsafe for the wife to return to her husband's

dominion , is a valid defence to such a suit. “ It may be,

too, that gross failure by the husband of the performance

( 1 ) Baillie , 467.

6 ) Baillie , 438. See s. 205 below .

ih s B . ( 1896 ) 21 Bom , 77,at p. 82,
BaWie , 418

) Abdool Futteh v. Zabunnessa (1881) 6 Cal .
631

17:) Hed: 145 : Ballie, aso.

(1) Aga Mahomed Jaffer v. Koolsom Beebee
( 1897 ) 25 Cal. 9 ,

( m ) In re Abdul All (1883) 7 Bom . 180 ; In the

matter of Din Muhammad (1882) 5 All.

226 ; Shah Abu v . Ulfat Bib ( 1896 ) 19

All 50,

(n ) Moonshee Burloor Ruheem v. Shumsoon

nissa Begam (1867) 11 M . I. 4. 551

winsky Mohan's right to chastise hiswife is doubtful .
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of the obligations which the marriage contract imposes on

him ( s . 188 ) for the benefit of the wife , might, if properly

proved , afford good grounds for refusing to him the assist

ance ofthe Court ” (o ).

56 (3 ) An agreement entered into before marriage by

which it is provided that the wife should be at liberty to

live with her parents after marriage is void , and does not

afford an answer to a suit for restitution of conjugal rights

( p ). Similarly an agreement entered into after marriage

between a husband and wife who were for some time prior

to the date of the agreement living separate from each

other, providing that they should resume cohabitation , but

that if the wife should be unable to agree with the husband ,

she should be free to leave him , is void , and does not constitute

a defence to the husband 's suit for restitution of conjugal

rights (2).

zee705 ( 4 ) Non-payment of prompt dower is a defence to a

suit for restitution of conjugal rights , but in this sense only

that the Court will not pass an absolute decree for restitution

but one conditional upon payment of the dower ( ). But

if the marriage is consummated , non-payment of prompt
dower is no defence at all to such a suit ( s ).

Before leaving this subject, it may be noted that a suit for jactitation ofmarriage

will lie in a Civil Court in British India . “ There can be no doubt thatunless a man

is entitled by means of the Civil Courts to put to silence a woman , who falsely claims

to be his wife, theman and others may suffer considerable hardship , and his heirs may

be harassed by false claims after his death .” “ The Court trying such a suit will of

course take care , before granting a plaintiff a decree, to see that it is strictly proved

that the defendant did seriously allege that the disputed marriage had taken place , and

that the plaintiff did not acquiese in the claim or allegation of thedefendant as to the

disputed marriage, and, further, that in fact no marriage had taken place between the

parties ” (t ).
b .57.58. 59

B . - DowER.

241.200. Mahr or Dower is a sum of money or other

property which the wife is entitled to receive from the

husband in consideration of themarriage.

See Baillie,91,and per Mahmud , J., in Abdul Kadir v . Salima (1886 ), 8 All.

149, at p . 157.

3g
b

.

" Dower!

defined

( 0 ) Moonshee Burloor Ruheem v . Shumsoon

nissa Begum ( 1867) 11 M . I A . 551 :

Meherally v . Sukerkhanoobat (1905 ) 7

Bom . L . R 602 , 608 ,

(P ) Abdul v. Hussenbi (1904) 6 Bom . L . R .

728.

(9 ) Meherally v. Sakerkhanoobat (1905) 7 Bom .
L . R , 602,

) Abdul v . Hussens ( 1904 ) 6 Bom . L . R

728 ; Meherally v. Sakerlihanoobal ( 1905 )

7 Bom . L . R . 602, 611.

3 ) Bai Hansa v . Aldulla (1905 ) 30 Bom . 122.

(1) Mir Azmat Al V . Mahmud -ul-nissa ,

( 1897 ) 20 AIL 96 .
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Marriage under the Mahomedan law is a civil contract (s. 177 ante), and it is

likened to a contract of sale. A sale is a transfer of property for a price . In the

contract of marriage, the " wife " is the property, and the “ dower " is the price ; see the

Allahabad case cited above.

Under the Mahomedan law , a husband may divorce his wife at any time he

likes without assigning any reason . The object of dower is to serve as a check upon the

capricious exercise by the husband of his power to dissolve the marriage at will. To

attain this end, it is usual to split the amount of dower into two parts , one payable

on demand, and the other payable on the dissolution of the marriage by death or

divorce. See s. 204.

201. The husband may settle any amount he likes Amount of
dower

by way of dower upon his wife, though it may be far

beyond his means to pay, and though nothing may be left

to his heirs after payment of the stipulated amount ; but

the amount should not in any case be less than ten dirms.

Hed .44 ; Baillie 92 ; Sugra Bibi v. Masuma Bibi ( 1877), 2 All.573. A dirm is

“ a silver coin generally in value about two pence sterling" ; Johnson 's Persian, Arabic ,

and English Dictionary. It is equivalent in weight to forty -eight barleycorns ( jau )

according to the following table : 1 dirm = 6 dangs; 1 dang = 2 carrats ; 1 carrat = 2

taswig8 ; and 1 taswig = 2 jaus.

Shiah law , Under the Shiah law , there is no fixed legal minimum for dower.

(Baillie, Part II, 67,68.)

45 202. The amountof dower may be fixed either before Dower may
be fixed after

or' at the time of marriage, or even subsequent to the marriage

marriage (u ).

dower

" Propero

203. If there is no express stipulation as to the a

amount of dower, the wife is entitled to “ proper” dower

(mayr-in -misl', even though the marriage may have been

contracted on the express condition that she should not

claim any dower. In determining what is “ proper"

dower, regard is to be had to the amount or value of dower

thatmay have been settled upon other female members of

the wife 's father's family , such as her paternal sisters or

aunts .

Hed . 15 , 53 ; Baillie, 91, 95.

Shiah law . — The “ proper dower " under the Shiah law should not exceed 500

dirms(Baillie, Part II, 71).

46 204. The amount of dower is usually split up into Dower

two parts , one called “ prompt,” which is payable on deferred.com

(u ) Kamar-un -Nissa v. Hussaint Bibl (1890 ) 3 AIL 286 .
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demand ,and the other, called “ deferred ,” which is payable

on the dissolution of the marriage by death or divorce .

In su

When it is not specified whether the dower is to be

66 prompt” or “ deferred ,” the rule is to regard the whole as

“ prompt."

In support of the second proposition set out above, see the Privy Council decision

in Mirza Bedar Bukht v . Mirza Khurram Bukht (1879) 19 W . R . 315 , and the Full

Bench decisions in Abdul Kadir v . Salima ( 1886 ) 8 All. 149, at p . 158, and Masthan

Sahib v . Assan Bibi ( 1899 ) 23 Mad. 371 . On the other hand , it has been held in two

Allahabad cases, both decided in 1877, that when, at the time of marriage, it is not

specified whether the dower is “ prompt ” or “ deferred ,” payment of a portion only of

the dowermust be considered “ prompt," and the amount thereof is to be determined

with reference to the position of the wife and the aggregate amount of the dower, what

is customary being at the same time taken into consideration (v ). Accordingly , in one of

those cases, the Court determined that one- fifth only of a dower of Rs. 5 ,000 shouid be

considered " prompt," the wife having been a prostitute, and, in the other, it held

(following Baillie, p. 126 ) that a third of a dower of Rs. 51,000 was reasonable as

“ prompt ” dower. Similarly it has been held in a Bombay case , decided in 1855, that

no specific amount of dower having been declared " prompt," one-third of the whole

might be considered “ prompt" (w ). The Bombay case was decided several years before
the Privy Council case cited above, and the latter case does not appear to bave been

brought to the notice of the Court in the two Allahabad cases referred to above. The

point, however, may now be taken as settled by the decision of the Privy Council in

Mirza Bedar's case .

Non-payment

of “ prompt"

dower

Ý A 205. Though the wife is bound , as a necessary

consequence of the marriage, to render conjugalrights to

her husband, she may refuse herself to her husband, if

the “ prompt ” dower is not paid when demanded ; but

once the marriage is consummated , she has no right to

refuse herself to her husband , though the “ prompt "

dower may not be paid .

See section 199 ante, and the cases there cited .

Dower as

debt

0 206 . The widow 's claim for dower is only a debt

chargeable against the husband 's estate , and it must, like

other debts , be paid before legacies and before distribution

of the inheritance.

See the cases cited in the next section . See also Bhola Nath v. Maqbul-un-nissa

(1903) 26 All. 28 . A dower-debt has no priority over other debts (Macnaghten, p . 274).

( 0 ) Evian v . Mazhar Husain ( 1877) 1 AIL 483 ; 1

")From man bara rolulam Aurora ( )Fatma
( ) Fatma Bild v. Sadruddin ( 1865) 2 B . H . C .

Taufil -un - Vissa v . Ghulam Kambar

( 1877 ) 1 All 506.

291.
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Doe
l

207. The widow 's claim for dower does not entitle Widow 's
right of

her to a lien on any specific property of her deceased retention

husband . But when she is in possession of the property of

her deceased husband, having obtained such possession

lawfully and without force or fraud , and her dower or any

part of it is due and unpaid , she is entitled as against the

other co -heirs of her husband to retain that possession until

her dower is paid (w ). The right of retention is extinguished

on payment of the dower-debt, butthe widow is then bound

to account to the other heirs for the profits received by

her from the property (y )

Explanation . Possession is not lawful within the

meaning of this section , unless it has been delivered by the

husband or by the other heirs after his death , or unless it

has been obtained by the widow under an agreement with

her husband, or with the consent or acquiescence of the

other heirs ; but it will be presumed to be lawful, unless

the contrary is shown ( 2 ).

Illustration .

A dies leaving a widow and a sister. Some time after A 's death, the widow

applies to the Collector to have certain landsforming the entire estate of A registered in

her name, alleging that she has been in possession of the lands by right of inheritance

and also on account of her dower. The application is opposed by the sister, but the

lands are registered by the Collector in the widow 's name. After ten years, the sister

sues the widow to recover her share (three -fourths) in the estate of A . The widow

contends that she is entitled to continued possession and enjoyment of the estate until

payment of her dower . The widow is entitled to retain the possession until her dower

is satisfied , and the cister's suit must be dismissed ; Bebee Bachun v . Sheikh Hamid

(1871) 14 M . I. A . 377. [Here the widow was in possession at the date of the suit, and

the Privy Council held that the possession was lawful, though the sister had opposed the

application of the widow to have the property transferred in her name. The reason

would appear to be that the sister took no steps whatever for a period of ten years to

interferewith the widow 's possession, and this would amount to acquiescence on the part

of the sister : ib ., pp . 383, 388 , 389. ]

The language of the first portion of this section is taken almost verbatim from

the head -note of Amani Begam 's case reported in 16 All.225 , which sets out the effect

of the decision in the Privy Council case cited in the above illustration . In that case

their Lordships said : " The appellant (widow ) having obtained actual and lawful

possession of the estates under a claim to hold them as heir and for her dower, their

Lordships are of opinion that she is entitled to retain that possession until her dower is

satisfied . . . . . . It is not necessary to say whether this right of the widow in

( * ) Bebte Buchun v. Sheikh Hamid (1871) 14
M . L A 377.

(y ) Ib., p . 384.

(2 ) Amanat-un -Nissa v. Bashir -un -nissa (1894)
17 All. 77 ; Muhammed Karim ullah

Khan y , Amani Begum ( 1895 ) 17 AIL 93.
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possession is a lien in the strict sense of the term , although no doubt the right is so

stated in a judgment of the High Court in a case of Ahmed Hoossein v . Mussumat

Khodeja (10 W . R . 369). Whatever the right may be called , it appears to be founded

on the power of the widow , as a creditor for her dower, to bold the property of her

husband , of which she has lawfully, and without force or fraud , obtained possession ,

until her debt is satisfied with the liability to account to those entitled to the property,

subject to the claim for the profits received ."

Nature of the

abore right

om 208. ( 1) The right of the widow to retain possession

of her husband 's property until satisfaction of the dower

debt,does not carry with it the right of selling ormortgag

ing the property (a ).

( 2) The right of retention is entirely a personal one,
and it cannot therefore be transferred by sale, gift, or

otherwise ( ). And the right being a personal one, it

becomes extinct on the widow 's death , and it cannot

therefore pass to her heirs on her death (c )! But the right

to recover the dower (as distinguished from the right of

retention ), is a right to property, and it will pass to her

heirs on her death .

( 3 ) The widow 's right of retention is not a right of

lien such as is obtained by a mortgage. Hence a mortgagee

from her husband is entitled to sell the mortgaged property ,

though she may be in possession of that property under a

claim for her dower, and she is not entitled to retain

possession of such property as against a purchaser from the

mortgageed).

(4 ) Themere fact that the widow is in possession of

her husband's property under a claim for her dower, does

not preclude her from maintaining a suit to recover the

amount of the dower (e )

47 209. ( 1) The period of limitation for a suit to

recover “ prompt ” or “ exigible " dower is three years from

the date when the dower is demanded and refused , or,

where during the continuance of the marriage no such

demand has been made, when the marriage is dissolved

by death or divorce.

limitation

( a ) Chukt Bibt v. Shams-un -nissa (1894) 17 |
All. 19.

(1 ) Al4 Muhammad v. Azizullah ( 1883) 6 All

( 6 ) Hadt Ali v . Al:bar Alt (1898 ) 20 AIL 262.
( a ) Ameer Ammal v. Sankaranarayanan

( 1900 ) 25 Mad . 658.

(e ) Ghulam Ald v. Sagtr-ul-Nissa (1901) 23
AIL 432.

50.
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( 2 ) The period of limitation for a suit to recover

6 deferred ” dower is three years from the date when the

marriage is dissolved by death or divorce.

Limitation Act XV of 1877, Sch . II,arts. 103, 104,

C . — DIVORCE . WO - 78.ORCI

1 ) L .
10rms of

00210. The contract ofmarriage under the Mahomedan Different

law may be dissolved in three ways : ( 1 ) by the husband divorce

at his will, and without the intervention of a Court of law ;

( 2 ) by mutual consent of the husband and wife , also with

out the intervention of a Court ; or ( 3 ) by a judicial decree

at the suit of the husband or wife . But the wife cannot

divorce herself from her husband except by obtaining a

judicial decree in that behalf.

When the divorce proceeds from the husband, it is

called talak (ss. 211-216 ) ; and when it is effected by

mutual consent of the husband and wife , it is sometimes

called khula (s . 217) and sometimesmubarat ( s. 218).

62 A divorce may be effected by writing as well as by word of mouth . Asan

illustration of a divorce by writing, see Sarabai v . Rabiabai ( f ).

211. Any Mahomedan of sound mind who has Divorce by

attained puberty , may “ divorce his wife without any talak

misbehaviour on her part or without assigning any cause."

Macnaghten, p .59 ; Hed ., 75 ; Baillie , 208. It is essential to the validity of a

talak that the husband should have attained puberty .

naterial

6 \ 212. No special expressions are necessary to constitute Form of talak

a valid talak ; but it is necessary that the words used must im

clearly indicate the intention of the husband to dissolve the

marriage (9)

It has been held by the High Court of Calcutta that

the words of talak must be addressed to the wife (1 ).

On the other hand, it has been by held the High Court

of Bombay that it is not necessary for the validity of a talak

that the declaration of talak should be actually made to the

wife (0)

905 ) 30 Bom . 537.

6 ) Ibrahim v. Syed Bibi (1888) 12 Mad. 63. See
also Hamid Ali v . Imtiazan ( 1878 ) 2 All

71, where the words “ Thou art my

cousin , the daughter ofmy uncle , if thou

goest to thy father's house without my

consent." wereheld sufficient to consti

tute a divorce.

( h ) Furzund v, Janu Bibee ( 1878 ) 4 Cal. 588

( Sarabut v. Rabiabat, (1905) 36 Bom . 537.1

klula mplies thel some valuable consideratio es .

release or down pares from the wife mubar. I
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D . Thus where a Mahomedan belonging to the Hanafi sect went to a Kazi with two

witnesses, and after pronouncing the divorce of his wife in her absence had a talaknama

written out by the Kazi which was duly signed and attested by witnesses, it was held

that the fact that the declaration of talak was not actually made to the wife, but

in her absence to the Kazi and the witnesses, did not vitiate the divorce ; " such a

writing," it was said , “ even though not communicated to thewife,effects an irrevocable

divorce as from the date of the document ” (ii.)

Divorce by

talak how

effected

61 213. The divorce by talak , when the marriage is

consummated ,may be effected in any of the three following

ways :

(1 ) by a single declaration of talak , followed by

abstinence from sexual intercourse for the period of iddat

(called talak ahsan ) ; or,

by a declaration of talak repeated three times, once

during each successive tahr ( period between menstruation ),

and accompanied by abstinence from sexual intercourse

until the third pronouncement (called talak hasan ) ; or,

( 3 ) by a declaration of talak repeated three times at

shorter intervals or even in immediate succession called

talak -ul-bidaat). But the triple repetition is but one of the

forms by which the irrevocability which is the essential

feature of talak-ul-bidaat is indicated , and a talak -ul-bidaat

is none the less valid though it may be pronounced by a

single declaration , provided it clearly indicates an intention

irrevocably to dissolve the marriage ( K ) .

When the marriage is not consummated , the divorce

may be accomplished by a single declaration of talak .

Hed . 72, 73, 83 ; Baillie, 206 . As to iddat, see s. 160, above.

The Hanafis divide talak into talak -us-sunnat, that is , talak according to the

rules laid down in the sunnat or traditions,and talak-ul-bidaat, that is, heretical or

irregular talak . The talak-us-sunnat is again sub-divided into ahsan, that is, most

proper, and hasan, that is, proper . The tabak -ul-bidaat or irregular divorce is good

in law , though bad in theology . In the case of talak ahsan and talak hasan , the

husband has an opportunity of reconsidering his decision , for thetalak in both these

cases does not becomeabsolute until a certain period has elapsed (s.214 ), and the

husband has the option to revoke it before then . But the talak -ul- bidaat becomes

irrevocable immediately it is pronounced (s. 214). The essential feature of a talak -ub

bidaat is its irrevocability . One of the tests of irrevocability is the repetition three

( 14 ) Sarabat v . Rabialat (1905 ) 20 Bom . 537.
6 ) See In re Abdul Ali ( 1883) 7 Bom . 180 .

1 (1:) Sarabat v, Rablabai ( 1905) 30 Bom , 537,
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times of the formula of divorce . But the triple repetition is not a necessary condition

of talak-ul-bidaat, for the intention to render a talak irrevocable may be expressed

in other ways also . Thus if a man says : “ I have divorced you by a talak -s-bain

(irrevocable divorce) ” , the talak is talak-i-bidaat,and it will take effect immediately

it is pronounced, though it may be pronounced but once . Here the use of the expres

sion “ bain (irrevocable ) ” manifests of itself the intention to effect an irrevocable

divorce . It may here be said that a talak by writing belongs to the class of talak

ul-bidaat, for in the absence of words showing a different intention , the writing must

be presumed to take effect from the time of its execution . (See sec. 214A ).

It is not essential to the validity of a talak ahsan or talak -ul-bidaat, that it

should be pronounced during the period of tahr (Hed . 74 ). But when the talak -ul

bidaat is pronounced during the period ofmenstruation , the talak loses its character

of irrevocability , and it may be revoked at the option of the husband at any time

before the expiration of the period of idaat, being the period within which a talak

may be revoked : see next section .

The latter portion of cl. ( 1) and the first part of cl. ( 3) are taken almost verbatim

from Sir R . K . Wilson's Digest of Anglo -Mahomedan Law .

Shiah law . — The Shiah lawyers do not recognize the validity of talak -ul

bidaat (c). Talak under the Shiah law must be pronounced in the presence of two

competent witnesses (Baillie , Part II, 113).

63214. ( 1) The talak called ahsan becomes complete Divorce by

and irrevocable on the expiration of the period of iddat.
talak when

irrevocable

( 2 ) The talak called hasan becomes complete and

irrevocable after the third pronouncement, and it is not

suspended until completion of the iddat.

) The talak -ul-bidaat becomes complete and irrevo

cable immediately the repudiation is made, if such

repudiation wasmade during the tahr of the wife and the

husband had no intercourse with her during that period ;

in other cases, it becomes complete on the expiration of the

period of iddat.

Until a talak becomes complete, the husband has the

option to revoke it, which may be done either expressly , or

in an implied manner such as resuming sexual intercourse.

Hed .,72, 73 ; Baillie, 206, 207, 285 -289. In all the three forms of talak the

wife is bound to observe the iddat, though in the second case, and under certain

circumstances in the third case, the divorce may become irrevocable before completion

of the iddat. As to iddat, see s. 182 above. See also s. 224, cls. 1, 3, 5 and 6 .

214A . In the absence of words showing a different Talak by

intention , a talak by writing operates as an irrevocable writ

(1) Baillie, Part II, 118.
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divorce (talak -i-bain ), and takes effect immediately on the
execution of the document (talaknama) (in ).

In a recent Bombay case (n ), a Mahomedan appeared before the Kazi of

Bombay and executed a talaknama, which ran as follows: “ As on account of

somedisagreement between us there has arisen some ill-feeling, I, the declarant, appear

personally before the Kazi ofmy free will, and divorce Sarabai,my wife by Nika, by

one bain -talak (irrevocable divorce ) and renounce her from the state of being my wife" .

The Court observed : “ The authorities show that a bain -talak , such as this , reduced to

manifest and customary writing, takes effect immediately on the mere writing. The

divorce being absolute ( and irrevocable ], it is effected as soon as the wordsare written

' even without the wife receiving the writing ." Note that the talak in the above case ,

being talak-i-bain or “ irrevocable " talak, belongs to the category of talak-ul-bidaat,

the talak -ul-bidaat being the only kind of talak which becomes irrevocable immediately

it is pronounced . The other twokinds of talak , namely , talak-ahsan and talak-hasan

are always revocable and the option to revoke continues for a certain period .

Talak by

delegated

authority

67 215 . An agreement entered into before marriage, by

which it is provided that the wife should be at liberty to

divorce herself from her husband under certain specified

conditions, is valid , if the conditions are of a reasonable

nature, and are not opposed to the policy of the Mahomedan

law . When such an agreement is made, the wife may ,

on the happening of the contingencies, repudiate herself in

the exercise of the power, and a divorce will then take

effect to the same extent as if the talak had been pronounced

by the husband ( 0 ).

Illustration .

bu A enters into an agreement before his marriage with B , by which it is provided

that A should pay B Rs.400 as her dower on demand, that he should not beat or ill

treat her, that he should allow B to be taken to her father's house four times a year, and

that if he committed a breach of any of the conditions, B should have the power of

divorcing herself from A . Some time after the marriage, B divorces herself from A ,

alleging cruelty and non -payment of dower. A then sues B for restitution of conjugal

rights . Here the conditions are all of a reasonable nature, and they are not opposed to

the policy of the Mahomedan law . The divorce is therefore valid , and A is not entitled

to restitution of conjugal rights : Hamidoolla v . Faizunnissa (1882 ) 8 Cal. 327 .

Note. — The agreement in the above case was supported on the doctrine of tafweez,

which is an essential part of the Mahomedan Law of Divorce . Under that law the

husband may in person repudiate his wife, or he may delegate the power of repudiating

her to a third party or even to the wife (Baillie, 236 ) : such a delegation of power is

called tafweez. “ When a man has said to his wife, 'Repudiate thyself,' she can

repudiate herself at the meeting, and he cannot divest ber of the power " (Baillie , 252 ).

(m ) Baillie , 233 ; Moulvi Mahomed Yusuf, 1
Vol. III. 95 : Sarabat v . Rubiabat ( 1905 )

30 Bom . 537.

(n ) Sarabat y. Rabtabat ( 1905 ) 30 Bom . 537.
O Hamidoolla v. Faizunnissa (1882) 8 Cal.

327.
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lalak

“ When a man has said to his wife, ' Choose thyself a month or a year," she may

exercise the option (of repudiation )at any time within the given period ” (Baillie, 240 ).

The agreement in the case cited above may be regarded as a case of repudiation by

the wife under an authority from the husband, in other words, as a talak by tafweez.

Such a divorce, though it is in form a divorce of the husband by the wife, operates

in law as a talak of the wife by the husband .

A . 68

64 216 . A talak pronounced under compulsion is valid . Talak under

Similarly a talak pronounced by a husband in a state of compulsion

intoxication is valid , unless the thing which intoxicated

him was administered to him without his knowledge or

against his will.

Hed . 75, 76 ; Baillie, 208, 209 ; Ibrahim v. Enayetur (1869) 4 B . L . R . A . C . 13

(as to talak under compulsion ). The reason of the rule is that a husband acting under

compulsion has the choice of two evils, one, the threat held out to him , and the other,

divorce ; and if he makes a choice of divorce , divorce will take effect. As to the efficacy

of divorce pronounced in a state of voluntary intoxication , it is stated in the Hedaya,

that “ the suspension of reason being occasioned by an offence, the reason of the speaker

is supposed still to remain , whence it is that his sentence of divorce takes effect, in order

to deter him from drinking fermented liquors ,which are prohibited."

Shiah law . — Under the Shiah law a talak pronounced under compulsion or in a

state of intoxication is not valid (Baillie , Part II, 108).

Danu .

66 ,70217. ( 1 ) A divorce by khula is a divorce with the Khula

consent, and at the instance,ofthe wife , in which she gives divorce

or agrees to give a consideration to the husband for the

release from the marriage tie . In such a case the terms of

the bargain are matter of arrangementbetween the husband

and the wife , and the wife may, as the consideration ,

release her dower and other rights , or make any other

agreement for the benefit of the husband.

( 2) The divorce by khula is complete and irrevocable

from the moment the husband repudiates the wife.

(3 ) The non-payment by the wife of the consideration

for a khula divorce does not invalidate the divorce, but the

husband may sue the wife to recover the amount payable

by her under the agreement.

Moonshee Buzul-ul-Raheem v. Luteefut-oon -Nissa (1861) 8 M . I. A . 379, 395 .

Hed, 112 -116 ; Baillie , 303 et seq .

Khula means to lay down. “ In law , it is the laying down by a husband of his

rightand authority over his wife."

A khula divorce is virtually a divorce purchased by the wife from the husband

for a pric ., and it is in this respect that khula differs from mubarat : see next section .

Ibolag. Effed of oclance thel if aoreen wifein leken narnys

in void is doubtful
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Mubarat

divorce
11. 218 . A divorce by mubarat or mutual release operates

as a complete discharge of all marital rights on either side.

It is effected by mutual consent, and it differs from khula

in that no consideration passes from the wife to the

husband. But, like khula , it becomes complete and irrevo

cable from the moment of repudiation .

Hed . 116 ; Baillie, 304.

Wife's Suit for Divorce.

When wife

may claim

judicial

divorce

219. The wife cannot divorce herself from her

husband except in the cases stated in sections 217 and 218.

But she may sue for divorce on the ground of her husband's

impotency (s. 220 ), or on the ground of laan ( imprecation )

( s. 221).

Suits by husbands for divorce are rare, as a husband may divorce his wife

without judicial assistance , though the wife cannot .

Impotency of

husband

. 220 . No decree will be made in a suit for divorce on

the ground ofthe husband's impotence, unless it is proved

( 1 ) that the impotency existed at the time of the marriage,

( 2 ) that the wife had no knowledge of it at the time of the

marriage, and ( 3 ) that the marriage has not been consum

mated .

If the above facts are established , the Court will

adjourn the further hearing of the suit for a year in order

to ascertain whether the infirmity is inherent or whether

it is merely supervenient or accidental.

If the defect is not removed within the aforesaid period ,

the Court will make a decree dissolving the marriage on

the application of the plaintiff. The divorce becomes

irrevocable when the decree is made.

Hed . 126 - 128 ; Baillie , 346- 349. There is a difference of opinion as to whether

the year should be a lunar year or a solar year , and in Baillie's Digest of Mahomedan

Law it is stated that the year is to commence from the " time of litigation ." But in

A . v . B . (1896 ) 21 Bom . 77, the further hearing appears to have been adjourned for a

year from the date of the order (see p . 83 of the report).

• Vadake Vitil v . Odakel (1881) 3 Mad . 347 is a case in which the impotency

alleged was not proved.

h .25 .2 an , wo of cntain enchreson about sex
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221. If a husband charge his wife with adultery , the " Laan " or

wife may claim divorce by a suit : but “ laan ” does not imprecation

ipso facto operate as a divorce.

Hed ./23; Baillie , 333- 336. As to the second branch of the proposition , see Jaun

Beebee v . Beparee (1865) 3 W . R .93.

77 222. A wife is not entitled to claim divorce on any Noother

other ground , not even if the husband fails to perform the 9700

obligations which the marriage contract imposes on him recognized

for the benefit of the wife.

As to the obligations arising on marriage see s . 188 above . As to the obligation

of maintaining the wife, it is expressly stated in the Fatwa Alamgiri that“ a man is not

to be separated from his wife for inability to maintain her": Baillie, 443. As to the

obligation of conjugal fidelity on the part of the husband, and payment of prompt

dower to the wife, and treating her with kindness, it is nowhere stated in the Hedaya

or Fatwa Alamgiri that conjugal infidelity , or non-payment of prompt dower, or cruelty

to the wife, is a ground of divorce . As to how far failure to perform the above obliga

tions is a valid defence to a suit for restitution of conjugal rights, see s . 199 above.

ivorce

77 A. 223 . The rule of “ English law which makes the Wife's costs

husband in divorce proceedings liable prima facie to the in

wife' s costs , except when she is possessed of sufficient

separate property , does not apply to divorce proceedings

between Mahomedans.”

It was so laid down by the High Court of Bombay in A . v. B . (1896 ) 21 Bom . 77.

That was a suit by a Mahomedan wife against her husband for divorce on the ground of

his impotency . The English rule is founded upon the doctrine of the Common Law ,

according to which the husband becomes entitled upon marriage to the whole of the

wife's personal property and to the income of her real property . Such being the case, it

is but just that the husband should pay the wife's costs pending the hearing to

enable her to conduct her case against him . Under the Mahomedan law , however, the

husband does not by marriage acquire any interest in the property of thewife . Hence it

was held in the above case that the practice of the English Divorce Court should not be

applied to proceedings for divorce between Mahomedans.

Asto Parsis, it is provided by the Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act, 1865, s. 33,

that in a suit for divorce or judicial separation, if the wife should not have an indepen

dent income sufficient for her support and the necessary expenses of the suit, the Court

might order the husband to pay her monthly or weekly during the suit a sum not

exceeding one-fifth of the husband 's net income.

The question whether the rule of English law as to wife's costs applies to divorce

proceedings between Christians in British India presents some dificulty . Those

proceedings are now regulated by the Indian Divorce Act IV of 1869. Section 7 of the

Act provides that the Courts under that Act should act and give relief on principles and

rules as nearly as may be conformable to those on which the Divorce Court in England
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acts and gives relief. The said rule as to costs is one of the rules on which the English

Divorce Court acts in proceedings for divorce. Hence it has been held by the High

Court of Bombay that the rule applies to divorce proceedings between Christians under

the Indian Divoroc Act ( p ). But then we have the provisions of the Indian Succession

Act X of 1865 , which applies amongst others to Christians. Section 4 of that Act

provides that " no person shall by marriage acquire any interest in the property of the per

son whom he or shemarries." Hence a Christian husband , married in British India after

the date of the said Act,does not acquire any interest in the property of his wife. Thus

far the provisions of the Succession Act supersede the doctrine of the Common Law on

which the rule of the English Divorce Court as to the wife 's costs is founded . Why

should then a Christian husband in British India be required to pay his wife 's costs

pending the hearing of a suit for divorce under the Indian Divorce Act ? The High

Court of Calcutta has held that a Christian husband is not, under the circumstances,

liable to pay the wife's costs (9 ). As to this contention , however, Farran, J ., said in the

Bombay case above referred to : " It does not appear to me that these provisions (that

is , of s . 4 of the Succession Act) affect the rule as to costs which ought to be applied to

the case." It is submitted that the decision of the Calcutta High Court is the correct

one, for s. 7 of the Divorce Act does not provide that the Courts under that Act should

act on all the rules on which the English Divorce Court acts and gives relief, but that

they should act and give relief on principles and rules as nearly as may be conformable

to those rules and principles.

Rights and Obligations of Parties on Divorce.

78 224. The following rights and obligations arise on

the dissolution of a contract ofmarriage by divorce , what

ever may be the form of the divorce, and whether it is

effected by a judicial decree , or without it :

( 1 ) The wife is bound to observe the iddat during the

period specified in s. 182, but not if the marriage was not

consummated (r ).

( 2 ) If the wife observes the iddat, the husband is

bound to maintain the wife during the whole period of

iddat s . 198).

3 ) The wife cannot marry another husband until

after completion of her iddat (s . 182). And if the husband

has four wives, including the divorced one, he cannot marry

a fifth one until after completion of the iddat of the divorced

wife ( s ).

(4 ) The wife becomes entitled to the “ deferred "

dower (s . 204 ). And if the “ prompt” dower has not been

paid , it becomes payable immediately on divorce. But if

fmonize

has been

consum
mated

( Mayhew V . Mayher ( 1894 ) 19 Bom . 293.

( 9 ) Proby v. Proby (1579) 5 Cal 357.

) Baillie , 351

Hed , 32 ; Baillie , 34,
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the marriage has not been consummated , the wife is not

entitled on divorce to the whole of the unpaid dower, but

only to half the aggregate amount of the “ prompt ” and

" deferred ” dower ( t ) .

(5 ) In the event of the death of either party before

the expiration of the period of iddat, the other is entitled to

inherit to him or her in the capacity of wife or husband , as

the case may be, if the divorce had not yet become irrevocable

at the time of the death of the deceased ; the reason being

that the divorce nothaving become irrevocable , the husband

might have revoked it , if death had not supervened .

If the divorce is pronounced in death -illness (marz-ul

maut), and the husband dies before completion of the wife 's

iddat, the wife is entitled to inherit from him , even though

the divorce had become irrevocable prior to his death , unless

the divorce was effected with her consent ; the reason

of the rule being that a sort of inchoate right of inheritance

arises on death - illness, and the husband cannot defeat that

right while on death -bed . But the husband has no right

under similar circumstances to inherit from the wife , if the

wife dies before completion of her iddat, the reason being

that the divorce proceeded from him and not from the wife .

But where an irrevocable divorce has been pronounced

by the husband in “ health ” and during the tahr of the

wife , the wife has no claim to inherit to the husband ,

though the husband's death may take place before the

completion of the period of iddat ( u ).

Neither the husband is entitled to inherit to the wife ,

nor the wife to the husband , in the event of the death of

either of them after the expiration of the period of iddat (v ).

(6 ) In the case of a divorce completed by a triple

repudiation , it is not lawful for the parties to re -marry

unless the woman shall have been married to another

person , and divorced by him after consummation of the

marriage ( w ).

The first para . of cl. (5 ) refers to the case where the divorce has not yet become

irrevocable and the husband dies before completion of the period of iddat. The second

(1) Hed. 44, 45 ; Baillie , 96 , 97.

( W ) Sarabat v . Rabiabat ( 1905) 30 Bom . 537.

( v ) Hed . 99, 100 , 103 ; Baillie , 277, 278,

Ied . 108 ; Baillie , 290 ; Akhtaroon -Nissa

v. Shariutoola ( 1867) 7 W . R . 268.
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para . refers to cases where the divorce is pronounced in death -illness . The third para .

refers to cases where the divorce pronounced is irrevocable, that is to say, in the case

of talak-ul- bidaat which if made during the tahr of the wife becomes complete and

irrevocable immediately the repudiation is made. See s. 214 above.

Apostasy TH 225. Apostasy from theMahomedan religion of either

party to a marriage operates as a complete and immediate

dissolution of the marriage .

The marriage is in such a case dissolved without a divorce : Hedaya, 66.

D . - PARENTAGE.
79 - 88

Special rules 226 . The subject of parentage in Mahomedan law

derives its importance from the special rules relating to

legitimacy and filiation by acknowledgment.

An illegitimate child ,wehave seen , can inherit from its mother alone and her

relations (s. 67 ). But a legitimate child is entitled to inherit also from its father and

his relations. And it has been seen , in s. 189 ante, that the issue even of an invalid.

marriage (as distinguished from a void marriage) is also regarded as legitimate. In

Abdul Razak v . Aga Mahomed Jaffer (oc), the question arose as to the legitimacy of a

son born to a Mahomedan by a Burmese woman . The marriage of a Maho

medan with a Burmese woman is only invalid , and not void ( s. 183 ante ), and

the issues of such a marriage are legitimate (s. 189 ante). The latter point, however,

does not appear to have been specifically argued before their Lordships of the

Privy Council, and it seems to have been assumed even in the judgmentof their Lord

ships thatif the marriage was invalid , the claimant could not be considered legitimate .

This view , it is submitted , is in direct opposition to the rule of Mahomedan law ,

according to which the issue of an invalid marriage are equally legitimate with the

issue of a lawful marriage. But the point not having been brought to the notice of

their Lordships, the judgment cannot be taken as denying that principle.

Legitimacy .

Presumption 227. A child born of a married woman six months

as to .. . after the date of the marriage is presumed to be the

birth during legitimate child of the husband , butnot a child born within

marriage less than six months after the marriage ( Baillie , 393) .

The rule of the Indian Evidence Act, however , is that

the birth of a child at any time during the continuance of a

marriage is conclusive proof of its legitimacy , unless it can

be shown that the parties to the marriage had no access to

( 0) (1893) 21Cal 666, 21 I A. 56.
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each other at any time when the child could have been

begotten (s . 112 of the Evidence Act ).

It is submitted that the rule of the Evidence Act Crloor mount

supersedes the rule of the Mahomedan law . not

Illustration .

[ A marries B on 1st January 1905 . B gives birth to a child on 1st March 1905 .

A dies two days after the birth of the child . Can the child inherit from A ? It will

be entitled to inherit if it can be regarded as the legitimate child of A . Under the

Mahomedan law , the child cannot be regarded as legitimate , it having been born within

less than six months after the marriage. Under the Evidence Act, it is legitimate , it

having been born during the continuance of the marriage. It is doubtful by which

of these two rules the question of legitimacy is to be determined : Muhammad

Allahdad v . Muhammad Ismail ( 1888) 10 All. 289, at p . 339. ]

The Mahomedan law requires as a condition of legitimacy that conception should

commence after marriage ; an ante-nuptial child , therefore, is not legitimate under that

law (z ). Under the Evidence Act, however, it is enough to establish legitimacy that

the birth took place during the continuance of marriage, although the conception may

have commenced before marriage. In other words, conception , and not birth , is the

starting point of legitimacy according to the rule of Mahomedan law . If a child is born

within less than six months aftermarriage, it is regarded under that law as illegitimate ,

on the ground that it must have in that event been conceived before marriage. Mr.

Field , in his work on the Law of Evidence, says ( p . 552) : “ It may be supposed

that the provisions of this section ( i.6 ., s. 112 of the Evidence Act]will supersede certain

rather absurd rules of the Mahomedan law by which a child born six months after

marriage, or within two years after divorce or the death of the husband, is presumed to

be his legitimate offspring.” On the other hand, Sir R . K . Wilson, in his Digest of

Anglo-Muhammudan Law , says (p . 184) that the rule of the Evidence Act is

really a rule of substantive marriage law rather than of evidence, and as such

has no application to Mahomedans so far as it conflicts with the Mahomedan

rule set out above. Assuming, however, the rule of the Evidence Act to be one of

substantive marriage law , we are unable to see why it should not be applied to Mahome

dans. It is true that the Mahomedan law of marriage, parentage, legitimacy , inheritance,

etc ., is to be applied to Mahomedans, but that law is to be applied except in 80 far as it

has been altered or abolished by legislative enactment (see Chapter I ante ). It is

submitted , that the rule of the Evidence Act, s . 112 , alters the rule of Mahomedan law

set out in the present section . Whether the rule of the Evidence Act be a rule of

substantive law or of evidence, the fact stands that the rule finds its place in an

enactment which applies to all classes of persons in British India . There is , therefore,

no valid reason why it should not be applied to Mahomedans. The reason of the rule is

quite immaterial in determining that question. If it is founded on grounds of public

policy, it cannot surely be against public policy to extend it to Mahomedans, regard

being had especially to the fact that " the Mahomedan Law raises a strong presumption

in favour of legitimacy."

( 2 ) Ashrufood Dowlah v. Hyder Hossein Khan ( 1866 ) 11 M . I. A , 94
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Presumption

as to

imacu :

birth after
dissolution of

marriage

228 . A child born of a married woman within two

years after divorce or the death of the husband , is

presumed to be the legitimate child of the husband , but

not a child born more than two years after the dissolution

of the marriage by death or divorce (Baillie , 393-395 ).

But this rule of Mahomedan law , it is submitted ,

must now be taken to be superseded by the provisions of

the Indian Evidence Act, s. 114 .

In fact, it was held by the High Court of Calcutta prior to the passing of the

Evidence Act, that “ notwithstanding Mahomedan law , a Court of Justice cannot

pronounce a child to be the legitimate offspring of a particular individual when such a

conclusion would be contrary to the course of nature and impossible ” (a ). Hence it

was held in that case that notwithstanding Mahomedan law , a child born nineteen

months after the divorce of its mother by her former husband was not the legitimate

offspring of that husband. That case was decided in 1871, that is, a year before the

passing of the Evidence Act. The decision , it seems, would be the same under s. 114 of

that Act. That section provides that “ the Court may presume the existence of any fact

which it thinks likely to have happened , regard being had to the common course of

natural events," etc . Having regard to this rule, a Court would be justified in presuming

that a child born of a woman nineteen months after her divorce by her husband is not

the legitimate child of the husband .

Legitimation

by acknow
ledgment

Acknowledgment of paternity .

85 229. Legitimacy is not a condition precedent to the

right of inheritance from the mother ( s . 67) ; but it is a

necessary condition of the right of inheritance from the

father, and it depends upon the existence of a lawful

marriage between the parents of the claimant at the time

of his conception or birth . When legitimacy cannot be

established by direct proof of such a marriage, " acknow

ledgment” is recognised by the Mahomedan law as a

means whereby themarriage and legitimate descent may

be established as a matter of substantive law for the pur

poses of inheritance (6 ).

Acknowledgment has the effect of legitimation only in those cases where either

the fact of the marriage or its exact time with reference to the legitimacy of the child 's

birth is a matter of uncertainty . It is to be noted that the doctrine of acknowledgment

is an integral portion of the Mahomedan family law , in other words, it is a part of

substantive law ; hence the conditions under wbich it will take effect mustbe determined

with reference to Mahomedan jurisprudence , rather than to the Evidence Act (c ).

( a ) Ashruf All v. Meer Ashad Ali ( 1871) 16
W . R . 260.

b ) Muhammad Allahdad v . Muhammad

Ismail ( 1888 ) 10 AIL 289. 330 ; Musst,

Bibee Fazilatunnessa 5 . Musst Bibee

Kamarunnessa (1905 ) 90 W . N . 352

(c ) 10.
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ve Malo CIUT NO express or

30 . The acknowledgment by a Mahomedan of Acknowledg

another as his legitimate child may be made either by me

express declaration or it may be presumed from treatment implied.

tantamount to acknowledgment of legitimacy (d ). Butmere
continued cohabitation with a woman does not suffice to

raise such a legal presumption of a marriage with her as

to legitimatize the offspring ; the cohabitation must be a

cohabitation asman and wife (as distinguished from " a mere

casual concubinage " ) (e), and the treatment must be such

as to amount to acknowledgment of legitimacy f ) .

Illustrations.

[ (a ) A child is born to a Mahomedan of a woman who had resided in his female

apartments for a period of 7 years prior to the birth of the child . It is proved that the

cohabitation was a continual one (and not merely " casual " ), and that it was between

a man and woman cohabiting together as man and wife, and having that repute

before the conception commenced . It is also proved that the child was born under bis

roof and continued to be maintained in his house without any steps being taken on his

part or of any one else to repudiate its title to legitimacy as his offspring. These facts

are sufficient to raise the presumption of marriage and acknowledgment : Khajah 0?( 83
Hidayut v . Rai Jar ( 1814 ) 3 M . I. A . 295.

- 188
Note . - In Mahomed Bauker v. Shurfoon Nissa (1860) 8 M . I. A . 136 , there was

abundant evidence of continued cohabitation between the father and the mother of the

claimant ; but as therewas no proof in that case of treatment tantamount to acknow

ledgment, as in the above illustration , the claimant was adjudged to be illegitimate .

(b ) A child is born to a Mahomedan of a woman who had been in his service

for some time before the birth of the child . It is alleged that the man entered into a

mutaa marriage (9 ) with the woman , but the date of the marriage is not found . The

evidence shows that pregnancy commenced before the woman had the acknowledged

status of a mutaa wife. It does not appear when the intercourse began which led to

the birth , nor what the nature of it was, whether casual or of a more permanent

character. It is proved that there was no express acknowlegment, and it appears from

the evidence that the treatment of the child was equivocal, he being sometimes treated

as a son and at others not. These facts are not sufficient to raise a presumption of

acknowledgment : Ashrufood Dowlah v . Hyder Hossein ( 1866 ) 11 M . I. A . 94. ]

It is to be noted that a mere recognition of the paternity of a child is insufficient

to confer upon the child the status of legitimacy . What is essential is that there

should be an acknowledgment of the paternity of the child by the acknowledger as

his legitimate child . There must be, in other words, a real acknowledgment " intended

to have the serious effect of conferring the status of legitimacy ” ( h ) .

(a ) Saiyad. Waliulla v. Miran Saheb (1864) 2
B . H . C . 285 .

( e ) Mahomed Buuker v. Shurfoon Nessa (1860 )

8 M . I. A . 136 , 159.
a ) Klajah Hidayut v . Raf Jan Khanum

(1844 ) 3 M . I A . 295 ; Ashrufood Dorclah

v . Hyder Hossein Khan ( 1866 ) 11 M . I A

94 ; Mahammad Azmat v . Lulli Begum

( 1881 ) 8 Cal. 422. 9 I. A . 8 ; Sudakat

Hossein v. Mahomed Yusuf ( 188 ) 10

Cal 66 , 11, LA 31 ; Abdul Razak v.

Aga Mahomed Jafer ( 1893) 21 Cal 666, I

21 J. A . 56 ; Masit-un -nissa v . Pathant

(1904) 26 All. 295 ; Musst. Bibee Fazila .

tunnessa v. Musst. Bibee Kamarunnessa

( 1905 ) 9C. W . N . 352.

( 0 ) A mutaa marriage is a sort of temporary

marriage recognised by the Akhbar-i

Shia hs. Such a marriage terminates on

the expiration of the fixed period , and it

may be dissolved earlier by mutual
consent.

( h ) Abdul Razak v. Aga Mahomed (1893) 21

Cal. 666 , 21 I. A . 56 .
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· Effect of
231. The acknowledgment by a Mahomedan of the

acknow

bedgment paternity of a child as his legitimate offspring is not merely

primâ facie evidence of the fact of legitimacy ( ), but

affords a conclusive presumption thereof, and gives such

child the right of inheritance to him as a legitimate son or

daughter as the case may be ( j ).

Such an acknowledgment also gives to themother of

the acknowledgee the right of inheritance to the acknow

ledger, the law presuming from the acknowledgment of

legitimacy of the child a lawful union between the parents .

(ke).

Note.— The acknowledged child may be cither a son or a daughter ( 1),

Conditions of 232. In order that an “ acknowledgment " may have
a valid
a halos lado the consequencesmentioned in s. 231, it is necessary that

ment the following conditions should concur :

( 1) the acknowledger must be old enough to be

the father of the acknowledgee ;

( 2) the acknowledgee must not be known to be the
child of some other person ;

the acknowledgee must confirm the acknow

ledgment, if he is old enough to understand

the nature of the transaction ; but such con

firmation is not necessary when the acknow

ledgee is an infant ;

the doctrine of acknowledgment being founded

upon the presumed legitimacy of the acknow

ledgee which the acknowledgment has the

effect of confirming (m ), it follows that the

acknowledgee must not be an offspring of

adultery , incest or fornication . Hence a

child begotten upon a woman who was at

(1) In the matter of Bibee Najibunnissa ( 1869)
4 B . L . R . , A . C . 55.

1 ) Muhammad Azmat v. Lalla Begam ( 1881)

8 Cal 422, 9L A . 8 ; Sadakat Hossein v.

Mahomed Yusuf ( 1883 ) 10 Cal. 663, 11

I A . 31

(1 ) Khajah Hidayat v. Rat Jan (1844) 3 M . I
A . 295 , 318 ; Wise V . Sanduloon issa

(1869) 11 M . I A . 177, 193 ; Neoab Malka

Jehan v . Muhammad ( 1873) Sup. Vol. I.

A . 192 ; Khajooroonissa v . Rowshan

Jehan ( 1870 ) 2 Cal 184. 199 ; 3 1. A . 291 ;

Mahatala v . Ahmed Haleemoozooman

( 1881) 10 O. L , R 293.

(1) Oomda Beebee v. Syud Shah Jonab ( 1866 ) 5

W . R 132
mo) Op . Ashrufood Doulah v. Hyder Hossein

Khan ( 1866 ) 11 M L A . 94, where their

Lordships of the Privy Council, after

observing that the issue as to acknowledg

ment was properly framed , said ( p . 104 ) :

“ It uses the word ' aoknowledgment' in

its legal sense , under the Mahomedan law

of acknowledgment of antecedent right

established by the acknowledgment on the

acknowledged. "
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the time the wife of another man (n ), orthe

sister of the acknowledger's wife (o ), or a

prostitute (2 ), cannot be legitimated by any
acknowledgment.

Hed .439 ; Baillie , 405.

Fourth Condition. - In Sadakat Hossein v . Mahomed Yusuf (1883) 10 Cal. 663,

L . R . 11 I. A . 31, their Lordships of the Privy Council left it an open question as to

whether the offspring of an adulterous intercourse can be legitimated by any acknow

ledgment. Referring to this case, Mahmood , J ., observed in Muhammad Allahdad v .

Muhammad Ismail ( 1883) 10 All. 289, at p . 337 : “ There is no warrant in the

principles of the Mahomedan law to justify the view that a child proved to be the

offspring of fornication , adultery or incest, could be made legitimate by any ackow

ledgment by the father. The rule is limited to cases of uncertainty of legitimate

descent, and proceeds entirely upon an assumption of legitimacy and the establishment

of such legitimacy by the force of such acknowledgment.” This dictum has been

followed by the High Courts of Allahabad and Calcutta in the case referred to in

Condition (4 ) above.

233 . Once an acknowledgment of paternity is made, Acknowledg

it cannot be revoked either by the acknowledger or ment oflegitimacy

persons claiming through him ( 1). irrevocable

234. The Mahomedan law does not recognize Adop- Adoption not

tion as a mode of filiation ( .). recognized

(n ) Iraqat Aut v. Karim -un - Nissa (1893) 15
ALL 396.

( 0 ) Atzunnissa v. Karim -un -Nissa ( 1895 ) 23
Cal 10.

( v ) Dhan Bibi v. Lalon Bibi (1900) 27 Cal. 801.

( a ) Ashrufood Doulah v . Hyder Hossein ( 1866 )

11 M . I A . 94 ; Muhammad Allahdad

V . Muhammad Ismail ( 1888 ) 10 All. 289,

317 .

( 1 ) Muhammad Allahdad v . Muhammad

Ismail ( 1888 ) 10 AIL 289, 340.



CHAPTER XIII.

GUARDIANSHIP. W . 90 - 139

Age of . 235. For the purposes of this Chapter, “ minor ”

majority ! means a person who shall not have completed the age of

eighteen years.

See Indian Majority Act, IX of 1875, s . 3, and theGuardians and Wards Act, VIII

1 of 1890 , s. 4 ,cl. (1).

orde

Power of the 97236 . When the Court is satisfied that it is for the

uko welfare of a minor that an order should be made (1 )

guardianship appointing a guardian of his person or property, or both ,or

( 2 ) declaring a person to be such guardian, the Courtmay

make an order accordingly.

Guardian and Wards Act, s. 7 . com. : 98 z see s . çob . act .

zee .lo . 6 ) Groach .

Matters to be 237. ( 1) In appointing or declaring the guardian of

considered by a minor, the Court shall, subject to the provisions of this
the Court in

appointing section , be guided by what, consistently with the law to which

guardian
the minor is subject, appears in the circumstances to be for

the welfare of the minor.

( 2 ) In considering what will be for the welfare of the

minor, the Court shall have regard to the age and sex of

the minor, the character and capacity of the proposed

guardian and his nearness of kin to the minor, the wishes,

ifany, of a deceased parent, and any existing or previous

relations of the proposed guardian with the minor or his

property.

( 3 ) If the minor is old enough to form an intelligent

preference, the Court may consider that preference .

Guardians and Wards Act, s. 17. The italicized words show that if a minor of

whose person or property or both a guardian is to be appointed ordeclared by the

Court is a Mahomedan , the Court is to have regard to the rules of Mahomedan law ,

subject, however, to the provisions of sub-sections (2 ) & ( 3). See notes to s . 241 below ,

as to the exact significance of the words last italicized . We now proceed to enumerate

the principles ofMahomedan law relating to (1) the guardianship of the person of a

minor, and (2 ) the guardianship of his property.
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Guardians of the Person of a Minor .

107 238. The mother is entitled to the custody of her Right of
mother to

male child until he has completed the age of seven years, custody of

and of her female child until she has attained puberty , and
infant

children

the right is not lost though she may have been divorced by

her husband ( s ).

Hed . 138 ; Baillie , 431. It has been held by the High Court of Calcutta that the

mother is entitled to the custody of her daughter who has not attained puberty in

preference even to the husband of the daughter : Nur Kadir v . Zubeikha Bibi (1885 ) 11

Cal.649 ; Korban v . King - Emperor (1904) 32 Cal. 444.

Shiah law . — Under the Shiah Law , themother is entitled to the custody of her

male child until he is weaned , and of her female child until she has completed the age

of seven years : Baillie , Part II, 95.

mother

molha

107 239. Failing mother, the right of custody of a boy Right of

under the age of seven years , and of a girl that has not

attained puberty , devolves upon the following female default of

relatives in the order enumerated below :

( 1) mother's mother, how high so ever ;

(2 ) father 's father, how high so ever ;

(3 ) full sister ;

(4 ) uterine sister ;

(5 ) [consanguine sister] ;

(6 ) full sister's daughter ;

(7 ) uterine sister's daughter ;

(8 ) [consanguine sister's daughter] ;

( 9 ) maternal aunts, in like order as sisters ; and

( 10 ) paternal aunts, also in like order as sisters.

Hed . 138 ; Baillie , 432. Neither the consanguine sister nor her daughter is

expresslymentioned either in the Hedaya or Fatwa Alamgiri ; the omission seems to be

accidental, for paternal aunts are expressly mentioned .

109 240 . In default of all the female relatives mentioned Right of male

above, the right of custody passes to ( 1 ) the father, ( 2 )

father's father how high so ever, ( 3 ) full brother, ( 4 ) con

sanguine brother , (5 ) full brother's son , (6 ) consanguine

( 8) Emperor v. Ayshabai (1904) 6 Bom . L . R .536 .
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brother's son , ( 7 ) full paternal uncle, ( 8 ) consanguine pater

nal uncle , and other paternal male relatives in the order

enumerated in the Table of Residuaries (s. 52 ).

No male is entitled to the custody of a female child

unless he stands within the prohibited degrees of relation

ship to her.

Hed . 138 , 139 ; Baillie,433.

Right of

custody,

how lost

108 241. Neither a mother nor any other female relative

mentioned in s. 239 is entitled to the custody of an infant,

if shemarries a person not related to the infant within the

prohibited degrees ; but the right is restored on the dis

solution of the marriage by death or divorce. Nor is she

entitled to retain custody of an infant, if she removes the

· infant to a distant place so as to render it impracticable for

the father to look after the child .

Hed. 138, 139 ; Baillie, 432, 435 . The reason of the first branch of the rule is

that the infant may not be treated with kindness, if the woman marries a person who is

not a near relative of the infant. In Bhoocho v . Elahi Bux (1885 ) 11 Cal. 574, the

question arose as to whether the grandmother of a minor female , or her paternal

uncle, was entitled to the custody of the minor. The minor had not attained puberty,

and she was marri d to a boy tw . lve or fourteen years of age. The mother of the

minor had married a person not relat d to the minor within the probibited degrees .

No claim wasmade on bthalf of the husband . It was held that the grandmother was

entitled to the custody in pri ference to the paternal uncle (see s. 239). The Court

felt itself bound by the provisions of Mahomidan law , though it was clearly

of opinion that under the circumstans the uncle of the girl was a far preferable

guardian to the grandmother. This case was decid d in 1885 , that is, five ycars before

the passing of the Guardians and Wards Act. Under that Act, however, the primary

consideration for the Court is the welfare of the minor (s . 237 ante) , and the provisions

of the law to which the minor is subj.ct are subordinated to that consideration .

A prostitute is not a fit and proper person to be appointed guardian of an infant :

Abasi v . Dunne (1878 ) 1 All . 598. This, however, is not a special rule of Mahomedan

law , but a part of the geni ral law of British India . See Guardians and Wards Act,

s . 17 , cl. 2, sit out in s. 237 above.

It seems that apostasy is not a ground of disqualification : Hed . 139 ; Baillie, 431.

See also Act XXI of 1850,and the notes to s. 191. .

► seven

Custody of 111242. The father is entitled to the custody of a boy

" when he has completed the age of seven years, and of aand of adult
female girl when she has attained puberty . Failing father, the
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right of custody devolves upon the paternal relatives
mentioned in s . 240 .

Hed ., 139 ; Baillie ,434 ; Idu v . Amiran ( 1886 ) 8 All. 322 . The father is entitled

to the custody of a boy under seven years of age and of a girl that has not attained

puberty, only if there be no mother or any of the female relativesmentioned in s. 217

and competent to act. Sce s. 240.

illegitimate

children

Sonsare

243. The custody of illegitimate children belongs to Custody of

themother and her relations.

Macnaghten,298, 4.

Guardians of the property of a minor.

112244. The following persons are entitled to be guardians Guardians of
of the property of a minor:

( 1) the father ;

(2 ) the executor appointed by the father's will ;

( 3 ) the father's father ;

(4 ) the executor appointed by the will of the father's

property

father ;

If there be none of these, the Court has the power

to appoint a guardian , but it should select by preference

a male agnate of the deceased father. Farliall these the kazin .now

Macnaghten , 304. For a list ofmale agnates, see the Table of Residuaries, s. 52.

The only relationsby blood that are entitled as such to the guardianship of the

property of a minor are (1) the father,and (2 ) the father's father. No other relative

can claim to be such guardian as of right, not even the mother (t). Hence a mother

has no power to bind the estate of her minor children by mortgage , sale or otherwise

(u ), unless the transaction be manifestly for the benefit of the minor (v ). Nor is a

mortgage executad together by a mother, brother and sister of a minor, binding on the

minor, noneof thm being a guardian of the minor's property (w ). Similarly it hasbeen

held that a mortgage executed by the uncle of a minor is not binding on the minor (« ).

As to the powers of a husband to deal with the property of his minor wife, see

Hayath v . Syahsa Meya (1903) 27 Mad . 10 .

( 1 ) Pathummabi v. Vuel Ummachabt ( 1902)

26 Mad 7 4 : Moyna Bibi v. Banku

Behari ( 1912) 29 Cal 47 ; Baba v .

Shira ,) a ( 1895 ) 20 Bom . 199 ; Sita Ram

V. Amir Begam ( 1886) 8 AIL 324 , 338.
( U ) TO .

( V ) Majidan v. Ram Narain ( 190 ? ) 26 AIL 22.

( 10 ) Bhutnath v . Ahmed Hosein ( 1885 ) 11 Cal.

417. A brother is not a guardian of her

sister's property : Bukshan v. Maldat

( 1869) 3 B L RA C. 423. See also Husein

Begam v . 2ta -ul- N480 Begam ( 1882 ) 6

Bom 4 7.

( 8 ) Nizam -ud - din v . Anandi Prasad ( 18

18 AIL 373,
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Powers of

guardian to

sebb or

mortgage

245. A guardian of the property of a minor may
sell themoveable property of the minor , but he cannot sell

any part of his immoveable property , unless the sale is

absolutely necessary or is for the benefit of the minor,

Baillie, 676 ; Macnaghten, 64, 305 , 306 ; Hurbai v. Hiraji 20 Bom . 116 , 121.

See also Kali Dutt v. Abdul Ali (1888 ) 16 Cal. 627.

If a person is appointed or declared a guardian of the property of a Maho

medan minor under the Guardians and Wards Act, " he shall not,without the previous

permission of the Court (a ) mortgage or charge, or transfer by sale , gift, exchange, or

otherwise, any part of the immoveable property of his ward , or (b ) lease any part of that

property for a term exceeding five years, or for any term extending more than one

year beyond the date on which the ward will cease to be a minor ” (s. 29). And it is

provided by s. 30 of the Act that a disposal of immoveable property by a guardian in

contravention of the foregoing provisions is roidable at the instance of any other person

affected thereby.

Guardians and Wards Act.

246 . All applications for the appointment or declar

ation of a guardian of a person or property or both of a

Mahomedan minor must now bemade under the Guardians

and Wards Act, 1890,and the duties , rights , and liabilities

of guardians appointed or declared under that Act, are

governed by the provisions of that Act.

Applicability

of the
edia28

and Wards

Act

Se addenda
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CHAPTER XIV.

MAINTENANCE OF RELATIVES. W .luo -156

maids ordowed , a

1434247. A father is bound to maintain his daughters Maintonance
dwreed .

until they are married , but he is notobliged to maintain his of

adult sons unless they are disabled by infirmity or disease.

The mere fact that the children are in the custody of their

mother during their infancy (s. 238) does not relieve the

father from the obligation of maintaining them (y ).

145 If the father is poor, and incapable of earning anything

by his own labour, the mother, if she has got property of

her own, is bound to maintain her unmarried daughters

and such of her adult sons as are disabled .

Hed . 148 ; Baillie, 455 -458. As to maintenance of wives, see s. 196 et seq .

( 50 248. Children in easy circumstances are bound to Maintenano.

maintain their own parents , although the latter may be able " parents

to earn something for themselves.
This is restechwe of sex .

This section is a reproduction of the first marginal note on p . 461 of Baillie's

Digest. See also Hedaya, p . 148.

15 ) 249 . Persons in easy circumstances may be compelled Maintenanec

to maintain their poor relations within the prohibited of other

degrees in proportion to the shares which they would “

1 relations

inherit on the death of the relative to be maintained by, we

them . xie disabled nele adult . fenelesn sem allt er kes on
Baillie ,463. laslease conclain from the husband

250 . If the father neglects or refuses to maintain his Statutory

legitimate or illegitimate children who are unable to obligation
of father to

maintain themselves, he may be compelled , under the maintain

provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure, to make a his

monthly allowance not exceeding fifty rupees for their

maintenance.

his children

See Criminal Procedure Code, s.488. If the children are illegitimate, the refusal

of the mother to surrender them to the father is no ground for refusing maintenance.

Kariyadan v . Kayat Beoran (1885) 19 Mad. 461.

(v ) Emperor v. Ayshabat (1904) 6 Bom . L R 536.
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The references throughout are to pages.

Abu Hanifa ,

founder of the Hanafi sect of Sunnis, 11

disciples of, 11

Acknowledged kinsman ,

definition of, 58

Acknowledgment,

legitimation by, 136

conditions of, 138

may be express or implied , 137

effect of, 138

irrevocability of, 139

Administrator,

vesting of estate in , 13

suit against, 18

may sue without letters, except for

recovery ofdebt, 23

Adoption ,

not recognized in Mahomedan law , 139

Agreement,

enabling wife to divorce herself from
husband, 128

enabling wife to live separate from
husband, 120

enabling wife to live with her parents,

120

Ariat,

what is, 89

Bequest,

to heirs,68

for pious purposes, 71

consent of heirs, when necessary , 68, 70

to unborn persons, 71

to a child in the womb, 71

of life- interest, 70

revocation of, 72

see Legacy and Will

Birthright,

not recognized in Mahomedan law , 25

Brother ,

(i) full

is a residuary , see tab. of res., 36 A

Brother - (contd .),

(ii) consanguine

is a residuary , ser tab . of res ., 36 A

(iii) uterine

is a sharer , soe tab . of sh., 30A

Brother ' s daughter,

is a distant kinswoman of the third

class, 48, 54

Brother' s daughter ' s children ,

are distant kindred of the third class ,

48, 54

Brother's son h . 1. s.

(i) full

is a residuary, see tah . of res., 36A

( ii) consanguine -

is a residuary, see tah . of res., 36 A

(iii) uterine

is a distant kinsman of the third

class, 48 , 54

Consanguine brother,

is a residuary, see tab. of res., 36A

Consanguine brother's daughter,

is a distantkinswoman, 48, 54

Consanguine brother' s son ,

is a residuary, see tab . of res., 36A

Conversion to Mahomedanism ,

effect of, 7

after marriage, 7

Creditor,

suit by, against legal representative, 18

suit by , against heirs , 18

CutchhiMemons,

Mahomedan law applies to, except in

matters of succession, 7

Cy-prés,

doctrine of, 96

Daughter,

as a sharer, see tab . of sh ., 30A

as a residuary , see tab. of res., 36 A
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Daughter' s children ,

are distant kindred of the first class,

48 , 49

Death - illoess,

what is, 74

giftsmade in , 74

acknowledgment of debt in , 75

Debts,

payment of, 12

liability of heirs for, 17

alienation of share before payment of, 14

alienation of estate for payment of, 22

recovery of , when due to a deceased

Mahomedan, 22

death -bed acknowledgment of, 75

Distant kindred ,

definition of, 28

four classes of, 47

list of, 48

of the first class, rules of succession

among, 49

of the second class, rules of succession
among,53

of the third class, rules of succession
among , 54

of the fourth class, rules of succession

among, 56

Divorce,

(0) talık, or divorce by husband

puberty of husband necessary to

validity of, 125

valid , though pronounced under

compulsion or in a state of volun

tary intoxication, 129

whether tabak must be addressed to

wife, 125

no particular words necessary , 125

three kinds of, 126

when irrevocable , 127

by tafweez or delegated authority,

Dower ,

definition of, 120

may be fixed at, before or after mar

riage, 121

maximum and minimum of, 121

" proper," 121

distinction between " prompt ” and

“ deferred," 121

whole presumed to be " prompt," when ,

122

wife 's rights on non-payment of

" prompt," 122

nature of widow 's claim for, 122, 194

effect of divorce on claim for, 132

Escheat,

to the Crown , 58

Estate,

application of, of a deceased Mahome

dan , 13

vesting of, in executor and adminis.

trator, 13

devolution of, upon heirs, 13

distribution of, 17

Executor,

position of , under pure Mahomedan

law , 13

vesting of estate in , 13

suit against, 18

may sue without probate , except when

the suit is for the recovery of a debt,

23

need not be a Moslem , 72

powers of, 72

False Grandfather ,

definition of , 29

is a distant kinsman of the second class ,

48 ,53

128
False Grandmother ,

definition of, 29

is a distant kinswoman of the second

class, 48 , 53

(ii) khula , or divorce by mutual consent

- consideration from wife , a neces

sary element of, 139

(iii) mubarat, or divorce by mutual con

sent - distinguished from khula, 130

impotency of husband, a ground of,
130

laan , a ground of, 131

wife 's costs not allowed in a suit

for, 131

apostasy, a ground of, 134

effect of, 132, 133

Father,

as sharer, see tab . of sh ., 30A

as residuary , see tab. of res., 364

may inherit both as sharer and residu

ary, 38 , 39

Funeral expenses,

payment of, first charge upon estate, 12
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gift,

definition of, 76

capacity for making, 76

insolvency of person making , 76

need not be in writing, 76

delivery of possession ,a necessary condi.
tion of, 79

of actionable claims and incorporeal

property , 77

of equity of redemption , 77

of future property , 78

of property held adversely to donor, 78

of immoveable property , how completed

81

of property in possession of donee, 82

ofmushaa, 82, 83

to two or more donees, 84

to unborn persons, 84

to minors, 84

by a father to his minor child , 85

by husband to wife, 85

in futuro, 85

with conditions, 86

revocation of, 87

made in death -illness, 75

Grandfather ,

true, vide True Grandfather

false, vide False Grandfather

Iddat,

period of, 115

marriage before completion of , 113 , 132

maintenance of wife during, 119 , 132

rights of inheritance how affected by

death before completion of, 133

Illegitimate child ,

inherits from mother only and her

relations, 59

Increase ,

doctrine of, 34

inheritance,

devolution of, 13

renunciation of, 26

rights of, how affected by death before

completion of iddat, 133

Joint family ,

rules of Hindu law of, not applicable to
Mahomedans, 27

Justice, equity , and good consci

ence ,

portions of Mahomedan law applied

on grounds of, 2 , 3

law of Gifts applied in Madras Presi

dency on grounds of, 84

law of Pre-emption applied on
grounds of, 104

Khojas,

Mahomedan law applies to , except in

matters of succession , 7

belong to Ismailia sect of Shiahs, 9

Koran ,

interpretation of the, 10

Legacy

subject of, 71

abatement of, 71

lapse of, 71

se6 Bequest and Will

Legatee,

universal, 58

Legitimacy,

presumption as to , 134, 136

Letters of Administration ,

when necessary , 23

Mahomedan ,

who is, 7

Mahomedaoism ,

conversion to , 7

Orandmother,

true, vide True Grandmother

false, vide False Grandmother

Guardian,

power of court to make order as to

guardianship , 140

matters to be considered by corrt in

appointing, 140

of person , 141

of property, 143

applicability of Guardians and Wards

Act, 144

Hlba -ba - shart-ul- ewaz,

definition of, 88

Hiba-bil-ewaz,

definition of 88

Homicide,

as a bar to succession, 27

Husband,

is a sharer - see tab. of sh ., 30A
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Mahomedan law ,

introduction of, into British India , 1, 6

portions of, expressly directed to be ap .

plied to Mabomedans, 2 , 3

portions of,applied on groundsof justice,

equity, and good conscience, 2 , 3

portions of, not applied to Mahomedans

to all, 2, 3

sources of, 10
interpretation of, 10 , 11

applicability of, to converts to Mahome

danism , 7

no right of representation in , 25

birthright, not recognized in , 25

vested remainder not recognized in , 26

Maintenance,

ofwife , 119

of children , 145

of parents, 145

of other relations, 145

Marriage,

is a civil contract, 114

who may contract, 114

(i) valid , requisites of

1. puberty and sound mind , 114
2 . consent of father or grandfather

wben puberty not attained , 117

proposal and acceptance , 114

4 . presence of witnesses, 114

5 . the woman must not be wife of

another man at time of mar

riage, 114

6 . the man must not be husband of

four wives at time of marriage,

115

7 . the woman must have completed

her iddat, 115

8 . the woman must not be an idola

tress, 115

9. she must be a Mahomedan , 115

10. the partiesmust not be related to

each other within prohibited

degrees of consanguinity , afi

nity , or fosterage, 115 , 116

effectof, 116

( ii) invalid , what is

1. when contracted without wit

nesses, 114

2 . when the wife is an idolatress, 115

3 . when the husband is a non

Moslem , 115

effect of, 116

Marriage - (contd .),

(iii) illegal or roid
1. when contracted before comple

tion of iddat, 115

2 . when prohibited by reason of

consanguinity , affinity, or
fosterage, 115 , 116

3. with a wife's sisters, during wife 's

lif time, 116

effcct of, 117

(iv ) ofminors

may be contracted by guardian , 117

guardians for marriage, 117

valid if brought about by father or

grandfather, 117

voidable if brought about by any

other guardian , 118

(v ) of lunatics

subject to same rules as marriage of

minors, 118

Missing persons,

rule of succession relating to , 59

Mosque,

wakf of mushaa for, 93

public right of worship in , 103

Mother,

is a sharer, see tab . of sh ., 30A

Musnaa ,

what is , 82

gift of, 82, 83

wakf of, 92

doctrine of, not recognized in Madras

Presidency, 84

Mutawali,

who may be, 100

powers of -

(i) to mortgage or sell, 100

(ii) to grant leases, 101

(iii) to increase allowance of ser.

vants, 102

( iv ) to appoint successor on death

bed , 101

remuneration of, 102

removal of, 102

appointment of new , 100

office of, not transferable inter vivos, 101

office of,not attachable , 102

personal decree against , 102
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Pre -emption ,

definition of, 104

who may claim , 105

arises from sale, 106

ground of, to continue up to decree, 107

whether buyer should be a Mabomedan ,

107, 108

seller and pre -emptor should be

Maliomedans, 108

when sale is made to a shafee , 108 , 109

forms to be observed , 110

tender of price not essential, 111

right of, extinguished on death of pre

emptor , 111

lost by acquiescence, 112

not lost by refusal of offer before

. sale , 112

suit for, 112

legaldevice for evading right of , 113

custom of, recognized among Hindus in

Bahar andGujarat, 104

sect- law as governing, 113

Probate ,

expenses of, 12

when necessary , 23

Probibited degrees,

of consanguinity , 115

of affinity, 116

as between foster-relations, 116

Puberty ,

ageof, 114

marriage before, see Marriage, (iv ) of

minors

tabak before , 125

Renunciation of Inheritance,

how far binding on the heir, 26

Residuaries,

definition of, 28

table of, 36A

female, 42

Residue,

peculiar features of, 44

Restitution of conjugal rights,

suit for, by husband, 119, 120

Return ,

doctrine of, 44

Revocation ,

of bequests, 72

of gifts, 87

of wakf, 92

of talak, 127

Sajjad - i -nashin ,

office of, 103

Sharers,

definition of, 28

rules of succession among, 30 , 36

table of, 300

Shiahs,

different sects of, 9

law of inheritance among, 59, 66

Sister,

(i) full

as a sharer, see tab. of sh., 30A

as a residuary , see tab . of res., 36 A

( ii ) consanguine
as a sharer, see tab . of sh ., 30A

as a residuary, see tab . of res., 36 A

( iii) uterine

is a sharer, see tab. of sh ., 30A

Sister' s children ,

are distant kindred of the third class ,

48, 54

Son ,

is a residuary, see tab. of res., 36A

Son ' s daughter,

as a sharer, see tab. of sh., 30A

as a residuary , see tab . of res., 36A

Son ' s daughter ' s children ,

are distant kindred of the first class ,

48, 49

Son' s son, b . 1, s .

is a residuary, see tab. of res., 36 A

Spes successionis,

not heritable, 25

not transferable, 26

Step -children ,

are not heirs, 59

Step - parents,

are not heirs, 59

Succession ,

governed by the law of the sect of the

deceased , 12

principles of, among sharers and residu

aries, 41, 44

Successor by contract,

definition of, 58

Sunnis,

different schools of, 8

cbange from one Sunni sect into ano

other, 8
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Universal logatoo,

definition of, 58

Talak,

by writing, 127

866 Divorce

True Grandfather,

definition of, 29

as a sharer, see tab . of sh ., 30A

as a residuary , see tab . of res., 36A

may inherit both as sharer and residu

ary , 39

True Grandmother,

definition of, 29

is a sharer, see tab . of sh . 30A

Trusts,

law of private, 89

law of public, see Wakf

Uncle (maternal),

is a distant kinsman of the fourth class,
48, 56

Uncle (paternal),

( i ) full

is a residuary, see tab. of res ., 36A

( ii) consanguine

is a residuary,see tab .of res., 36A

(iii) uterine
is a distant kinsman of the fourth

class, 48, 56

(Maternal) uncle' s children ,

are distant kindred of the fourth class,

48 , 56

(Paternal) uncle ' s 800, h . 1. s. ,

(i) full

is a residuary , see tab. of res., 36 A

(ii) consanguine

is a residuary , 888 tab. of res., 36A

(iii) wtorine

is a distant kinsman of the fourth

class, 48 , 56

Usury ,

Mahomedan rule against , a moral pre

cept only, 4

Vested inheritance,

meaning of, 27

Vested remainder ,

not recognized in Mahomedan law , 26

Wakf,

definition of, 90

who may create, 91

form of, immaterial, 91

may be testamentary or inter vivos, 91

limits of power to make, 91

when complete , 91, 92

revocation of, 92

of moveable property , 90

of mushaa , 92 , 93

contingent, 93

characteristics of wakf property, 93

family settlements by way of, 93, 98

operation of, may be postponed , 93

illusory , 95

evidence of intention as creating, 99

Wife ,

is a sharer, 866 tab . of sh ., 30A

maintenance of, 119

Will.

leading authorities on the subject of, 67

who can make, 67

form of, immaterial, 68

extent of power to dispose of property

by, 70

866 Bequest and Legacy
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